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Abstract
This quantitative study examines the relationship of philosophical beliefs of
administrators of Lutheran schools and the influence of those beliefs on discipline decisionmaking styles, job satisfaction, and other factors. The study patterns the survey work from
William Perry (1999) and other theorists regarding philosophy and ethics. A theoretical
framework postulates a positive relationship of objectivist philosophy with directed decisionmaking style and interpretivist philosophy with participative decision-making style.
The administrators from two Lutheran education organization’s listserves, through
invitation, participated in the qualitative online survey. The investigation uses path analysis,
factor analysis, and regressions to explore survey and descriptive data. Some contextual variables
such as gender and training have statistically significant relationships to decision-making styles
and decision actions. Objectivist philosophy correlates to the selection of directive decisionmaking styles, while interpretivist philosophy correlates to participative decision-making style.
There did not seem to be a strong relationship to religious faith and the selection of the
objectivist philosophy, but data allow for a new category of visionary educators. Factors of the
student did not influence satisfaction and self-reported effectiveness of administrators. Included
are limitations and future study suggestions.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Parochial schools in the United States offer education to many students besides
congregational members’ children. Parochial schools provide substantial numbers of students in
the United States with an alternative school environment: 1400 early childhood centers, 945
elementary schools, 99 High Schools for The Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod (LCMS, 2010)
throughout the United States and 114 Catholic schools in Michigan (K-12 Academics, 2009).
Dissatisfaction with public education has become a consistent issue in education today. Charter
schools and choice schools include parochial schools, in many states. Wisconsin is a good
example. These schools are on the rise in education (Vergari, 1999). Hausman and Goldring
(2000) found that parents are making these choices for schools with regard to values and safety
as much as academics. Parochial schools focus on values education and imparting beliefs of
faith. Some students (Jacobson, Riesch, Meyers, Temkin, Kedtowski, & Kluba, 2011) see
parochial schools as safer schools.
Safety of children in a classroom or school directly relates to decision-making style and
actions about discipline. We must consider the decision-making process and factors to
understand how the procedure functions.
The Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod (LCMS) is the second-largest parochial school
system in the nation. The beliefs of leaders in these institutions are unique when compared to the
public schools of the United States. The decision-making and philosophy reflect differences. For
example, Beckner (2004) defines one such belief as that of vocation,
This concept differentiates between one’s vocation and one’s career or occupation.
Vocation is seen as that which guides the work or other activities of life. It reflects the
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core of our being and our personhood...shows itself in everyday decisions and actions.
(p. 147)
These beliefs of vocation are rooted in the philosophical underpinnings of theology of the
church and influence behavior with the educational environment, or as Rietschel (2000)
maintains, “Our theology does, or at least should, influence our educational program” (p. 45).
Decision-making is a large part of the education program of any school. This research examines
how belief and philosophy of LCMS principals influence decision-making in Lutheran schools
by exploring the types and factors of decision-making by administrators. Decision-making is a
broad topic in the educational arena. To narrow the topic, the decision-making study is examined
within the confines of discipline policy implementation.
Problem Statement
The principal’s role in a LCMS school is a primary leadership position. Unlike public
schools with a hierarchical bureaucratic structure that includes many department heads, associate
and assistant principals, and superintendents, the principal is the key, sometime the sole,
decision-maker in a LCMS school. Usually, single congregational units control a school due to
size and tradition. As such, the principal is a significant individual in the development of the
school environment and climate through decision-making. However, research does not report
how LCMS principals make disciplinary decisions or what factors or beliefs may influence those
decisions.
Discipline implementation is a significant decision-making aspect of the principalship.
The development of policy may involve many different stakeholders, and the principal may play
only a minor role in policy creation in a LCMS school. Conversely, implementation of policy
lies mainly with the principal and the staff of an LCMS school. How the principal makes a
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decision about students or families may seem arbitrary at times or even unfair to other
constituents of the school. For example, the principal may be more lenient in disciplining an unchurched child but more rigid with a child baptized as an infant and brought up in the LCMS
faith. Christian belief and the Christian conviction to share beliefs with students and families
may be a unique disciplinary decision factor of LCMS school administrators and educators. A
pilot study (Brandon, 2006) for this research and a study about Lutheran educators’ spirituality
by Schnacke (2000) both indicate this as a factor.
Ginsberg (2004) described what she termed as a philosophical iceberg effect on master
teachers. The quality of teaching showed the influence by the personal philosophy and not
necessarily the skills, which are most visible to the students of the individual teachers. While the
Ginsberg study does not directly correlate to this study, it seemed likely that principals would
display these same philosophical effects in other aspects of their work. Hester (2003)
commented, “Ethical/servant leaders should base decision-making activity and governing on
trust, commitment and shared responsibility” (p. 136). Philosophical orientation of the principal
determines those factors (Short, Short, & Blanton, 1994). The philosophical beliefs of the
principal should be determining factors influencing the process of decision-making in the
discipline policy implementation as it occurs in Lutheran schools. However, other personality
and situation factors may influence decision-making as Williams (1997) indicated in his study.
He found administrators with more education tended to be more analytical in their decision style,
and gender caused response differences. Understanding what factors influence decision-making
would enable better preparation of administrators through university and other preparation
programs.
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One study by Williams (2006) indicated principals might not choose the best style
because of bureaucratic demands of the system; however, he also noted this might be due to
philosophical underpinnings. Knight (2006) believed a definite relationship exists between
philosophy and educational practice. It would seem likely this holds for decision-making style.
Purpose of Research
The purpose of this study was to examine what influences disciplinary decision-making
by principals in Lutheran schools. It specifically examined the philosophical orientation of
principals making decisions and delineated any influence those have in disciplinary decisionmaking style. The study explored possible generalizations about decision-making in LCMS
principals’ implementation of the discipline policy.
Significance of the Study
There are many articles about decision-making and discipline policy implementation for
schools (Torres, & Stefkovich, 2009; Lewis-Palmer, Flannery, & Sugai, 2002; Newcomer,
Lewis, & Powers, 2002). Conversely, few research studies apply to discipline policy
implementation factors or decision processes, and even fewer apply to parochial schools relative
to disciplinary issues. Research studies in education are less common in the parochial school
environments than in public school environments. While the focus of this study is somewhat
narrow, there are possible applications of the results to other parochial systems and especially to
training programs for principals. The study supplies a representative snapshot of the unique
leadership role LCMS school principals provide. It also presents some initial understandings of
the types and factors used in decision-making as it applies to their implementation of school
discipline policy.
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It is necessary to define the key terms as used in the study. Some terms are Lutheran
specific and others have multiple definitions. The terms as defined in the paper will be the
understandings used in the paper.
Definitions of Terms 1
Lutheran Terms. These terms are common to the LCMS and used to describe the status
of persons serving in the church body.
Contracted – a position contracted yearly for the purpose of full or part time
employment. It is assigned to someone serving in a LCMS school who does not
have rostered status.
Call or Called – an “authorization to serve a congregation or school in some capacity as a
minister” (Reitchel, 2000, p. 88). The Synodical Handbook states: “Ministers of
the Gospel, designated by the Synod as ministers of religion−ordained (ordained
ministers) or ministers of religion−commissioned (commissioned ministers), are
eligible for membership in the Synod…”(The LCMS, 2001, p. 20) and may
receive a call. Principals and teachers of The LCMS candidate must earn the LTD
or the equivalent colloquy diploma to be considered commissioned ministers.
Colloquy – certification based on college courses is equivalent to the LTD but usually
offered in a non-traditional undergraduate or post-graduate program. There is
often no degree-granting body in this case. However, one of the Synod institutions
gives the final examination and makes a recommendation for the colloquy.
Currently this is an online program.

1

These are the working definitions for this research; many terms may have alternate definitions.
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LTD – having earned a Lutheran Teachers Diploma – eligible for designation as a
commissioned minister after successful completion of undergraduate coursework
and receiving a recommendation from the degree granting body.
Rostered – commissioned or ordained ministers maintained on the roster of the LCMS
and eligible for a call.
Other Descriptors. These terms refer mainly to philosophy yet include some of the
decision-making terms. It is necessary to define these terms as they often have multiple and
sometimes conflicting meanings. These definitions will be the understandings used in this paper.
Aesthetics – the study of what is valued as beautiful or noteworthy. It is a subset of
axiology.
Agnosticism – belief that there is no way to know if there are deities.
Atheism – belief that there are no deities.
Axiology – the study of what individuals or groups value in the study by justice or care.
Care– defined as a belief in organizing behavior around the individual and community,
derived expectations of nurturing through concern and connection (Shapiro &
Stefkovich, 2001).
Cosmology – the study of how the universe came into being.
Decision Actions – the number and types of disciplinary actions used by the principal and
self-reported for the study.
Decision Types – the types of disciplinary issues, the severity of the issue and the number
of occurrences of the issue.
Deity Factors – those factors that relate to a belief in a higher power or deity. This is the
belief in the triune God for LCMS Christians.
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Directed Decision Style – following laws and regulations to the letter when making
decisions and directing the decision and actions that result from the decision.
Effectiveness – a self-reported belief of how effective the administrator is in the current
position.
Epistemology – the study of how humans know what they know.
Ethics – the value we place in behavior, actions, and thinking patterns that make up a
personal viewpoint.
Henotheism – belief in the worship of one deity, while acknowledging there are many
others.
Justice – factor defined as a belief in universal laws and rules as the best way to organize
behavior.
Metaphysics – the study of reality made up of two parts: cosmology and ontology.
Monotheism – the belief in one deity to worship, there being no others. This is the belief
of the LCMS Christian.
Ontology - the study of the nature of reality for humans.
Participative Decision Style – setting aside laws and regulations to enable nurturing and
allowing students to become decision-makers in the decision process and sharing
or making determinations for decision actions. Student centered styles are part of
this style.
Polytheism – belief in the worship of many deities.
Principles – rules or norms developed from ethical beliefs identifiable by the attributes of
virtues or harms displayed.
Race – personal attributes of different racial groupings.
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Reality and Knowledge – philosophy factors that include cosmology and ontology, deity
factors, epistemology and spirituality.
Satisfaction – self-reported satisfaction with current employment as an administrator.
Spirituality – recognition of a spiritual energy in the universe.
Student Factors – outcomes variable of characteristics of students considered by the
principal related to decision-making style and decision actions including personal
characteristics such as age, health, appearance, and other characteristics such as
decision actions’ effect on a peer group; family attributes such as educational
level, student faith development, attitude, and history of disciplinary actions.
Unitheism – belief in only one deity given many different names.
Virtues – societal positive attributes of an individual or group.
We move to the study’s guiding questions now that key terms are defined. These
questions, along with a conceptual framework, will provide the basic outline for exploring the
concepts of decision-making styles and actions.
Guiding Questions
1. What factors and decision-making styles influence decision-making by LCMS
principals in discipline policy implementation?
2. How do the philosophical orientations of LCMS principals influence decision-making
style?
3. How do LCMS principals’ personal characteristics, such as age and gender or
contextual variables, affect the decision-making style or process of the discipline
policy implementation?
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4. What generalizations can be made about decision-making in LCMS principals’
implementation of the discipline policy and the consideration of student characteristic
selection?
To address these guiding questions, a conceptual framework organizes the research. This
framework is developed from understandings based upon study and research in the literature
review.
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study, as captured in Figure 1, attempts to determine
the relationship of the variables of the study (Salkind, 2004). This framework does not imply
directionality but merely relationship.
Beach and Connolly (2005), recognized leaders in decision-making psychology,
emphasize the importance of context in decision-making because “events seldom occur in
isolation” (p. 16). For this reason, the starting point of the path analysis is the contextual
variables. The study examines principals’ personal characteristics and contextual factors to
determine if there was a relationship to reality and knowledge factors. The reality and knowledge
factors are metaphysical and epistemological factors. Knight states, “A distinct metaphysical and
epistemological viewpoint will lead to a value orientation” (2006, p. 33). Driskell and Lyon
(2011) examined the role of religious beliefs, epistemological and ontological, on behavior using
a national survey from the Gallup Organization. Their findings indicated that beliefs do have an
influence on actions both religious and secular. Thus, these variables are examined to determine
if there is a relationship with axiology factors or value orientation. Knight diagramed positive
relationships of philosophy to educational practice in this case, decision-making style. Lawhead
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(2007), Bass through his work in transformational leadership (Northouse, 2007), and others
(Anthony & Benson, 2003; Hester, 2003; Feinberg & Feinberg, 1993) supported these concepts.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework diagram

2

Three sets of variables are examined to determine a relationship with decision-making
style. All fours sets of variables are tested to determine any relationship to the selection of
student factors and the other dependent variables: personal satisfaction, self-perception of
effectiveness, and the types and severity of decision actions. The dependent variables include

2

Unless otherwise indicated, all figures are constructed by the author.
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student characteristics because of the interest of the researcher. The null hypothesis of the study
is that each set of variables will show no relationship to the other variables of the study.

11

Chapter 2: Literature Review
The literature review uses the conceptual framework for the organization. The review
begins with the outcome variables and completes with the contextual variables. The purpose of
the literature review is to define and clarify the conceptual framework concepts and, thus, the
purpose of the study.
Outcome Variables
The outcome variables of the study considered student personal characteristics by
administrators when making decisions, the opinions of the administrator about job satisfaction
and effectiveness, and reporting of decision actions or outcomes of decisions.
Student personal characteristics. A study of a Catholic college (Stanley, 2006) found
decision-makers employed three frames, or process factors, which are used to make decisions:
“maturity of the student, …consistency, …perceived redeemability (sic) of the student (abstract,
iv).” A preliminary qualitative study (Brandon, 2006) indicates principals occasionally consider
student characteristics while making a decision action. To keep the analysis from becoming too
complex, outcome variables included these student variables though it could be argued that they
could be a dependent variable between decision-making style and the outcome variables. The
student variables include personal characteristics, student attitude, student history, and other
variables including family and peer variables.
Personal characteristics. The age of the student is in part considered in the maturity of
the student. Principals may be more directive, depending upon the age of the student, regardless
of philosophical orientation of the principal. Kostelnik, Soderman, and Whiren (2011) write,
“Although age is not an absolute measure of a child’s capabilities and understanding, it does help
establish reasonable expectations” (p. 20). Additionally, there was testing of perception the
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principal has of the student regarding health, appearance, and intellectual ability. If a child
appears unwell, un-rested, or distraught, the principal may consider this before making a
discipline decision. If there is a perception that the student is incapable of good judgment
regarding the issue, the principal may consider that as a mitigating factor.
Peers, family, and other factors. Some decisions by principals will consider family
attitudes or social position (Brandon, 2006). This factor may not have reported honestly in the
study, as it is not an area that principals wish to draw attention to in their behavior patterns.
Some principals may make an example of a student to encourage better behavior among the peer
group. Conversely, the principal may choose not to punish a student to open a better discussion
among the peers of the student. Faith orientation of the family and the student may be unique
factors to this study. A preliminary qualitative study (Brandon, 2006) to this work indicated
interviewed principals considered many of these characteristics including student future
opportunities.
Attitude. A positive attitude such as admission of guilt, regret, and desire for making
restitution are characteristics that one would expect to be part of the decision-making process by
principals. When a student readily admits to misdeeds, more time can be used for discussion
about changing behavior and there is perhaps less need for severe punishment in the decision
action. The attitude of the student is often reflective of self-regulation or self-discipline of a
student. Self-regulation relates to anti- or prosocial behavior (Osher, Bear, Sprague, & Doyle,
2010). Those students with prosocial behaviors and attitudes will demonstrate positive attitudes
and often have fewer conflicts with teachers and administrators.
Student History. History of the administrator’s interaction with the student is part of
consistency and the belief the student may be redeemable. Students often test the patience of the
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principal, returning on a regular basis for the same issue. This factor may influence the decisions
by the principal (Stanley, 2006).
Administrator outcome variables include satisfaction with the current or reported position
and a self-reported assessment of effectiveness. This is defined by impressions from colleagues
and parents perceived by the administrator.
Administrator satisfaction. Satisfaction by principals, in their decision-making
regarding discipline implementation, usually indicates there is a successful decision or
conclusion. One research study (Richford & Fortune, 1984) indicated that job satisfaction relates
to personal traits. Another study (Johnson & Holdaway, 1994), among other factors, explored the
relationship of working with students and teachers correlating positively with job satisfaction.
This study examined the relationship of satisfaction of decisions with decision styles,
philosophy, and characteristics of principals. Satisfaction was a dependent variable of the study.
Self-perceived effectiveness. Perceived effectiveness is another valuable outcome of the
decision-making process. While closely related to satisfaction, it could be argued that
effectiveness differs in principal perceptions of how others view job performance. Kwon and
Walker (2008) found that the ability to do the tasks of the principal were part of job
effectiveness. They referred to this aspect as competency. So principal perceptions about
effectiveness, as perceived by school staff, is a significant dependent variable to see if there are
factors that influence effectiveness.
Decision actions. Decision actions are an outcome variable of this study. Decision
actions are the results of disciplinary decisions often involving punishment or required behaviors
on the part of the student. Decision actions of principals, regarding discipline decisions, included
for selection in this study were in and out of school suspension, expulsion, detention, physical
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punishment, school or community service, retribution to offended person, spoken or written
apology, loss of grade or failure of course, writing or extra assignment, loss of privileges,
scolding, contract, parental conference, prayer, and forgiveness. The preliminary pilot study
resulted in this list of actions and through the review of literature (Spaulding, Irvin, Horner, May,
Emeldi, & Tobin, 2010).
A study by Tidwell, Flannery, and Lewis-Palmer (2003) seemed to indicate principals
deal with children in the upper grades more often than with issues from the lower grades. The
study explored the severity and number of issues for a relationship with decision-making or other
dependent variables with school level for this reason.
Mediating Variables
The middle factors of the conceptual framework are mediating variables. They may be
independent or dependent, depending upon where the analysis occurs. The mediating variables
include decision-making style, axiology, and reality/knowledge variables.
Decision-making style. Decision-making style refers to the behaviors used in working
with students. Opinions about how discipline should be handled are diverse (Short et al., 1994,
Boynton & Boynton, 2005). Some administrators feel that rules and laws must be followed to the
letter. Others may choose to ignore a rule or even drop punishment, taking into account the need
for nurturing and care dependent upon the circumstances. For example, Collins (2001) notes that
disciplining children, as opposed to teaching the culture of discipline, rarely makes changes to
their lives. A strong disciplinarian may control a school, but in absence would see no change in
the children.
Glickman (2002) has noted certain consistent styles employed by principals in
supervision of teachers. While the population is decidedly different, and the theory is from a
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leadership aspect, it seems the styles may be the same when working with students in decisionmaking style. “These behaviors - listening, clarifying, encouraging, reflecting, presenting,
problem solving, negotiating, directing, standardizing, and reinforcing…relate to certain clusters
or approaches” (p. 39). Therefore, these behaviors, in Glickman’s opinion, lead to approaches or
processes used by the principal leading to an overall style of decision-making. Listening,
clarifying, encouraging, and reflection are behaviors used by principals who prefer low control
or, as he called it, a “low directive interpersonal style.” The collaborative interpersonal approach
using presenting, problem-solving, and negotiating behaviors would also be a low control style,
but more student-centered. High control uses directive, standardized, and reinforcing styles.
When offering some choice selection in this approach, Glickman terms it as “directive
informational interpersonal style.” (p. 40)
A Canadian study (Williams, 1997) examined decision-making styles in school
administrators. The study used a decision style inventory employed by the navy, for a leadership
study, to determine one of four styles in the participants. He noted the styles as directive,
analytic, behavioral, and conceptual. The directive style is autocratic, using little information and
being task-oriented. The analytic style uses more information, usually in more complex
situations, but is still autocratic in decision-style and task-oriented. Behavioral category focuses
on social decisions and loose control, which is people-oriented using counsel and persuasion. On
the other hand, the conceptual style, which was also social- and people-oriented, is participative
in nature. While he found some relationships between personal characteristics and decision-style,
there were no significant relationships between the situational complexity and decision styles.
These scales align well with Glickman (2002) placing the styles into either high directive/high
control or low directive/low control.
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Chelsom Gossen (1997) introduced a scale with process terms. She outlined five types of
authority in working with children: punisher, guilter, buddy, monitor, and manager. This study
aligned the punisher and guilter with the high directive/high control as there is no consideration
of circumstances but rather the crime only. The punisher simply metes out punishment for
discipline, and the guilter develops guilt for emotional punishment. Her classes of monitor and
manager aligned with low directive/low control as both work from relationship building, but it
was hard to fit the buddy into either area as it appeared more as manipulation or control. Thus, it
could fall into either group dependent upon motive. Short et al. (1994) used the terms “custodial
educators [to describe those who] believe that students must learn to conform to the system…
emphasize routine and standardization minimizing accommodation to individual differences” (p.
6). This, of course, falls into the high control/high directive behaviors. They used the term
“humanistic educator [to describe those who believe] students are by nature active, positive,
intrinsically motivated learners…minimize routine, bend rules, and view children as unique” (p.
6). This is a low control/low directive behavior as it is relative to each child and discipline occurs
through relationship building. Further, they indicated custodial educators tended to find more
types of problem behaviors than humanistic educators, who believe that children wish to make
improvements to their own behavior. Short et al. believe, “Discipline models or strategies that
are congruent with teacher’s beliefs…[are] effectively carried out…[while] counter belief
strategies may result in increased conflict, a lower level of implementation and decreased
involvement in organizational efforts” (p. 7). As these theories align well with Glickman (2002),
his framework became the framework style for study.
Glasser’s (2005) reality therapy used many of these same terms within his framework of
habits for working with children, called “Seven Caring Habits: supporting, encouraging,
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listening, accepting, trusting, respecting, and negotiating differences…” (The Glasser Approach,
Choice Theory). Glasser, however, would contend that highly directive behaviors would not be
an effective way to work with people. Some of what Glasser outlined did not work as well into
the two categories, so a third category of student-centered seemed appropriate for those concepts.
These many different styles or approaches to decision-making by administrators are
placed into the two categories of high directive style or low directive style. This simplified
analysis allowed for an exploration of the relationship with philosophy regarding these two
styles. The questions will place the administrator in either high directive/high control, referred to
as high directive style, or low directive/low control category titled low directive style.
Additionally, the administrators responded to questions as to whether they used school groups to
make the decision about the action taken, or if they have allowed the student to decide the
punishment. Both of these process aspects are more student-centered than making the decision
alone. Administrators with a particular philosophical orientation may not use student-centered
methods of decision action but choose to follow zero tolerance policies (Martinez, 2009).
Knight (2006) states, “There is a definite relationship between philosophic beliefs and
educational practice” (p. 33). However, he also feels it is not the sole contributor to educational
practice. So philosophy was explored to determine a relationship with decision-making styles.
Philosophy variables. Philosophy is divided into three fields or categories of study:
metaphysics, epistemology, and axiology (Figure 2). While there are other fields of philosophy,
these three are the “main areas of philosophy” (Lawhead, 2007, p. 10). Each branch contributes
to a personal philosophy even when it is not articulated. “Every human being has a philosophy, a
basic outlook, a Weltanschauung, a point of view, through which he sees his world and finds its
meanings and purposes and values” (Jahsmann, 1963, p. ix).
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Figure 2. The branches of philosophy
Many of the branches relate and support views in each area. Knight (2006) states, “The
acceptance of a particular position in metaphysics and epistemology is a ‘faith choice’ made by
individuals” (p. 27). This research explored how these areas of philosophy related to decisionmaking regarding discipline implementation. However, the study did not measure the fields of
anthropology and aesthetics.
Axiology is the study of what we value. Aesthetics, the study of the value of beauty, is
not a part of this study. The focus of this study was in the ethical category, examining how the
moral systems of school administrators affect their discipline implementation decision-making
process. Axiology is influenced by epistemology and ontology. “Different positions of the
questions of metaphysics and epistemology determine different systems of value because
axiological systems are built upon conceptions of reality and truth” (Knight, 2006, p. 28).
Driskell & Lyon (2011) agreed with this connection. This study defines these terms and
relationships as ethics being a branch of axiology influenced by the ontology and epistemology
of the individual, which in turn determine what principles, personal law, or rules, often termed
morals or values, the individual lives by and are shown by the attributes displayed by the
individual (Figure 3). When those attributes are positive in influence then they are considered
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virtues. Morality is the positive exercise of socially held beliefs about right and wrong. One part
of the path analysis was to see if reality and knowledge philosophy showed a relationship to
beliefs in axiology.

Figure 3. Influence of ontology and epistemology upon axiology
Kohlberg (1971), an early ethicist, proposed a development theory about morals and
values not based upon religious belief. The hierarchy he developed envisioned the pinnacle of
development as an individual who can rationally make a decision, taking into consideration the
moral purpose of the law. The decision is not as critical as the thinking patterns that underlay the
decision based in the logic of law and justice.
Fowler (1981) used Kohlberg’s (1971) ethical developmental theory as a basis to develop
his own theory of faith development. Like Kohlberg’s, Fowler’s is a hierarchal approach, and
Fowler indicated that few reach the pinnacle of development. While not a moral theory, Fowler’s
theory takes into consideration moral and ethical values in the faith framework. Both Kohlberg’s
and Fowler’s theories built upon the work of developmental psychologists like Piaget.
Dykstra (1981) challenged Kohlberg’s (1971) theory as lacking in a complete
understanding of ethics. Dykstra labeled Kohlberg’s work as “juridical” (p. 1) in nature and
coming only out of a decision process of law. Dykstra developed an alternative view of ethics he
called “visional” (p. 1) and which could more closely apply to Christian behavior. It combines an
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ethic of care, defined as making decisions based upon the need of the individual regardless of
moral or even juridical law, with the juridical ethics of justice to a balanced ethic recognizing the
importance of justice and care as defined by Christian beliefs. The LCMS understanding of these
concepts is that God has a dual nature, just and loving as delineated in law and gospel
(Girgensohn, 1959). The fallen world does not recognize nor understand the true nature of God
but sees God in an imperfect, human way. The importance of relationship, love, and care was
demonstrated by God’s grace through sending his own son to repair the broken relationship
between him and humankind. As Christians grow in God’s given grace, they begin to take on the
characteristics of the Triune God – as revealed in Christ, not perfect, as this is a fallen world, but
taking on love, the other nature, since Christ came to fulfill the justice and love of God of which
humans are incapable of fulfilling (Girgensohn, 1960).
Gilligan (1982, 1993) opened a discussion in the early 1980s about the differences men
and women have in axiological development. She challenged Kohlberg (1971) about the focus of
his development upon masculine understandings of ethics, grounded in justice as a gender bias.
She implied that, in her theory, there is no ultimate truth, but that women’s “underlying
epistemology shifts …from the Greek ideal of knowledge as a correspondence between mind and
form to one of the Biblical conception of knowing as a process of human relationship” (p. 173).
Human relationships are the basis of her understanding and not the original relationship between
God and humankind. Gilligan raises the issue of women needing to be as caring for themselves
as they are caring for others and relationships. She asserts that men have always followed the
Greek paradigm in their development patterns with the need to be strong individuals and to make
decisions for themselves. Women are often perceived as not developing fully because they care
more about others and the relationships established with those others.
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Noddings (1984) followed with a deepened focus on the ethical virtue of care. She noted
there are two parts to the relationship: the “cared for [and the] one caring” (p. 58). Reciprocity is
necessary to the relationship. Ethics become involved when we do not have natural affection, or
there is no receptivity on the part of either the cared for or the one caring. Noddings believed
ethics inform how to maintain an appropriate relationship of natural sympathy, longing to
maintain caring moments and commitment, even when reciprocity is not there on the part of one
and/or the other. She asserts, “Caring is not a virtue. The genuine ethical commitment to
maintain oneself as caring gives rise to the development and exercise of virtue” (p. 96). This is
most often evident in women because of the mother/daughter relationship and the difference
experienced in mother/son relationships. Her theory does not include God. “While much of what
will be developed in the ethic of caring may be found…in Christian ethic, there will be major
and irreconcilable differences” (p. 29).
Shapiro and Stefkovich (2001) simplified ethics in schools to four models of ethics: ethic
of justice, ethic of care, ethic of critique, and ethic of professionalism. The ethic of care, as seen
previously, was defined as an ethic of relationships and used terms such as loyalty and trust. The
ethic of justice spotlighted the law and more abstract concepts such as fairness and equality. The
ethic of critique was defined as raising questions about the validity of the laws and the process of
administering laws as equity. Their additional ethic of professionalism was defined as
recognizing the “moral aspects unique to each profession” (p. 18). They believed that to be a
good educator, one must embrace all of these ethics.
This study used only two of these ethics, justice and care, contending that the other two,
critique and professionalism, funneled into the first two (Figure 4). Professionalism and critique
should not be separate categories but rather dual subcategories of both the ethic of justice and the
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ethic of care. For example, one can critique the rights of individuals from the point of justice or
can critique the responsibility to society in the ethic of care for the individual. The willingness to
critique indicates a concern but not necessarily an ethic. The same holds true for professionalism,
which must take into account external influences on an organization that makes demands on
administrators and teachers.

Figure 4. Diagram of ethical paradigms*
*Designed and adapted from Knight (2006) and Shapiro and Stefkovich (2001)

There are professional requirements in both ethics. In the profession, there are
requirements of ethical codes and mandates, which are found in the ethic of justice. It is crucial
to believe that all children can learn regardless of labels society may have put upon the
individual, as those that function within the case of the ethic of care believe. Shapiro and
Stefkovich (2001) recognized these two paradigms overlapped; this researcher contends that it is
necessary to use only the two ethics as key categories from their theory.
The three branches of metaphysics strive to answer questions about the nature of reality.
Each one has a unique focus to answering the questions. The three branches of metaphysics in
the study include ontology, cosmology, and theology. The study combined ontology and
cosmology into the reality variables and theology into the deity and spirituality variables.
Ontology challenges one to consider “what it means for anything to be...[or] What is
reality?” (Knight, 2006, p. 18). Matter makes up the universe, and we can experience physical
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energy; yet others challenge whether there is a spiritual realm or energy to the universe. One
possible classification has been between two opposing early views: objectivist and interpretivist.
Objectivists believe that reality is orderly, fixed, and stable, as others believe one personally
constructs reality and is the interpretivist viewpoint. The discussion in the literature does not
delineate between those of faith or spiritualist beliefs and these two opposing viewpoints. This
study categorized faith and beliefs in the spiritual energy of the universe as separate from
objectivist and interpretivist philosophy.
Plato first discussed the objectivist philosophy and ideas of the “just society [and] just
people” (Price, 1966, p. 15). Plato held the concept of ideas or forms of ideals based upon
rational thought that was objective in nature because his ideal was universal for all times and
places. “We have innate knowledge of what is ultimately true, real, and of intrinsic value”
(Lawhead, 2007, p. 65). Lawhead explained the objectivist view was of knowledge and ethics
being innate, eternal, and unchangeable, and education as the method of developing the
intelligence to discover that knowledge. The Sophists, on the other hand, believed the senses
were the way to obtain knowledge, so everything in philosophy or life was subjective or relative.
Plato was in direct conflict with the Sophists, Protagoras in particular, who espoused knowledge
and ethics can only be relative to people. These ideas gave rise to the theories of relativism and
eventually humanism (Avey, 1954). Diderot first used the term “interpretation of nature,”
labeling this theory as interpretivism (p. 158). These two views demonstrate a polarity in their
perception of ontology, epistemology, and influence on axiology.
Leonard Piekoff (2009) stated, for objectivists today, “Concepts are neither supernatural
nor subjective: they refer to facts of this world as processed by man's means of cognition” (p. 2).
Objectivist ontology regards the world as predictable and universal. A sound happens if a tree
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falls in the forest, even if no one hears it. The laws of chemistry and physics as discovered on
Earth will be the same on the moon or anywhere else in the universe, or variations can be
explained. The cosmology beliefs about science and evolution are at the core of this
philosophical viewpoint. This viewpoint aligns with rule-deontology of ethics, “maintaining that
it is one’s duty to act according to unchanging principles” (Beckner, 2004, p. 52).
Ron Weber and his colleague Jorgen Sandberg (2004) noted, for interpretivists today, the
“person and reality are inseparable” and “knowledge of the world is intentionally constituted
through a person’s lived experience” (p. iv). The individual generates the world of reality for the
interpretivist individual. Everything is interconnected and subjective to the interaction of
individuals. This viewpoint notes that events are cyclical, not evolutionary. The world and the
universe are too complex for absolute or universal laws to apply. Closely aligned to this view is
the ethical view of act-deontology, which involved making choices apart from rules, which is
“very similar to various forms of relativism or consequentialist theory” (Beckner, 2004, p. 52).
The ontological/cosmology categorical variables made up objectivist and interpretivist
categories.
While there is no stated philosophy of ontology of the LCMS educational system,
Toepper (2002) defined reality for the LCMS Christian:
[It is] based on three premises. First, the universe, including mankind, was created by
God the Father…. Second, humankind is separated from God by the state of sin. This
separation, if not remedied, will result in everlasting damnation for the separated soul.
Third, the essence of Christian reality, as well as the remedy for the sin-sick soul, is
found in belief that accepting Jesus Christ, … as one’s personal Savior is the only way to
salvation.…The Apostles’ Creed defines Christian reality. (p. 169-170)
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The relationship between the Trinitarian God and his creation defines the nature of
reality. However, there are also the concepts of the two kingdoms to consider. These are the
temporal and eternal. The eternal kingdom is that of grace through Christ’s actions and is a
personal spiritual reality (Althaus, 1986). The temporal kingdom is the order instituted by God
for the good of all in the world. Some individuals may separate faith beliefs from the temporal
beliefs. Therefore, the study examined administrators to see if they followed either an objectivist
viewpoint or interpretivist in the temporal reality.
Cosmology centered on the question about how the universe came into being. The three
main historical viewpoints are created by design, evolved, or occurred accidentally (Knight,
2006). Principals serving in the LCMS may have varying views of creation as there are single
views and combinations of these three views represented within the LCMS church; however, the
most common should be that of created by design. Objectivists believe the universe has evolved
through a scientific process, while interpretivists contend there is no way to determine how the
universe came into being as we cannot experience it personally. Since ontology and cosmology
are so closely related, they were combined into the single factor.
Theology seeks to answer questions about the reality of a sovereign, creating deity. There
are many viewpoints about this subject. Atheists believe there are no deities in existence.
Agnostics believe that there is no way to know if God or deities exist. Polytheists believe in and
worship many gods or deities, while henotheists worship one deity alone but believe there are
many others. Unitheists believe there is one God in all things, universally a part of the entire
universe, so essentially all people worship the same deity but call that being by many different
names (King, 2005). Monotheists or theists worship one God and believe there is only one God
or deity. Most of the principals who serve in the LCMS would place themselves into
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Monotheism and specifically in Biblical theology. “One of the distinguishing features of a
genuine Lutheran is that he accepts the Bible as the primary source and basis of his faith, hence,
truly Lutheran thinking flows from, or is in harmony with, Biblical theology” (Jahsmann, 1963,
p. x). There was likely little variation in the research group, yet this aspect of philosophy was
explored in order to determine a belief in God. A high score on theology questions places the
principal into the visionary group as detailed by Dykstra (1981) and discussed in the axiology
section. However, many people today believe in a spiritual realm without a deity, and so a low
score on the belief in God but high on spiritual energy of the universe indicates a spiritualist
category.
Knowledge variables are epistemological in nature. The nature of knowledge and truth
make up this aspect of philosophy studies. For many, and especially LCMS Christians, truth is
absolute, and God’s divine will reveals knowledge through his word. However, others feel that
senses, reason, or even intuition provide the best knowledge. Some feel that it is in social
connections that we construct truth, and truth does not exist without people being able to share
and articulate its nature. Truth is relative to a particular time or place for many people.
Rietschel (2000), in explaining the LCMS epistemology, states, “From a Lutheran point
of view, there are three sources of truth: divine revelation, experience, and reason. The greatest
of these is divine revelation” (p. 50). So for the LCMS believer, divine or informed ways of
knowing take precedence over the reason and experience of humans. Toepper (2002) agrees and
explains:
The Bible, Holy Scripture, is the source and norm of Christian faith and practice. The
Bible was written by the inspiration of God (II Tim. 3:16). The Holy Spirit moved the
holy writers to write and put the very thoughts and words that they wrote into their minds
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(II Pet, 1:21; I Cor. 2:13). Since every word is God’s Word, the Bible is without error
(John 17:17; John 10:35). (p. 171)
The LCMS understanding of Christian faith takes into account the belief that the world is
corrupted by sin; we have a broken relationship with God and other people. As such, there can be
no perfect way of knowing or understanding others or even ourselves since we cannot know the
mind of God except as revealed through Scripture. This is a bias of this researcher.
William Perry (1999) conducted early research into epistemological beliefs of chiefly
college age male students. His work identified a complex scheme of nine positions of
development and three additional positions of avoidance of development. Perry noted that the
first position was one of right (us) and wrong (them) where ideas conflicted with their own
understandings. The students move through several positions of relativism, often despair, at the
lack of values or common beliefs sometimes causing them to temporize, retreat, or escape from
development. Commitment was the ultimate developmental position. Perry defines commitment
as a person determining, while all things are relative regarding knowledge and truth, a personal
commitment to values for instance is necessary to becoming a whole person. In other words, the
person committed to values and belief by choice. This is in many ways an interpretivist
viewpoint.
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule (1997) expanded Perry’s epistemological
framework into understandings about women. They developed five ways (Figure 5) that women
know their world: silence, received knowledge, subjective knowledge, procedural knowledge,
and constructed knowledge. They placed constructed knowledge at the pinnacle of development
and defined it as a person who listens and speaks with a voice and action of caring. That
response of caring is not grounded in an ethic of right or wrong but centered upon rationalized
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argument based in human relationships with “truth as a matter of the context” (p. 138). This is an
interpretivist point of view.
However, both of these theories imply a large population of the world who view
universal truth as part of the way we know, as less developed. Belenkey et al. (1997) would place
objectivists, Christians, and perhaps other belief systems as well, at a lower developmental level
in their hierarchy because they believe in universal truth and so do not entirely make their own
constructed decisions. Certainly, some people blindly follow beliefs without question, but there
are also people who choose to reject the relativism of alternative beliefs and ethics of the world.
Those people do not blindly follow faith but instead embrace a belief in universal morals and
faith and the moral values of the faith. This position could be termed as informed procedural or
informed constructed knowledge adding to Belenkey’s terms, thereby placing them into different
categories as indicated in Figure 5 but on the same level as those categories they match. Perry
(1999) would call this commitment.
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Figure 5. Ways of knowing *with informed concepts added
*(Designed and adapted from Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, 1997)

It is unlikely that principals of the LCMS system would have no voice, a category defined
as no ability to make decisions. Therefore, this study focused on epistemology in procedural
knowledge, constructed knowledge, informed procedural knowledge, and informed construction
knowledge as the most likely epistemological constructs. These constructs may influence how
consultative a principal may be in the decision-making style. The objectivist believes there is
absolute truth that is discovered through the exploration of the world, which is procedural
knowledge. Interpretivists believe that there is no absolute truth. Truth is relative to time and
place through the sharing of ideas, which equals constructed knowledge. Therefore, two
variables about knowledge make up these concepts. The theological questions addressed the
source of truth, in this study, moving those questions out of epistemology.
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Two variables explored epistemology: nature of knowledge and validity of knowledge as
termed by Knight (2006). This division of categories better represents the divergent views of
objectivism and interpretivism. The nature of knowledge questions addressed beliefs about what
knowledge is. Belenkey et al. (1997) labels these questions with the terms absolute procedural
knowledge or relative constructed knowledge.
Knight (2006) defines the validity of knowledge in education as “the communication of
knowledge from one to another” (p. 27). The objectivist view of knowledge is of transference of
knowledge from one person to another, and this is the perceived or procedural knowledge of
Belenky et al (1997). An interpretivist view identified by Blenkey et al. is that individuals
construct knowledge. Thus, questions of knowledge acquisition centered in teaching and learning
addressed the validity of knowledge.
Philosophy Research Hypothesis
It was postulated at the beginning of the study that individuals who work out of an ethic
of justice and are high directive in their work with students would correlate with the objectivist
viewpoint in philosophy (Figure 6). Those who work out of an ethic of care and are low directive
will correlate with the interpretivist viewpoint. However, there would be those participants who
have a blended philosophy, due to belief systems, who would appear as one of two other
categories. The null hypothesis of that analysis will indicate that no factors influence any other
factors.
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Figure 6. Hypothesis diagram
This research added two additional groups: visionary (Dykstra, 1981) and spiritualists.
Visionary people would have traits that fall into one of the other two views; however, these
people would have a belief in a higher power that influences their decisions. While the visionary
may be a blend of either the objectivist or the interpretivist, there must be a belief in a higher
power. One can define faith as belief and irrational, yet a person of faith may clearly be
objectivist or interpretivist in other ways (Barnhart & Stein, 1964).
The spiritualist does not have a relationship to a deity but recognizes that the nature of
reality is more than what is observed with the five senses. There are unexplained and perhaps
unobservable aspects to reality as well as a spiritual conscience either in the individual or
collectively in the universe. This is evidenced today in the spiritual atheists who state,
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“Generally, Spiritual Atheists are people who do not believe in a literal ‘God’ (thus the term
‘Atheist’), but still consider themselves to be (often deeply) ‘Spiritual’ people” (Center for
Spiritual Atheism, 2005-2008, ¶2). Their views vary, but unite in that statement. Like the
visionary group, these people may exhibit preferences for objectivist or interpretivist philosophy.
It was additionally postulated the decision style would be correlated with philosophy.
Those working from objectivist beliefs would correlate with consistent and rigid rule-based
decision-making for this study called a highly directive style. Those working from the
interpretivist beliefs would choose decisions based upon relationship and needs which for this
study is considered low directive style.
Outcome variables of the study included a measurement of satisfaction regarding
personal decision-making and self-reported perceptions as regards the principals’ decisionmaking by others.
It was expected that when considering ontology and theology there would be little
variance in the target population; however, regarding epistemology and axiology there would be
variance to the data. It was expected there would be some interactive effects with gender or other
personal characteristics.
The conceptual framework indicates possible relationships between the contextual
variables as predictor variables, mediating variables, and outcomes as the final dependent
variables. The hypothesis diagram focuses on the relationships of the mediating variables
expecting a strong relationship between objectivist philosophy and high directive decisionmaking styles. Those, in turn, would align with an ethic of justice. A strong relationship between
the interpretivist philosophy and low directive decision-making styles would align with an ethic
of care.
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Contextual Factors
The last set of factors for the study is predictor variables for the mediating variables and
the outcomes variables. Contextual factors include the demographics of the participants and the
contextual factors of the school type, types of disciplinary incidences, and the frequency of
occurrences of those incidences. Oberdeck (1999) examined epistemological beliefs of pastors
and teachers in regard to teaching and learning. While the focus of the study differs from this
study, he found that some contextual factors like gender were influences in the study. This would
indicate that contextual factors may play a role in decision-making.
Decision types. School administrators make disciplinary decisions on a daily basis. Most
tend to deal with behavioral problems (George, Harrower, & Knoster, 2003; Sugai & Horner,
1999). Many parents are often more concerned with school safety (Rubin, 2004) even though
violent crimes are in decline in schools (Leone, Mayer, Malmgren, & Meisel, 2001). The types
of discipline issues (referred to as decision types in this study - DT) addressed by a principal
included attendance, drugs, weapons, sexual crime, academic issues, plagiarism and cheating,
technology issues, “tardiness, cutting class, spontaneous fighting, disrespect for teachers,
disruptive school behavior, personal rivalries, extortion, theft, racial tensions, and unprovoked
assaults” as noted by Short et al. ( 1994, p. 7). The severity and types of the issues were
somewhat dependent upon the environment and culture of the school and community. It was
expected pre-school and early elementary administrators would deal with different issues than
middle school or high school administrators. To prevent this bias, the study explored the
environment of the principal. It also allowed for stratification in the analysis of data. The
methods section addressed coding and measurement of the decision types with additional
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categories and types from other resources (Osher, et al., 2010; Spaulding, Irvin, Horner, May,
Emeldi, & Tobin, 2010).
Principal personal characteristics. There are a few studies that examine personal
characteristics. Fallis (1972) looked at the personal characteristics of superintendents of the
Arkansas school districts. His study did not attempt any correlations but found that the profile of
superintendents ten years prior to his study did not vary appreciably from his findings. Otte
(1968) examined personal characteristics of principals in Minnesota. He found the contextual
variable of school size influenced attitudes toward labor unions and democratic style of decisionmaking. He did not find age and other personal factors had much influence in his study. The
administrators used for this study were Lutheran.
The Lutherans. Many different groups of people make up The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod (LCMS) today. However, many congregations still retain the cultural and
historical make-up of their original German settlements. The historical background of the church
influences the principals who serve in LCMS schools due to both polity and structure.
The Germans began immigrating in large numbers, sometimes in whole communities, in
the early 1800s to the United States (Nelson, 1975). “Between 1820 and 1870, 2,368,483
Germans migrated to the United States” (Reinhart, 1961a, p. 518). This period established the
LCMS. The various groups immigrated to the United States and chose different locations for
settlement. The first Frankenmuth, Michigan, church had a constitution written before arrival in
America that allowed men and women to have voting privileges in the new church (Zehnder,
1970). Because of church conflict in the early years of the Lutheran Church in the United States,
the Germans who immigrated to Missouri would establish a unique governance structure for the
church body. Vehse, a member of the laity, wrote the basic ideas that C. F. W. Walther would
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eventually use in drafting the first church constitution. That constitution would create the unique
church polity that is in place today. He examined the writings of Luther, who had struggled with
the church hierarchy of his day and had written much about the rights of all believers. In his
reading, Walther began to build a new understanding of his ideal church and the relationship of
the pastor to that church. He accepted that the church laity had the same rights as the pastor since
they were part of the royal priesthood of all believers. Walther insisted that the laity had voting
rights in the new synod, but unlike the Frankenmuth group, this would consist only of men. The
Synod would host a convention every third year for making policy in the new church body. The
representatives would come from the congregations. One vote was a layperson’s vote and the
other the pastor’s vote. If a pastor served more than one congregation, he had only one vote, but
a layman still had one vote for each congregation. If there was more than one pastor at a
congregation, only one had voting rights at the convention. Pastors had some power, but the
congregations and the laity, specifically those congregations without a pastor, ended up with
more power. It remains the same today. Each congregation has an equal vote in the synodical
conventions, and only one pastor for each congregation may vote. Mundinger (1947) refers to
this structure as decentralized government in the synod.
The member churches set up the LCMS initially to supervise doctrine of the member
churches, to provide college training for pastors and teachers, and to create unified worship
materials for member congregations. It could function as an advisory board regarding individual
congregations, but congregations at the convention had to ratify any resolutions made by the
synodical officers for resolutions to be considered binding (Jacobs, 1893). While the synod as a
whole can make resolutions that member churches should follow, the ratification makes the
congregation supreme in this church body structure. This is decidedly different from most church
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structures in America today; the other church bodies have retained the Episcopalian polity with
authority in the ministerial leadership of the church. The individual congregations in the LCMS
maintained a loose coupling with synod. As such, the congregation made its own decisions
without interference. So the regional, district offices did not affect the polity. The district offices
assisted congregations in locating personnel and mitigated conflict between the congregation and
called workers. However, the district could not force congregations to comply in any way
because the congregational voting membership had exclusive rights to decision-making in regard
to the church and school. Since congregations organized schools, little of the synod conflict
affected them. This historical structure of the congregation/school relationship remains the same
in the LCMS today (Weisheit, 1973). The congregation determines all policy formation as
regards the school. The pastor has doctrinal control, but most schools have a school board that
manage and set policy. The principal implements policy within the school.
This history of the LCMS Lutherans helps to explain why principals have a pivotal
position in the leadership of the schools, but not necessarily one that sets policy. It also explains
the unified population demographics of these groups that are part of the study.
Age and experience. Principals of LCMS schools were diverse in some of their personal
characteristics. Some principals had spent many years first as an educator in the classroom
before becoming a principal; others began their principalship during their early years of teaching,
and others started as a principal and never taught. Casellius (2006), in a case study, found
extensive experience of a new superintendent relates to culture change. The types of schools in
which a person had worked influence the experience of a principal. Examining this factor may be
beneficial to understanding decision style. Factors, independent yet part of experience, include
current school type. An additional factor in experience is how well the school has designed a
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discipline plan and how much flexibility is part of that plan. These last two experience factors
may strongly influence discipline style and satisfaction (Williams, 2006). Closely related to
experience may be the age of the principal. De Neys and Van Gelder (2009) studied how age
affected belief inhibition and influenced reasoning as a curvilinear age trend. Middle-aged adults
were much better at inhibiting beliefs from influencing reasoning than were children or older
adults.
Education. Earned degrees and locations of the degrees were included as factors of
education. Some LCMS administrators received training by attending an LCMS college or
university. Others may have received their educational experience in public institutions. It is a
commonly held belief of many LCMS people the unique training within the LCMS system is a
better preparation for serving in the LCMS schools as workers are more likely to hold to the
basic tenets of the church. Additionally, the classification of the principal by LCMS may also be
a factor; the principal may be contracted, a commissioned minister, or an ordained minister. An
additional common belief in LCMS members is having called status as commissioned or
ordained minister status strengthens the position of the principal.
Gender. Research indicates there are gender differences in making discipline decisions.
Oplatka and Atias (2007) found gender specific behaviors in a study of Israeli practitioners;
however, they also noted the culture of the environment influencing the school was a mitigating
factor in personal practice. Gender was the focus of epistemological studies; see the philosophy
section of the paper (e.g., Belenky et al., 1997) in which thought patterns of individuals showed
distinct developmental differences. Ethical patterns of development by Gilligan (1993) and
Williams (1997) both found significant differences in gender patterns as noted in the axiology
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discussion. Gender was a characteristic examined for strong influence in principal’s decision
style and other factors.
Race. Since the LCMS church body was at one time entirely German and European in
heritage, race was not a critical factor in the study. However, population changes, especially in
the inner city schools, indicated the need to examine this factor. It was added to the demographic
information about the surveyed population for that reason (LCMS Statistics and Records, 2011).
The LCMS supplied an unpublished data set of administrator and school demographics for this
study as comparison data.
Religious affiliation. Religious affiliation was a unique factor to this study since it
mainly involved LCMS Lutheran school administrators. Principals, who are not Lutheran, may
be less satisfied with their positions as they are less acceptable or viewed suspiciously by the
school parents or the congregational body. Religious beliefs certainly do have an impact on the
use of corporal punishment as found in the study by Ellison and Bradshaw (2008). Expectation
for the study was a lack of variation to this aspect of the study; however, collecting the data
allowed for analysis of this possible bias.
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Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology
This quantitative study examined the role of administrators as discipline decision makers.
It applied a pragmatic style of research and included both qualitative and quantitative methods in
the preliminary work. This is the strongest approach, since it can bring the strengths of both
methodologies to a study (Creswell, 2003). The qualitative data provide answers to some of the
preliminary problems of the survey. The quantitative data in both the pilot study and final study
provide basic statistics about the population surveyed and an examination of correlations and
relationships.
Research Design
Pilot studies. The qualitative pilot study consisted of three interviews of current or past
principals of the LCMS. Pilot studies usually draw from a group intended for future study
(Glesne, 1999). These unstructured, one hour interviews explored decision-making with three
commissioned ministers of the LCMS schools in Michigan. Dezin and Lincoln (2003) describe
this style of interviewing as a less formal approach to interviewing. Open-ended questions were
formulated during each of the three interviews. Each interview was audio-taped and transcribed.
A snowballing technique was used to select participants. Selected for the first interview was a
retired superintendent of a school system. He then identified a principal of what he termed “a
good quality school” (Brandon, 2006, interview transcript). That principal suggested a specific
teacher for interview. Snowballing is a technique that can lead to people who will give the best
interview information for a small pilot study (Glesne, 1999). Some of the major questions of this
research study developed from the preliminary study.
The online survey tool, Survey Gizmo (Widgix, 2010), served as host to a quantitative
pilot survey which assured that all survey completion data would be accessible only to the author
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of the survey and to software administrative personnel for technical support. Passwords protected
the data and the software would not allow third party access or downloading of the survey or
data according to the online service policy agreement. The survey used a mixed scale of three to
five points depending upon the question statement. There were several open-ended questions
allowing the participants to reflect about the survey. Nine volunteers, who had been previous
administrators but were not currently in administrative positions, pre-tested the survey tool. Most
of the participants were working at the university level, while one was a retired school principal.
Participants completed the online survey tool, and interviewing followed either by phone or in
person about the questions and format of the survey.
Pilot instrumentation. The results of the qualitative pilot revealed three themes:
relationship building, the use of a “gospel” lens or values, and data driving decision-making,
which was not part of this study. Participants reviewed the accuracy of their words and themes
for triangulation.
The theme gospel lens or values in decision-making provided the impetus for this study.
One of the participants (Brandon, 2006) stated,
I think every decision is [a venue for sharing God’s Word] because the decision you are
making reflect your values and reflect what’s important. I want them to see someone who
understands the balance between law and gospel.…sometimes it’s what is going to give
you that opportunity to proclaim Jesus Christ (interview transcripts).
This theme intersected with the conceptual framework in the deity and spirituality questions of
the survey.
The theme of relationship building was a common one of the pilot study. As one
participant of the study stated, “[Decision-making should be about] what is best for the kids, not
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what is best for the faculty or parents” (Brandon, 2006, interview transcripts). This theme is most
evident in the interpretivist beliefs diagramed in the framework, and the decision-making styles
section included some of these concepts in questions.
A pilot survey used a number of the questions from Glickman’s (2002) Belief Inventory
to measure decision style behaviors but adapted with the use of the survey scale, which also
included questions for the reality/knowledge variable and axiology variables. Personal
characteristics used single questions for each variable, except for decision types and occurrences
in which the administrators were to note types and number of incidents. Outcome variables
consisted of combined single questions using the same Likert scale and substituting terms for
agreement. Decision actions used the same method as decision types.
A focus of the process for survey pre-testing was a qualitative aspect. This allowed the
thoughts of the participants to be shared after they answered the survey questions. The feedback
from these participants caused many changes to the survey. Changes included clarifying terms,
re-writing or adding questions for more focus, and removal of some questions and sections when
participants challenged the reliability during discussion (Jaeger, 1997; Appendix F). The survey
changed to the use of a Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree, with a sixpoint scale for the opinion question statements (Table 1). The revised research tool was available
through the link http://www.surveygizmo.com/s/9967/school-administrator-survey (Appendix
B).
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Table 1
Likert Agreement Levels
Rating
5
4
3
2
1
0

Strongly Agree
Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Data Collection
The variables of the final study are those included in the six levels of the path analysis
from the survey (Figure 1). Following the path analysis plan, the groupings of the variables are
contextual, philosophical, axiological, decision-style factors, decision-making factors, and the
final dependent variables of satisfaction, effectiveness, and decision actions. The number of
participants varied by question, as indicated in the results, since the Human Subjects Committee
mandated that participants are not required to answer questions. This was a limitation of the
study and had an impact upon the validity of the data.
Contextual variables. Single personal questions are measures of the contextual
variables. They are labeled in the survey as “PC” (Appendix B). There are ten questions used
from the survey (Table 2). Some had multiple possible answers, such as tenure of several
different educational positions.
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Table 2
Personal/Contextual Variables
Code
PC2
PC3
PC4

Personal
You are:
How old were you on your last birthday?
Your race is: select not more than 2 or best

PC5
PC6

What is your current religious affiliation?
For LCMS educators select all apply:

PC7

Your current position is: may check more
than one
How long in completed years have you
served in these positions?

PC8

PC9
PC11
PC12

Indicate the type of school you currently
work:
Indicate degree by entering the university
where the degree was obtained:
Do you hold:

Possible Answers
Female/Male
Enter a number
Am. Indian/Alaska Native; Asian; Black; Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander; Hispanic or Latino; White; Other
Fill in blank
Lutheran Teacher Diploma; Colloquy; Rostered; Ordained;
Commissioned; Contract; Volunteer Lay Person
Principal; assistant principal; associate principal,
superintendent; teacher; dean of students; other
Principal; assistant principal; associate principal,
superintendent; assistant superintendent; teacher; dean of
students; other
PreK or Child Care; PreK-5; Prek-8; Middle school; High
school; K-12
Bachelor degree; Master degree, second master degree;
specialist degree; doctoral degree
Current: teaching certificate; school administrator
certificate; district administrator certificate

Other questions included multiple options such as checking the level of education and
naming the degree granting university or current state teaching and administrative certificates.
Some of these questions used are common demographic information as collected in many studies
(Williams, 1997; Otte, 1968), and others are unique to this study, such as religious affiliation.
Decision types variables. A single multiple answer question measured decision types
(DT). The participants entered a number on the list of issues (Table 3) given to the participants,
who report the number of times the issue occurred during the past school year. A blank answer
results in an assumption that the issue has not occurred during the past school year. Any missing
issues are reported in an optional blank. The other category is the collection point for these
unique items based upon the severity.
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Table 3
List of Disciplinary Issues
Decision Type Category
Level 1
Disobedience
Disrespect
*Other 1
Tardiness
Level 2
Plagiarism
***Other 2
Technology
Attendance
Theft
Level 3
Intimidation
Drugs
Robbery
Extortion
Fighting
****Other 3
Level 4
Sexual Crime
Hate Crime
Weapons

Includes:

Dress code, language issues, self-control, lack of homework

Vandalism, lying, biting

Runaway, bullying

The first task is averaging the summed scores for each of the four levels of the decision
categories. Then the scores are generated into a weighted, mean variable for analysis. The
weighted mean of each level is calculated by multiplying the mean by the level number; the
weighted means were then summed for the final mean score for each participant. One problem in
this question, not anticipated since it did not occur in the preliminary study, was the use of a text
answer for the issues instead of a number. Words or phrases such as daily or too numerous to
count requires developing consistent categories so that a number would be consistently entered
(Table 4). This same table is implemented for counting text reported answers regarding decision
actions in the survey.
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Table 4
Assigned Numbers for Count Terms
Term
Several Times a Day
Daily
50+
Weekly or large number
25+
10-15
Every couple of weeks
6+
Several or Occasional
Quarterly or Few
Couple
Rarely
Range of numbers - average was used

Number Entered
540
180
144
36
36
20
18
10
6
4
2
1

Philosophy variables. The philosophical orientation variable scores are obtained using
multiple statements involving beliefs with the use of the six-point Likert scale and using the
pattern of questions from Perry’s epistemological work (1999). The categorical variables ending
in groups of ontology/cosmology, axiology, theology, and two constructs of epistemology
including nature of knowledge and validity of knowledge. Eight statements measure ontology
and cosmology that are labeled “O” in the survey (Table 5). Six statements regarding deity (D)
and spiritualism (SP) measure theology. Four statements measure axiology (A). Two constructs
determine epistemology including nature of knowledge (NK) using four statements and validity
of knowledge (VK) using six statements.
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Table 5
Statements Used for Each Philosophical Area
Philosophy

Code

Question Statements

Ontology &
Cosmology

O25
O33
O36
O37
O38
O39
O43
O46

The universe is complex and only knowable on a personal basis by humans.
The universe came into being through a particular scientific process.
There is no way to determine how the universe came into being.
Confusion and randomness best account for the origin of the universe.
The reality of the universe is what we can sense and test.
Humankind, like all beings, evolved from lower forms.
Physical laws on our planet may not be true in another part of the universe.
The universe runs according to fixed laws that can be discovered.

Theology –
Deity &
Spirituality

D21
D22
D23
D31
D42
D48

There was a design for the universe before it came into being.
Faith and morality are closely related.
There is a spiritual energy as well as a physical energy in the universe.
Truth comes from God through revelation.
God created the universe.
God is control of the natural world.

Axiology

A24
A28
A34
A45

There are some ethical standards that all should follow.
Knowing right from wrong is natural to humans.
Moral values are dependent upon a viewpoint or situation.
At times, the end justifies the means.

Epistemology –
Nature of
Knowledge

NK29
NK35
NK41
NK47

Historical authority is a good basis for truth.
Truth is relative to time and space.
There exists absolute truth, independent of humans.
Intuition is a good source of truth

Validity of
Knowledge

VK26
VK27
VK30
VK32
VK40
VK44

Teachers who guide students enable the best learning.
Students can gain precise, common understandings.
Students use experience to construct unique understandings.
Teachers need to teach and explain hard concepts.
Teachers who direct learning enable the best learning.
Teachers who allow students to explore, enable the best learning.

Decision-making style. Twenty-one question statements using the same Likert scale
measured decision style following Glickman’s (2002) pattern of questioning. However,
appropriate adaptations to questions determine decision-making styles (Table 6). These are
labeled as “DS” in the survey (Appendix B). The questions divided into high and low directive
statements are the categories identified by Glickman.
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Table 6
Question Statements for Decision-Making Style
DecisionMaking Style
High
Directive/
Rule Centered

Code in
Survey
DS53
DS57
DS58
DS60
DS62
DS63
DS67

Low
directive/
Student
Centered

DS68
DS70
DS71
DS54
DS55
DS56
DS59
DS61
DS64
DS65
DS66
DS69
DS72
DS73
DS74

Question Statements
Telling the student what has been done wrong is critical to a child making
behavior changes.
Students who are directed to an understanding of wrong are more likely to
change behavior.
Following procedure for infractions is the best way to discipline all students.
The principal or teacher should always determine the discipline decision
action for the student.
It is important that a principal or teacher is an authority figure.
Discipline decisions must be seen as equal regardless of the student or
infraction.
Sometimes the implicit/explicit threat of punishment is necessary to get a
student to admit guilt.
Students must be told what they have done wrong.
All rules must be followed to the letter.
Silence is the best way to get a student to admit guilt.
Listening to the observers of the infraction is most important to discipline
issues.
Trust and personal relationships are critical to good discipline decision
making.
Students should be allowed to determine the discipline decision action.
Students who reason out wrong on their own are more likely to change
behaviors.
The students’ needs are most important in decision making and rules/laws
are secondary.
My best decisions, regarding discipline implementation, are when the
student feels better at the end and so do I.
Some rules/laws must be applied with consideration of the student involved.
Students should be allowed to arrive at their own understanding of what was
done wrong.
Listening to the student is the most important part of discipline decision
making.
I like to give a child a choice between several actions regarding a
disciplinary decision.
Good decision making often depends upon the remorse of the student.
A student should not be afraid of the principal.

Considered student decision variables. Participants rated how often they consider
student, family, and peer characteristics when making a decision about a discipline action (Table
7). The rating scale ranges from 5 meaning extremely important to 0 meaning not considered. A
mean score was calculated for the four categories of student variables creating a single variable
in each category for analysis purposes. This question is coded in the survey as question SC51.
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Table 7
Considered Student Variables Grouped by Category
Grouping
Considered Student
History
Considered Personal
Characteristics of the
student

Considered Student
Attitude
Considered Other

Statement
Prior Decisions
Frequency of Issues
Age of Student
Intellectual Ability of Student
Effect of Future Opportunities
Health of Student
Appearance of Student
Admission of Guilt
Regret by Student
Desire to Make Restitution by Student
Family
Effect on Faith Development
Guardian Response
Effect on Student’s Peer Group
Educational Level of Guardians

Satisfaction. A Likert scale determines the variable of satisfaction by the use of three
statements (Table 8). The statement responses are factored into a single variable for analysis
purposes. These are self-reported data and have that bias in the survey. Analysis did not include
data collected on a fourth variable (S18). The test group felt it did not address satisfaction but
would provide intriguing information about policy in schools.
Table 8
Satisfaction Statements and Codes for Survey
Code
S13
S15
S19
S18

Statements
I am very happy in my current position.
Parents are happy with my disciplinary practices.
I have a good deal of flexibility in implementing discipline policy.
My school has a good, comprehensive disciplinary policy.
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Effectiveness. Effectiveness also has a self-reported data bias. A Likert scale on three
statements determines this variable (Table 9). The factored statements create a single variable for
data analysis.
Table 9
Effectiveness Statements and Codes for Survey
Code
E14
E15
E17

Statements
I feel that I am very effective in implementing discipline policy in my
school.
I have never had a disciplinary decision reversed by someone above me.
Teachers see me as an effective disciplinarian.

Decision actions. Decision actions (DA) require only one survey question with multiple
response options. The participants selected the decision actions by entering a number for the
amount of times an action is taken over the single previous school year (Table 10). It is assumed
administrators who left an action blank chose not to use the action.
Consistent categories for numbers, the same table as the issues variables, assigns numbers
where the participants used text instead of numbers (Table 5). Weighted means are calculated by
category. This calculation was the mean of the level multiplied by the level number. Summing
the level’s weighted means produces a single final variable.
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Table 10
Decision Action Categories Labeled as DA76 in the Survey
Grouping
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Statement
Spoken Apology
Timeout
Scolding
Extra Homework
Forgiveness with no punishment
Retribution to offended persons
Loss of grade
Loss of recess
Written apology
Writing assignment
Student contract
Service to school, church, or community
Service to other people
Detention
In-office suspension
Failure of Course
Out of school suspension
Spanking or physical punishment
Expulsion

Population
Participants. Invitations to participants from LCMS are from various types of schools.
These schools include pre-K, elementary, secondary, and combined level schools. Only those
who responded as a principal are designated with that term. Other role includes dean of students,
teachers, or other administrators. Since many of the schools have an ordained or commissioned
minister functioning as the principal, those designations in the survey are separate from lay or
contracted principals.
Support organizations. A number of organizations establishing support for education in
schools function in most of the different Lutheran bodies. Two of these are important to this
study. The Lutheran Education Association (LEA) was established in 1942 by teachers and
administrators from ten different states in both K-12 and university education for support of the
LCMS schools (Lucht, 1992). The organization publishes the longest continuous education
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journal in the United States. Most of the participants of the survey are members of the LEA. This
is a potential source of bias, as it indicates these are participants who view membership in a
professional organization esteemed for their own professional development, while others who do
not join the LCMS official organization may not feel the same way or respond the same to the
survey questions.
The American Lutheran Education Association is the parent organization of the current
Evangelical Lutheran Education Association (ELEA). The original organization was composed
of the uniting of western and eastern day school organizations. When the various American
Lutheran Church branches united in 1988 to become the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, the educational organization changed names at the same time (ELEA, 2009).
These organizations provide support through published journals, workshops and
conferences, accreditation processes, and printed materials to equip teachers and principals for
the use of quality Lutheran education professional development. Membership in either of these
organizations may introduce a source of bias to the study.
Pool. The email survey link was sent to all people listed in the LEADnet listserv of the
Lutheran Education Association. Participants of this listserve are mainly from LCMS schools
and are primarily administrators. Participants received the survey through either the school email
address or their own administrator email address, depending upon how their listing in the listserv
(Appendix A). The synodical report for LCMS school statistics (LCMS, 2010) notes that there
are 1, 044 elementary and secondary schools. Many of these schools do not have a fulltime
principal. However, all have someone who functions at least part-time in that role. A number of
schools have an assistant or associate principal and dean, while only the larger city schools have
a superintendent. Additionally, there are 1,400 early childhood centers with administrators
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invited to participate in the survey. The pool of email addresses is about 3,000. The results of this
survey are the responses of those who chose to participate. This same listserv sent reminders for
completing the survey at four different times weekly while the survey was open. When the
survey numbers were weaker than anticipated, an additional listserv group of 500 people of the
ELEA received invitations to participate with one follow-up request (Appendix A).
Data Analysis
The analysis process begins following data collection. The analysis process began with
compiling descriptive data from the data set. The descriptive data allows for some comparison to
the population data obtained from the LCMS records system. Data analysis only uses those
respondents who identified themselves as LCMS Lutheran in the comparison. Where there is no
comparison data, descriptive analysis included all participants.
In preparation for factor analysis and regressions, dummy coding was necessary for some
variables (Table 11). Two variables that are not dummy coded are current school type and
highest degree earned. Both of these variables are considered developmental. The current school
type measures the developmental level of students with the lower level schools in the smaller
numbers and the upper grades given the higher numbers. Dummy coding is the same for the
highest degree earned with no BA/BS as zero and the doctorate assigned a six showing a
developmental aspect to education for administrators.
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Table 11
Dummy Coding for Specific Variables
Variable
Gender
Lutheran
Faith
Principal
Currently
Teaching
LCMS Trained
LCMS BA/S
LCMS MA/S 1
LCMS MA/S 2
LCMS DR

=0
Males
Not Lutheran
Other
Other Administrator
Not teaching

=1
Females
Lutheran
LCMS
Principal
Teaching

Not
Not LCMS
Not LCMS
Not LCMS
Not LCMS

LCMS Trained
LCMS BA/S
LCMS MA/S
LCMS MA/S
LCMS DR

Factored Variable Name
Female
Lutheran
LCMS
Principal
Currently Teaching
LCMS Trained
LCMS BA
LCMS MA1
LCMS MA2
LCMS Dr

Factor analysis is the second step in the process. Variables of the survey are factored to
determine constructs for regression analysis. The factor analysis uses a principal component
analysis with a correlation matrix, based on an Eigenvalue greater than one, and a Varimax with
Kaiser Normalization method displayed in a rotated solution, excluding missing cases pairwise.
The theoretical conceptual framework generates conceptual factors for the regression analysis.
Regression analysis uses these saved final factors. This results in excluding some of the original
questions of the survey, and combining alternate variables differing from the original set of
variables as listed in this chapter. To check for normalcy, a bivariate analysis using Pearson twotailed test, excluding cases pair-wise, determines if some additional variables needed to be
dropped for viable factors. The final factor analysis and bivariate analysis results in 42 factors for
regressions in the path analysis. Histograms, of the appropriate factors, additionally determine
normality in the data.
The revised path diagram (Figure 7) assumes the data is normal in variability, and
histograms indicate that this underlying assumption was adequately met for the factors. The path
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diagram also assumes that all independent variables were not highly intercorrelated (Appendix
G).The linear regression analysis applies a backward method using a probability of F .05 as a
criterion for exclusion, excluding cases pairwise. Analysis begins with regressions of the
contextual factors on the second level of the path, including reality and knowledge factors.
Regression continues with both the contextual factors and philosophy factors on the axiology
factors. Those three levels become the independent factors for decision-making style factors. The
final level of the path analysis applies the regressions of all the independent variables on the
dependent variables. A resulting concept map of the path analysis with regression numbers
displays the results. Structural equation modeling test will determine if the path analysis was
causal. However, the low number of responses and missing data invalidates this test.

Figure 7. Revised path analysis diagram
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A second regression analysis results in interactions. Two factors show significant
interactions requiring the data set to be split and regressions again completed. The analysis
provides new data and concept maps.
Chapter Summary
The study uses a mixed method in preliminary work that tests an online survey for
validity and reliability resulting in a final survey. The final study applies a quantitative analysis
of online survey data from administrators of mainly LCMS Lutheran schools. Descriptive
analysis, factor analysis, bivariate analysis, and linear regressions tests analyze the final data set,
which results in several path analysis concept maps. Chapter 4 contains the data analysis
discussion.
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Chapter 4: Presentation and Analysis of Data
The total number of responses from the LEA listserv is 214, equaling 10.8% of the total
possible population. There are an additional 37 responses from the ELEA at a 7.4% response rate
for that listserv. While these response numbers seem low, Sheehan (2006) indicated, in a
research study about early email survey response rates there was a novelty to the use of the
environment, and the average rate of return was about 25%. Nevertheless, he found as years of
use have gone by, the rate of return has continued to drop to a return rate of online surveys at
about 8-10%. This survey has a large number of questions, which may have negatively
influenced the response rate. However, the number of follow-up emails should support the best
response rate possible as indicated in Sheehan’s study.
Descriptive Statistics: Independent Variables
Distribution statistics are conducted on all variables in the study to determine if the
population is considered normal. This is important as participants in the study are self-selected
(Minium, Clarke, & Colardarci, 1999). Most of the variables have a normal curve (Appendix C).
Personal characteristics of administrators. The first task is to compare the population
of the survey work to total population data collected by LCMS Statistics and Records (2011).
Table 12 shows some of that comparison data, but only includes survey participants identified as
LCMS. Ordained ministers of the LCMS occasionally serve as principals in schools too small to
afford a separate school administrator, or who have no one on staff willing to take on the
additional duties. Ordained ministers and commissioned ministers make up the synodical
minister roster. LCMS notes that 1.8% of those working in schools are ordained ministers as
compared to 5.1% of the survey group. There is a larger participation from ordained ministers in
the survey than in the normal population, and this is true of commissioned ministers. The
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synodical population of commissioned ministers working in schools is 47.6% compared to the
survey group of 55%.
Table 12
Comparison Demographics of LCMS Populations

Total Population
Minister Status***
Ordained Ministers
Commissioned
Ministers
Lay Teachers
Gender***
Male
Female
Ethnicity
African American
Native American
Asian
Hispanic
Caucasian
Two or more Races
Did Not Report
Degrees***
Associate Degree
Bachelor Degree
Master Degree
2nd Master Degree
Specialist Degree
Doctoral Degree

LCMS Synod
Statistics
1.974**

%

Study LCMS Survey
Statistics*
198

%

36
939

1.8
47.6

11
128

7.1
83.7

999

50.6

14

9.2

654
1,268

33.1
64.2

133
65

67.2
32.8

27
2
5
13
1752
5
170

1.4
0.1
0.3
0.7
88.8
0.3
8.6

0
0
1
2
244
3
1

0
0
0.4
0.8
97.2
1.2
0.4

148
1,184
775
Not reported
Not reported
42

7.5
60.0
39.3

7
29
142
6
0
14

3.5
14.7
71.7
3.0

2.1

7.1

*The survey group responses include only LCMS identified participants. **This number includes principals, head
administrators and early childhood directors who reported the information. *** Includes teachers and administrators
who reported this information, and for sample group only the highest degree was reported while there was some
double counting in the synodical data.

Gender data indicate the population of LCMS administrators is less comparable to the
study sample. Males are the much larger group in the study population (76.2%) as compared to
the synodical list at 33%. However, the entire survey group, which includes a higher percentage
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of females from the ELEA listserv respondents, consists of 144 males (57.4%) and 107 females
at 42.6%, actually brought more balance to the survey.
LCMS supplied ethnicity data for comparison. Caucasians took the survey at a higher rate
(97.2%) than the total population of synod (88.8 %). The survey is entirely missing data from
many other ethnical or racial groups. Ethnicity data does not compare to the total synodical
group. Since the responses from the survey are so limited in diversity and not representative of
the synodical population, there is no further data analysis for ethnicity.
The highest degree earned by workers in LCMS schools also shows less comparative
data. A much lower percentage of only earned bachelor degrees (14.7%) participated in the
survey than are in the total population (60%), while a higher percentage of master degree earners
(71.7%) participated in the survey. LCMS did not report second master degrees and specialist
degrees. The doctoral rate of participation of 7.1% is higher than the synodical population of
2.1%. The sample participants educational level is higher than the synodical population of
administrators.
Survey data also collected information about where the participants earned their degrees.
This data includes all participants in the survey group. The universities divided into three
groupings. The groupings include public, LCMS, and private not-for-profit universities as
defined by the Carnegie Foundation classification (Figures 8-10). Participants earned bachelor
degrees most often from LCMS universities (68.8%). However, advanced degrees came more
often from public institutions The mean of four advanced degrees equals 52.9%. Generally, the
entry-level degree is more often obtained in an LCMS university, while advanced degrees are
most often obtained in public or private institutions. These classifications reduce to a single
variable for further data analysis as LCMS or not LCMS.
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1st Master Degree

Bachelor Degree
Private,
13.1

Public,
18.1

Private
18.3
Public,
50
LCMS
31.7

LCMS,
68.8

Figure 8. Percentage of bachelor & 1st master degrees by institution type

2nd Master Degree
Private
15

Specialist Degree
Public
45

LCMS
40

Private
1.4
LCMS
20

Public
66.7

Figure 9. Percentage of 2nd master & specialist degrees by institution type

Doctoral Degree
Private
35.7

Public
50

LCMS
14.3

Figure 10. Percentage of doctoral degrees by institution type
Age data is available for comparison in Table 13. The age ranges are relatively
comparable with slightly larger groups in the upper age range for the survey. People age 40 and
up dominate these responses (89.2%). Age data is factored with principal tenure data to provide a
single variable of experience for data analysis.
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Table 13
Age Comparative Data
Age Grouping
<25
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-65
>65
Missing

LCMS Synod Statistics
2
10
44
60
98
96
140
201
41
41
1088

%
0.2
1.1
5.0
6.8
11.1
10.8
15.8
22.7
4.6
4.6

Study Survey Statistics
4
9
13
21
25
56
59
33
20
11

%
1.7
3.8
5.4
8.8
10.4
23.3
24.6
13.8
8.3

Roles define the collection of tenure data in the survey. There is no comparable data from
the LCMS. Their data show tenure as principal only at the current school (Table 14). The largest
group for the LCMS data is the 1-10 year group (57.6%). While it seems to imply that less
experienced principals are serving in the LCMS, this data applies only to the current school in
which the principal is currently serving.
Table 14
LCMS Administrator Tenure Data of Current School
Years*
1-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-30
>30
Missing

Number of Workers
514
473
282
176
92
92
54
105

%
30.0
27.6
16.5
10.3
5.4
5.4
3.2

*May not have served all years as principal/head administrator as noted by LCMS.
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Career role data provides an indication of history for the participants in the survey (Table
15). It is intriguing to note that teacher role responses spread evenly across the years but the
principal response roles are heavy in the 5-9 (21.1%) year range and again in the 25+-year range
(15.5%). Many of the administrators who responded may continue to teach as part of their
administrative role due to school size or choice by the participant.
Table 15
Survey Tenure Role Data
Years
Principal
n=251
1-4
23
5-9
53
10-14
28
15-19
32
20-24
21
25
2
>25
39
*Missing
53

%
9.2
21.1
11.2
12.7
8.4
0.8
15.5
21.1

Assistant
Principal
41
4
6
1

%

Superintendent

%

Teacher

%

16.3
1.6
2.4
0.4

5
10
4
1
1

2.0
4.0
1.6
0.4
0.4

199

79.3

230

91.6

11
32
43
29
44
9
53
40

4.4
12.7
17.1
11.6
17.5
3.6
21.1
15.9

*Missing data may indicate that the administrator does not hold the position or simply did not respond to the
question.

This survey data is not normal because a higher number of participants are in the over 25
years group as the histogram shows in Figure 11. There is also a small skew to fewer years of
service in the data for principals but a more even representation for teaching tenure. Both showed
a larger skew from the over 25 years group.
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Figure 11 Participants tenure as principal and teacher
The data for type of school in which the administrator is currently working indicate a
variety of school level types represented in the responses (Table 16). Preschool through eighth
grade schools (60.6%) have the largest percentage of participants. The majority of schools for the
LCMS are preschools at 55.8% (The LCMS, 2011). Elementary schools account for 38.8% of the
schools in LCMS.
Table 16
Current School Type with Gender and Certification Data
School Type
n=

Survey
Number
251

By Gender
%

144
M
1

%
0.7

107
F
37

By Certification*

%
34.6

141
T
9

%
6.4

62
P
3

%
4.8

4
D

%
PreK or Child
38
15.1
Care
P- Grade 5
25
10.0
5
3.5
20
18.7
10
7.1
3
4.8
P- Grade 8
152
60.6
104
72.2
48
44.9
106
75.2
46
74.2
1
25.0
Middle School
2
0.8
2
1.4
2
1.4
1
25.0
High School
26
10.4
25
17.4
1
0.9
12
8.5
8
12.9
2
50.0
K-12 School
8
3.2
7
4.9
1
0.9
2
1.4
2
3.2
*T=teacher certification; P=principal certification; D=district certification – not all participants indicated a type of
certification and some held multiple certifications.
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Gender differences occur in this data due to analysis findings in the study. Female
administrators dominate the schools with Preschool through grade five (34.6% and 18.7%) while
males tend to dominate in Kindergarten through grade twelve schools (72.2%, 1.4%, 17.4%, and
4.9%). Respondents with certificates for teaching come overwhelmingly from the Preschool
through eighth grade schools (75.2%). The same holds true for principal certificates at 74.2%.
Participants indicated if they held one or more of three different possible state
certifications and within what state certification was valid. Teaching certificates are from 25
different states and one province of Canada for a total of 169 certificates. A number of
administrators held multiple state certificates. School administrator certificates, often known as
building principal certificates, came from 22 states representing a total of 71 certificates; ten of
those administrators having multiple certificates. Only five states are reported for district
administrator certificates with only one administrator holding a dual state certification.
A unique set of data for this study is religious affiliation (Table 17). The majority of
participants are LCMS Lutheran (78.9%), followed by other Lutherans (12.4%). Other groups of
Christians participated in the survey. The largest identified group is Catholic administrators
(1.6%) currently working in Lutheran Schools. However, the non-reporting group is larger at
4.8%. They may not have a religious affiliation or simply chose not to answer this question. The
largest number of participants are LCMS members.
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Table 17
Participant Religious Affiliation
Faith Affiliation
LCMS
Lutheran Other
Baptist
Catholic
Non Denominational
Presbyterian
Not reported

n=
198
31
2
4
2
2
12

%
78.9
12.4
0.8
1.6
0.8
0.8
4.8

There are two routes for rostered church workers to obtain ministerial status (Table 18).
All ordained ministers must attend one of the two synodical seminaries to achieve rostered
status, thus their exclusion from this analysis. Teachers and other commissioned ministers can
take the course work from one of the ten universities owned by LCMS synod or participate in a
colloquy program, currently offered online. The colloquy program functions for people who
earned their initial degree at a public or private university unaffiliated with LCMS but wish to
have commissioned minister status and join the roster of LCMS. The commissioned ministers of
this survey (48.6% of the survey sample) are trained at LCMS universities.
Table 18
Route to Achieve Status of Commissioned Minister
Route
Lutheran Teacher Diploma
Colloquy Trained

n=
105
23

%
82.0
18.0

Decision types. Decision types data indicate Lutheran schools deal with the same issues
as all other schools (Table 19). The largest mean for number of incidences is disobedience at
37.8 with the second most responses. Overall, tardiness (30.4 mean incidences) and attendance
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(17.9 mean incidences), two of the biggest issues, may actually be considered the fault of
parents, since most children do not get themselves to school on their own. This is especially true
in Lutheran schools where parents most often provide transportation to schools lacking bus
service. These two items have less discussion and analysis for that reason.
Table 19
Survey Means of Decision Types – Overall and by Gender
Decision Type Category
Mean incidences of categories
with a number reported
Level 1
Disobedience
n=191
Disrespect
M=30.83 **Other 1
Tardiness
Level 2
Plagiarism
n=180
Technology
M=11.26 Attendance
Theft
Level 3
Intimidation
Drugs
n=153
Robbery
M=7.20
Extortion
Fighting
****Other 3
Level 4
Sexual Crime
n=36
Hate Crime
M=1.05
Weapons

Mean
*n=
Total

*n=

By Gender
M
*n=

165
172
6
147
119
106
148
58
96
26
11
7
124
12
13
13
22

97
105
2
96
83
74
96
40
66
23
7
3
76
8
9
11
15

25.5
13.3
36.9
36.9
5.2
19.3
18.0
5.2
5.9
3.1
1.9
1.3
3.6
5.9
1.0
0.9
1.0

37.8
24.8
26.4
30.4
4.6
17.9
16.2
4.3
7.7
2.8
1.6
1.9
8.3
5.5
1.2
0.8
1.0

68
67
4
51
36
32
52
18
30
3
4
4
48
4
4
2
7

F
55.3
35.5
33.0
18.4
3.3
14.6
12.8
2.1
11.7
0.7
1.3
2.3
15.8
4.8
1.5
0
0.9

*Total number of participant responses with reported numbers for the issue. **Dress Code, Language, Lack of
Homework, Self-control. *** Vandalism, Lying, Biting.

Level one has the highest incidences of issues (overall mean 29.9), with the most
responses. Level four has the least incidences (overall mean 1.0) with the least responses.
Females respond with disobedience (55.3 mean) as the issue most often occurring, though
disrespect (35.5 mean) was second and had a larger number of responses. For males, the most
common incidence is the issue of Other 1 at 36.9 mean incidences. However, there are only two
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respondents, which may indicate it is local phenomena to those individuals. The second most
reported issue for males is disobedience at 25.5 mean incidences reported with a much larger
number responding at 97. Hate crimes are nearly non-existent in these schools, and all of the
level three and four issues are less than 10 for the mean of incidences.
The split data by school type is in Table 20. It is surprising to see how often Preschools
dealt with both intimidation (63.7 mean incidences) and fighting (52.0 mean incidences). Again,
there are a small number of responses, so it may be a localized issue. Of course, these issues are
related to developing self-control, and may be why they occur so often in these types of schools,
along with disobedience (93.6 mean incidences) and disrespect (74.5 mean incidences).
Preschool through eighth grade schools have the largest response rates and may be the
most valid reflection of any school level data. Disobedience is the highest mean score (30.8
mean incidences) but is only second in response rate. Disrespect has the second highest mean
(21.6 mean incidences) with the highest response rate indicating a universal issue. Very close are
technology issues at 21.2 with 70 responses. There is a relatively large response rate for two of
the level three issues. This seems to indicate intimidation and fighting are common problems but
only occasionally. Generally, the schools of the survey population deal mainly with the less
serious issues in schools.
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Table 20
Survey Means of Decision Type Incidences by School Type
Decision Type Category

By School Type
*n=
PK
*n=
P5
*n=
P8
*n=
MS
*n=
HS
*n= P12
Level 1 Disobedience
19
93.6
17
31.9 110 30.8
2
38.6
12
38.6
5
11.7
Disrespect
16
74.5
21
11.0 113 21.6
2
23.8
15
23.8
5
8.6
**Other 1
3
40.7
1
10.0
2
13.3
0
0
0
Tardiness
7
30.8
15
11.5 105 18.6
2
147.4
14
147.4
4
15.3
Level 2 Plagiarism
1
2.0
7
1.6
92
4.1
1
2.0
14
7.3
4
12.6
Technology
5
11.8
9
6.4
78
21.2
1
8.0
10
10.4
3
5.7
Attendance
9
44.4
14
8.3
98
7.5
2
5.0
20
55.2
5
5.8
Theft
3
1.7
4
1.3
37
2.3
1
1.0
10
13.3
3
5.7
Level 3 Intimidation
3
63.7
9
3.8
65
6.7
1
3.0
15
4.8
3
3.5
Drugs
1
1.0
1
1.0
1
1.0
0
3.0
14
3.5
8.0
Robbery
1
1.0
0
7
1.0
1
1.0
1
9.0
0
Extortion
1
2.0
0
5
2.2
0
0
0
Fighting
8
52.0
14
8.4
87
5.0
2
2.0
11
4.9
2
1.8
****Other 3
1
1.0
0
9
5.1
0
1
15.0
1
5.0
Level 4 Sexual Crime
1
1.0
3
1.0
4
1.0
0
4
1.5
1
1.0
Hate Crime
0
0
2
1.0
0
4
1.5
0
Weapons
1
1.0
1
1.0
14
1.1
1
1.0
2
1.0
1
1.0
*Total number of participant responses with reported numbers for the issue. **Dress Code, Language, Lack of
Homework, Self-control. *** Vandalism, Lying, Biting.

Philosophy. The philosophy statement mean scores are in Table 21. The philosophical
area groupings are listed in the table and discussed in that order, beginning with ontology and
cosmology. Descriptive data include gender, since that appears to be a significant variable in the
data analysis. The coding for these statements is in chapter three.
The highest mean score for ontology and cosmology (3.12) is the statement that physical
laws may not be the same throughout the universe. It is the highest mean score for females. The
second highest mean score (3.09) is the universe having fixed laws that can be discovered. It is
the highest mean score for males. The lowest mean score for ontology and cosmology at 0.29 is
about randomness and confusion regarding the origins of the universe and is the lowest mean
score for females at 0.41. Second lowest (0.36) is about human evolution and is the lowest mean
score for males at 0.14. The scores were generally low for ontology and cosmology.
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Table 21
Mean Scores for Philosophy – Overall Total and by Gender

Philosophy

Survey
Code
Ontology &
O25
Cosmology
O33
(Reality)
O36
O37
O38
O39
O43
O46
Theology –
D21
Deity &
D22
Spirituality
D23
D31
D42
D48
Axiology
A24
A28
A34
A45
Epistemology NK29
– Nature of
NK35
Knowledge
NK41
NK47
Validity of
VK26
Knowledge
VK27
VK30
VK32
VK40
VK44

n=

Total
Mean

n=

Male

223
233
237
235
231
236
231
234
241
242
241
237
239
236
242
240
238
235
234
234
232
234
239
239
236
237
235
239

2.76
1.09
0.83
0.29
1.13
0.36
3.12
3.09
4.74
4.54
4.33
4.32
4.91
4.66
4.81
2.83
1.64
2.06
2.59
1.09
4.22
1.74
4.21
4.02
4.09
4.28
3.25
3.88

127
131
136
136
134
134
133
136
136
136
137
136
136
135
137
137
136
135
135
135
136
136
136
136
135
135
132
136

2.59
1.06
0.86
0.20
1.18
0.14
2.84
3.26
4.78
4.66
4.27
4.52
4.96
4.76
4.81
2.81
1.49
1.98
2.61
.90
4.38
1.54
4.23
4.06
4.05
4.41
3.40
3.70

Gender
n=
96
102
136
99
97
102
98
98
105
106
104
101
103
101
105
103
102
100
99
99
96
98
103
103
101
102
103
103

Female
2.98
1.12
0.79
0.41
1.07
0.64
3.49
2.84
4.69
4.39
4.41
4.05
4.84
4.53
4.82
2.84
1.84
2.18
2.56
1.34
4.01
2.02
4.17
3.96
4.15
4.11
3.05
4.12

Scores are: 5=Strongly Agree, 4= Agree, 3= Somewhat Agree, 2= Somewhat Disagree, 1= Disagree, 0= Strongly
Disagree

The theological (Deity & Spirituality) statement answers are as expected, and there was
not much disagreement over the points as all scores for these question statements are between 4.0
and 4.9. The highest general mean score (4.91) is an origin question about God creating the
universe which is also the highest mean scores for both genders (4.86 & 4.94). The lowest mean
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score (4.32) for females is God being the source of truth. The question statement about spiritual
energy is the lowest mean score (4.27) for males.
The highest mean score (4.81) for axiology indicates general agreement that some ethics
should be followed by all. It is the highest mean score for both males and females. The lowest
mean score (1.64) values are dependent on time or situation is the lowest for both genders. Of
some surprise is the somewhat lower mean score (2.83) for the statement knowing right from
wrong is natural to humans since one basic tenet of LCMS is that God writes the knowledge of
the law on humankind hearts (Romans 2: 14-16) and, therefore, humans should know what is
right and wrong.
The nature of knowledge statement that has the highest mean score (4.22) indicates a
belief in absolute knowledge with both genders in agreement. While the lowest mean score
(1.09) is in response to the statement of truth being relative to time and space with both males
and females in agreement.
Validity of knowledge shows some gender differences. The overall highest mean score
(4.28) is about teachers needing to teach and explain about hard concepts. Males indicate
agreement with the highest mean score at 4.41. Female highest mean score (4.17) in validity of
knowledge is regarding teachers guiding students to enable the best learning. The lowest mean
score (3.25) is regarding teachers directing learning to enable the best learning. Both genders
are in agreement with males at 3.40 and females at 3.05.
Decision style. Opinions from the participants are closely aligned in both genders for the
high directive statements (Table 22). The highest mean score is for directly telling students what
they have done wrong for change at 4.11. This is the highest score for both genders as well with
males at 4.20 and females at 4.00. The lowest mean score overall statement was about being
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silent to get students to admit guilt and is also the lowest mean score for females at 1.60. Males
have that statement as second lowest at 1.89, but the lowest is only 1.87 regarding all rules must
be followed to the letter.
Table 22
Decision Style Mean Scores – Overall and by Gender
Decision
Style
High
Directive/
Rule
Centered
Statements

Low
Directive/
Student
Centered
Statements

Survey
Code
DS53
DS57
DS58
DS60
DS62
DS63
DS67
DS68
DS70
DS71
DS54
DS55
DS56
DS59
DS61
DS64
DS65
DS66
DS69
DS72
DS73
DS74

n=
235
233
234
234
233
235
233
232
235
232
236
235
236
236
236
234
233
235
232
235
227
233

Total
Mean
4.11
3.70
2.67
2.63
3.98
2.43
2.73
3.62
1.92
1.77
3.10
4.30
2.06
3.53
2.65
2.88
3.68
2.31
3.46
2.44
2.81
3.91

n=
134
132
133
134
133
134
133
133
134
134
133
133
133
134
134
134
131
133
132
134
132
134

Male
4.20
3.70
2.70
2.80
4.03
2.45
3.11
3.76
1.87
1.89
3.22
4.25
1.86
3.48
2.61
2.67
3.70
2.14
3.30
2.47
2.82
3.78

Gender
n=
101
101
101
100
100
101
100
99
101
98
103
102
103
102
102
100
102
102
100
101
95
99

Female
4.00
3.69
2.63
2.40
3.92
2.41
2.24
3.42
2.00
1.60
2.95
4.37
2.33
3.59
2.70
3.17
3.66
2.54
3.66
2.40
2.79
4.10

Scores are: 5=Strongly Agree, 4= Agree, 3= Somewhat Agree, 2= Somewhat Disagree, 1= Disagree, 0= Strongly
Disagree

The low directive statements somewhat follow the same pattern. The highest mean score
is for trust and personal relationships are critical at 4.30. Males’ mean score is 4.25 and
females’ is 4.37. However, a close second for females was students should not be afraid of the
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principal at 4.10. The lowest mean score is 2.06 for students determining the discipline action
and is the lowest for males at 1.86 and for females at 2.33.
Decision-making style includes several items from the decision-action section which uses
the same scale as decision-actions (Table 23). The statements require a response to the use of the
intervention by entering the number of times used within the past year. No number equals no
intervention. The calculated mean of these two variables are labeled as student centered decision
style and include the statements: student decided own punishment and used school group to
determine punishment. The items are added to the path analysis at the decision-making style
level. The data indicate that males are less likely to use a group to determine punishment than
females.
Table 23
Decision style alternate scale items
Item
Student Centered Items
n=
Student determined 6
punishment
Group determined punishment 52

Total
Mean
1.38
8.00

n=
4

Gender
Male
n=
1.75
2

Female
1.0

33

4.48

14.11

19

Descriptive Data for Dependent Variables
Satisfaction. Table 24 shows the self-reported satisfaction data. The highest overall mean
score for satisfaction is regarding happiness in current position at 4.23. It has the highest
response rate as well at 240. Females agree with a mean of 4.29 while males tied this score with
flexibility in implementing policy at 4.19. Males are consistent in response numbers for all three
statements. Generally, the participants appear satisfied with their positions as all are above 4.00
in mean scores.
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Table 24
Satisfaction Mean Scores – Overall and by Gender

Code in Survey
S13
S15
S19
S18

Overall Mean
n=
Total
240
4.23
239
4.12
238
4.18
239
3.95

n=
135
135
135
137

Gender
Males
n=
4.19
105
4.02
104
4.19
103
3.94
102

Females
4.29
4.24
4.16
3.97

Scores are: 5=Strongly Agree, 4= Agree, 3= Somewhat Agree, 2= Somewhat Disagree, 1= Disagree, 0= Strongly
Disagree

It would seem most schools have acceptable policies (S18) in place since that mean score
was 3.95. This indicator is not included in the satisfaction-calculated variable as previously
noted.
Effectiveness. Data for self-reported effectiveness is in Table 25. The highest overall
mean score is regarding effective implementation at 4.26. This is also the highest for males at
4.29. Gender shows variation with the highest mean for females (4.28) regarding reversal of
discipline decisions but the lowest for the males at 3.99. Overall, as in the satisfaction data, the
participants appear to believe they are generally effective in implementing discipline policy in
their schools.
Table 25
Effectiveness mean scores – overall and by gender

Code
E14
E15
E17

Overall Mean
n=
Total
238
4.26
238
4.11
239
4.10

Gender
n= Male n=
135 4.29 103
135 3.99 103
135 4.07 104

Female
4.23
4.28
4.13

Scores are: 5=Strongly Agree, 4= Agree, 3= Somewhat Agree, 2= Somewhat Disagree, 1= Disagree, 0= Strongly
Disagree
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Decision actions. Decision actions (Table 26) needs to take into consideration the
response rate, as well as the mean score of actions, within the past year. The highest mean score
for decision actions is timeout at 36.33. However, it did not have the highest response rate at 80.
Detention is next high in the mean score at 32.77 but the response rate is only 93, a bit better
than timeout. The highest response rate is 149 for forgiveness no punishment with a mean score
of 31.90. Second in response rate is spoken apology with 147 responses and a mean score of
32.67.
Table 26
Decision Action Mean Scores – Overall and by Gender

Grouping
Level 1
n=179
M=32.58

Level 2
n=150
M=15.93

Level 3
n=155
M=14.15

Level 4
n=105
M=2.08

Statement
Spoken Apology
Timeout
Scolding
Extra Homework
Forgiveness
Retribution
Loss of grade
Loss of recess
Written apology
Writing assignment
Student contract
Service to organizations
Service to people
Detention
In-office suspension
Out of school suspension
Spanking / physical
punishment
Expulsion

Overall *Mean
n=
Total
147
32.67
80
36.53
46
24.02
3
4.00
149
31.90
82
19.00
19
6.16
102
19.69
95
16.54
61
10.46
67
4.65
54
10.69
69
14.38
93
32.77
109
5.06
94
2.68
1
2.00
53

1.45

n=
89
37
30
1
94
52
11
65
62
34
45
35
39
71
79
71
1

Gender
Male
n=
16.61
58
17.81
43
11.63
16
2.00
2
16.02
55
5.32
30
5.09
8
16.40
37
15.83
33
10.44
27
5.16
22
6.46
19
7.71
30
39.82
22
5.04
30
2.84
23
2.00
0
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1.53

10

Female
57.32
52.63
47.25
5.00
59.04
25.90
7.63
25.46
17.88
10.48
3.61
18.50
23.07
11.77
5.13
2.15

1.10

*Total number of participant responses with reported numbers for the issue within the past year. **R= the mean of
the number of incidences multiplied by the level for an overall score.

The lowest overall response rate at 1 has a score of 2.00 regarding spanking or physical
punishment and lowest mean score of 1.45 but a response rate of 53 is expulsion. Both of those
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are more gender specific with males responding higher and larger mean scores than females. As
the level rating indicates, generally the most common actions are in level one.
Considered student variables. Considered student variables are grouped into four
categories (Table 27). The highest mean score is for considered frequency of issues at 4.46 in the
student history category. This is the highest for both genders as well with males at 4.51 and
females at 4.40. Two other issues also score in the high range. Considered age at 4.30 overall is
the second highest for a female (4.47) in the personal characteristics category. The other issue,
considered faith development with an overall mean at 4.16, is the second highest for males at
4.23 and third high for females at 4.07.
Table 27
Student Variable Mean Scores Grouped by Category – Overall Totals and by Gender

Grouping
Considered
Student
History
Considered
Personal
Characteristics
of the student
Considered
Student
Attitude
Considered
Other Items

Item
Prior Decisions
Frequency

Overall Mean
n=
*Total
235
3.82
235
4.46

n=
133
132

Age
Intellectual Ability
Future Opportunities
Health
Appearance
Admission of Guilt
Regret
Desire - Restitution
Family
Faith Development
Guardian Response
Peer Group
Ed. Level Guardians

236
236
235
236
237
236
236
234
236
236
235
237
234

133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133

4.30
2.68
3.37
3.26
1.16
3.88
3.82
3.88
3.33
4.16
2.62
3.10
1.21

Gender
Males
n=
3.83
102
4.51
103
4.17
2.45
3.33
3.11
1.26
4.00
3.84
3.85
3.26
4.23
2.45
3.02
1.16

103
103
102
103
104
103
103
101
103
103
102
104
101

Females
3.79
4.40
4.47
2.97
3.43
3.46
1.05
3.73
3.79
3.93
3.43
4.07
2.84
3.19
1.29

*The rating scale was: 5=Extremely Important, 4=Important, 3=Somewhat Important, 2=Somewhat Not Important, 1=Not
Important, 0=Not Considered.

The males are consistent across the participating groups while females decline to answer
at about the same rate as other variables. The lowest mean score, in the personal characteristics
group, is the same for both genders. The overall mean of 1.16 would seem to indicate the
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appearance of the student is not relevant to decision-making. The data pays less attention to the
intellectual ability of the student when making decisions about actions to take. All the mean
scores for that data are in the somewhat not important range (2.45-2.97). Factor analysis places
the items of age and intelligence into a single factor and the other three personal characteristics
of the student into another single factor as indicated by the dividing line in the table.
Additional factors. Parental conference or contact and an additional item unique to this
study, prayer are variables in the analysis of dependent variables but have alternate scales (Table
28). These two variables need to take into consideration the response rate, as well as the mean
score for analysis.
Table 28
Additional Dependent Factors
Item
n=
Parental Contact or Conference 145
Prayer
103

Total
Mean
16.27
180.07

n=
95
63

Gender
Male
n=
15.37
50
274.57 40

Female
17.97
193.38

Inferential Data Analysis
Factor analysis. The factor analysis uses a principal component analysis with a
correlation matrix based on an Eigenvalue greater than one, and a Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization method displayed in a rotated solution excluding missing cases pairwise. The
theoretical conceptual framework aides in generating the factors for the regression analysis. The
saved final factors are labeled for regression analysis. The labels selected have varied definitions.
However, sentences that are combined in the factor determine the definitions or meanings for the
labels used in this study.
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Experience factor. The factor analysis of principal age and tenure results in a single
factor loading with both age and tenure at .896 in the principal component analysis. This single
factor is termed experience for data analysis.
Reality factors. Ontology and cosmology result in three factors with strong results and
correlations that are less than 5 (Table 29). Factor one labeled non-creation refers to statements
about cosmology of the universe (Knight, 2006), or not having to do with the creation theory.
The concept in factor two is labeled un-scientific knowledge as the statements refer to an
inability to determine ontology of the universe. Factor three labeled scientific law, refers to the
establishment and use of science and evolutionary law.
Table 29
Final Loading for Ontology & Cosmology Factors
Code

Component
Descriptions

Factor 1 Non-Creation
O36 There is no way to determine how the universe came into being
O37 Confusion and randomness best account for the origin of the universe
O33 The universe came into being through a particular scientific process
O39 Humankind, like all beings, evolved from lower forms
Factor 2 Un-Scientific Knowledge
O25
The universe is complex and only knowable on a personal basis by
humans.
O43
Physical laws on our planet may not be true in another part of the
universe.
Factor 3 Scientific Law
O38 The reality of the universe is what we can sense and test.
O46 The universe runs according to fixed laws that can be discovered.

.769
.793
.721
.788
.759
.759

.724
.724

Theology and spirituality factors. Factor analysis of the theology variables (Table 30)
includes both deity and spirituality. It results in two strong factors with the removal of one item.
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A clear category emerges with factor one focused on God as creator, and factor two is labeled
spirituality with one statement on that topic and the other connecting faith to morality.
Table 30
Final Loading of Theology Factors
Code

Component
Descriptions

Factor 1 God as Creator
D31
Truth comes from God through revelation.
D42
God created the universe.
D48
God is in control of the natural world.
Factor 2 Spirituality
D22
Faith and morality are closely related.
D23
There is a spiritual energy as well as a physical energy that is
part of the universe

.710
.778
.822
.784
.784

Knowledge factors. Factor analysis for epistemology includes statements on the nature
of knowledge and the validity of knowledge statements (Table 31). It results in four strong
factors with correlation numbers less than.5. The statements for factor one clearly focus on
personal and cultural truth. Components for factor two are about the relative truth. Factor three
is about construction of knowledge. Constructivism is the belief that “Humans construct all
knowledge in their minds by participating in certain experience. Learning occurs when one
constructs both mechanisms for learning and one’s own unique version of the knowledge”
(Roblyer & Doering, 2013, p. 37). This is an interpretivist orientation and best fits these
statements. Transference of knowledge factor four is about concepts relating to teacher-centered
beliefs. These are beliefs that teachers teach and transfer universal real knowledge to their
students. This is the belief held by Spinoza (Lawhead, 2007) and best fit the statements of the
factor.
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Table 31
Final Loading of Epistemology Factors
Code

Component
Descriptions

Factor 1 Personal & Cultural Truth
NK29 Historical authority is a good basis for truth.
NK47 Intuition is a good source of truth.
Factor 2 Relative Truth
NK35 Truth is relative to time and space.
NK41 There exists absolute truth, independent of humans.
Factor 3 Construction of Knowledge
VK26 Teachers who guide students enable the best learning.
VK30 Students use experience to construct unique understandings.
VK44 Teachers who allow students to explore, enable the best learning.
Factor 4 Transference of Knowledge
VK27 Students can gain precise, common understandings.
VK32 Teachers need to teach and explain hard concepts.
VK40 Teachers who direct learning enable the best learning.

.778
.778
.800
-.800
.697
.669
.804
.687
.711
.682

Axiology factors. Axiology results in two strong factors during analysis (Table 32). Each
has a clear focus to the statements resulting in identifiable categories. Factor one category
labeled social values as defined by Anthony and Benson (2003) is “rooted in man’s interpersonal
and societal relations” (p. 390). Factor two labeled natural law is defined by Grobien (as cited in
Baker & Ehlke, 2011) as “natural law to be a moral order built, in some way, into human
nature,…from which a set of universal norms can be rationally derived”( p. 18).
Table 32
Final Loading of Axiology Factors
Code
Factor 1 Social Values
A34 Moral values are dependent upon a viewpoint or situation.
A45 At times, the end justifies the means.
Factor 2 Natural Law
A24 There are some ethical standards that all should follow.
A28 Knowing right from wrong is natural to humans.

Component
Descriptions
.792
.792
.716
.716
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Decision-making style factors. The next set of variables for factoring is the decision
styles (Table 33). This set of data had 19 variables and is factored by high directive style and
low-directive style as termed by Blanchard’s (Northouse, 2007) situational leadership model and
explained by Northouse. While this study did not look at the supportive aspects of that theory, it
does match the directive behavior section using the delegating and directing aspects of the
theory. However, better descriptors for these two groups are the use of two terms from House
and Mitchell’s Path-Goal theory (Northouse).
Table 33
Final Loading for Decision-Making Style Factors
Code

Component

Directed Style*
Factor 1 Law Application Style
DS58 Following procedures
DS60 Principal determines
DS63 Decision equal
DS70 Rules to the letter
Factor 2 Authoritarian Style
DS53 Telling student wrong
DS57 Direct to understanding
DS68 Tell student wrong
Factor 3 Intimidation Style
DS67 Implicit/explicit threat
DS71 Silence

Participative Style*
Factor 1 Student Choice Style
.802
DS56 Student determines
.692
DS59 Student reasons wrong
.773
DS66 Student understand wrong
.736
DS72 Child choice action
Factor 2 Student Needs Style
.861
DS61 Laws/rules secondary
.655
DS65 Consider student
.763
DS69 Listen to student
Factor 3 Trust Style
.790
DS55 Personal relationships
.790
DS64 Student feels better
DS74 No fear of principal
Factor 4 Social Conscious Style
DS54 Listen to observers
DS73 Student remorse
*Statements truncated because of lack of space. See Table 7 for full statements.

Component
Descriptions

.748
.602
.624
.731
.750
.609
.695
.656
.662
.600
.749
.749

The high-directive style, of Path-Goal Theory is equated to the directive leadership from
this theory and participative leadership, which allows for shared leadership that equates well with
low-directive decision style as defined by the statements in the study (Northouse, 2007). The
terms of directive decision-making style and participative decision-making style are used for the
analysis in this study.
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Nine variables used in the directed-style result in three factors after dropping one item.
There are clear categories in these grouped statements with factor one being law application
style, factor two statements about authoritarian style, and factor three statements about
intimidation style. The twelve items for the participative style result in four factors. Factor one
group statements about student choice style factor two variables were about student needs style,
factor three grouped statements about trust style, and factor four deals with social conscious
toward students.
Selected student characteristics factors. Student characteristics are categorized as noted
earlier, with some variables being dropped out to create strong scores (Table 34). The items
included in each factor generate the titles and are listed in the table.
Table 34
Final Loading for Student Characteristic Factors.
Code
Factor 1-Considered Student History
Prior decisions
Frequency of issues
Factor 2- Considered Student Age/Ability
Age of student
Intellectual ability of student
Factor 3-Considered Student Personal
Effect on future opportunities of student
Health of student
Appearance of student
Factor 4- Considered Student Other Items
Effect on faith development
Family response
Guardian response
Factor 5- Considered Student Attitude
Admission of guilt
Regret by student
Restitution desire of the student

Component
Descriptions
.805
.805
.777
.777
.742
.793
.680
.686
.908
.789
.828
.932
.878
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Decision types and action factors. Decision types and decision actions are not factored
but a weighted mean is calculated to create a single factor. A mean number of issues is calculated
for each category level of 1-4. The mean of the level is multiplied by the level number. The level
weighted means are then summed to produce a single final variable. To determine if the decision
actions weighted mean is acceptable to use with the student characteristics as a factor, a
regression of student characteristics is run to determine correlations. All student characteristic
factors drop out of the regression showing no correlation.
Satisfaction and effectiveness factors. A theoretical factor analysis of the two items for
satisfaction of the participant, and three items for effectiveness results in strong factors. The
numbers for the variables in this factor analysis are in Table 35. While coded as S15, the factor
analysis places it with effectiveness factors. One effectiveness item is dropped from the analysis.
Table 35
Final Loading of Effectiveness and Satisfaction Factors
Code

Component
Descriptions

Effectiveness
E14 I feel I am very effective in implementing discipline policy in my
school.
S15 Parents are happy with my disciplinary practices.
E17 Teachers see me as an effective disciplinarian.
Satisfaction
S13 I am very happy in my current position.
S19 I have a good deal of flexibility in implementing discipline policy.

.854
.880
.871
.819
.819

Two tests are run to prepare for the path analysis by checking the underlying assumptions
of regressions. The first is a bivariate analysis to check for correlations of predictors, and the
second is to generate histograms of the factors to determine if the data was normally distributed.
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Bivariate analysis. A bivariate analysis using Pearson two-tailed test, excluding missing
cases pair-wise, is then run on the 48 factored and contextual items to determine intercorrelations (Appendix G). This test indicates that a few of the original contextual variables
appear to correlate closely at greater than .5. This is especially true of correlations between the
types of schools that a participant has previously served in with the other variables of each
different type of school. This set of variables is not used in further analysis. Other variables are
retained. For example, current school type and gender correlated at -.538, and are only mild
correlations. Of the factored philosophical variables, only axiology’s social values correlates >.5
with epistemology’s relative truth at .518. It is determined to retain the variables as this is only a
moderate effect. The majority of the variables have low correlations. The result is 42 contextual
and factored variables for regression analysis.
Histograms. Histograms are then generated on the 42 factors. The histograms are found
in Appendix C. The histograms of factors with only two answers are not constructed. Most of the
factors have a normal curve, though a few are skewed such as decision types and issues which is
heavily skewed to the less serious issues with a great number of frequencies.
Revised path analysis. The revised path analysis displaying the 42 possible renamed
factors to be used in the regression analysis (See Figure 12). There are fourteen contextual
independent factors that are regressed on the nine dependent reality and knowledge factors for
the first level of analysis. The 23 independent factors of context and philosophy are regressed
upon the two dependent variables of axiology for the second level analysis. The 25 independent
factors of context, reality, knowledge, and axiology are regressed upon the ten dependent
variables of decision-making style for the third level of analysis. The 33 independent variables of
context, philosophy, and decision style are regressed upon the final dependent variables of
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student characteristics, decision actions, prayer, effectiveness, and satisfaction. Using the
backward method of regression allows for removal of variables that have no significance in the
analysis. Structural equation modeling is considered but rejected as invalid due to response
numbers, lack of variability, and missing data.

Figure 12. Revised path analysis diagram
Linear regressions. The linear regression analysis applies a backward elimination
method, using a probability of F .05 as a criterion for exclusion, excluding missing cases
pairwise. The results are shown in an overall concept path analysis with regression numbers
(Figure 13). Complete regression data, showing both Beta Standardized Coefficients and
significance scores, is located in Appendix D. To clarify the overall outcomes, a second concept
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map is generated of the overall regressions dropping out factors that did not lead to either
decision-making style or the final outcome variables (Figure 14). Those are the regressions
discussed.
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*Significant at 0.050 level, **Significant at 0.010 level, ***Significant at 0.000 level.
Figure 13. Regression analysis of all factors n=251
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*Significant at 0.050 level, **Significant at 0.010 level, ***Significant at 0.000 level.
Figure 14. Regression analysis of 31 factors impacting the outcomes variables n=251
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There is no direct effect for reality factors in the first level of the path analysis. These
factors include cosmology and ontology.
For theology, there is no direct effect on spirituality, but female influences on beliefs in
God as creator has a highly significant direct effect score of β =-.309 α=.000, indicating males
are more likely to score higher on this factor. There is a highly significant direct effect by
currently teaching on God as creator with a score β=.220 α=.01 indicating those who are
currently teaching, along with administrative duties, are likely to score high on beliefs in God as
creator.
Knowledge factors have direct effects from four variables. Experience (β=-.281 α=.01) is
the strongest direct effect on personal and cultural truth, indicating administrators with less
experience are more likely to look for historical authority and intuition as a good source for truth.
Female has a direct effect on relative truth (β=.191 α=.05). Women are more likely to believe
truth is not absolute but dependent upon the situation. Construction of knowledge has three direct
effects. The type of school currently serving is highly significant (β=-.288 α=.000) and decision
types and incidents being mildly significant (β=.152 α=.05). This means teachers in the lower
grade level schools are more likely to have a constructivist view of knowledge acquisition, while
those administrators dealing with issues more often or of greater significance are also more likely
to hold that same view of knowledge acquisition. A single direct effect of currently serving as
principal (β=.238 α=.01) on transference of knowledge is highly significant indicating principals,
as opposed to participants in other roles, are more likely to believe that knowledge is transferred
to students. This means these are administrators who do hold the transference view of knowledge
and have a belief that students learn from teachers imparting knowledge through direct teaching.
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The second level of regression analysis is only on the axiology factors, and only social
values have direct effects. Social values have six direct effects. The strongest are epistemological
knowledge factors with personal & cultural truth at β=.283 α=.000 and relative truth at β=.388
α=.01. Both having a highly significant effect on social values. Social values are the beliefs
values are established within the community and not universal to all populations. Personal &
cultural truth persons look to expert authority, such as history and intuition as sources of truth.
Therefore, those who rely on the more interpretivist views of personal & cultural truth and
relative truth are more likely to share beliefs in the social construction of values.
The third level of regression analysis involves eight decision-making style factors within
the two categories of directive and participative decision-making style. There are direct effects
on all the variables. The personal and cultural truth is the only significant effect on law
application, the first directive decision style, with a score of β=.197 α=.05. This means
participants who believe intuition and historical authority are good sources of truth were more
likely to select the decision-making style of applying law consistently. Transference of
knowledge, has the most influence for authoritarian style at β=.264 α=.01, indicating those
individuals that believe knowledge is transferred from teachers to students tend to select an
authoritarian style when decision-making. Female is the strongest influence on Intimidation (β=.323 α=.000), indicating that males are most likely to use intimidation as a decision-making
style.
Construction of knowledge is the strongest effect for the participative decision styles of
student choice at β=.306 α=.000, for student need (β=.329 α=.000), and a highly significant
effect for trust (β=.312 α=.000). This means an individual who believes students construct their
own knowledge also tend to select decision-making styles that are participative in nature.
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Spirituality is the only effect on social conscious at a significant level (β=.159 α=.05) indicating
those individuals with a strong belief in the spiritual energy of the universe also believe in the
need for restitution by those who have done wrong. LCMS master 2 degree (β=-.418 α=.01) and
construction of knowledge (β=.341 α=.05) are the only effects on the student centered factor.
This indicates those who earned their second Master’s Degree at an LCMS institution and those
who hold teaching beliefs in the construction of knowledge tend to select the use of either a
student or group determining punishment in the process of making decision actions.
The final level of regressions on the outcomes variables has only a few direct effects. The
strongest direct effect is by decision types and incidences on decision actions with a score of β=
.450 α=.01. The more severe the number and types of incidences an administrator must deal
with, the more likely the decision action will be more often and more severe.
The current school type influences the consideration of student age & ability (β=-.305
α=.05). Administrators of younger age students take into consideration both age and the
student’s intellectual ability when making discipline decisions. Those principals who select
student need as a decision-making style also select future, health, and appearance as a
consideration for a decision-making action factor (β=.339 α=.05). This seems to indicate
principals who listen to the student and consider the student needs as a decision-making style
will also consider the health and appearance of the student as well as how decision actions may
affect the student’s future. Those who select trust as a decision-making style also consider faith
and family issues (β=.373 α=.05) as key factors for decision actions. This shows administrators,
who feel trust is a vital part of the decision-making process as well as making the student feel
better and not fear the administrator, will consider the faith development of the student and
response of the family to decision action as relevant considerations in the process. Interesting
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was that both authoritarian style (β=.405 α=.05) and student-centered style (β=.335 α=.05)
decision-making styles influence the selection and the consideration of the student’s history
factor in the selection of a decision action. This seems to indicate both types of decision-making
styles will consider the past discipline decisions before selection of a decision action.
The total effects are calculated for the regression analysis. The second level, philosophy,
has only direct effects, so all total effect data begin with axiology. All tables for total effects are
found in Appendix D. Total effects for highly directed decision-making style are shown in Table
39. The beliefs in personal and cultural truth have the strongest effect on law application
(β=.197 α=.05). This means administrators who believe that historical authority and intuition are
good sources of truth also select the decision style of applying the law in all circumstances,
which is an unexpected result. Transference of knowledge has the strongest effect on selection of
the authoritarian style with a score of β=.264 α=.01 while the LCMS first Master Degree is the
strongest total effect for intimidation (β=-.209 α=.01). These results indicate administrators who
believe that students learn best from knowledge transferred from the teacher to the students will
also tend to tell the student what they have done wrong rather than let him/her use reason.
Administrators who have earned their first Master Degree at an LCMS institution are more likely
to use intimidation in the decision-making process.
The total effects for participative decision style are shown in Table 40 in Appendix D.
Construction of knowledge is the strongest effect on student choice (β=.306 α=.000), a decisionmaking style selection. Those administrators who believe students construct their own version of
knowledge will tend to allow student’s choice and ownership in the decision-making process.
Construction of knowledge influences consideration of student need at β=.329 α=.000. This
means those administrators will also tend to listen to the student and consider issues in the
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decision process. Construction of knowledge is also the strong effect on trust, (β=.312 α=.000)
whereas spirituality is the only effect on social conscious at β=.159 α=.05 as noted in the first
analysis. For those who believe in knowledge construction, the need to build trust in the
decision-making process and help the student feel better is common. Finally, LCMS second
Master Degree strongly influences the selection of the decision style of being student-centered at
β=-.418 α=.01. This means those administrators who earned their second Master Degree at a
LCMS institution are less likely to allow students to choose a decision action or enable the
student to reason out what has been done wrong.
Generally, the overall path analysis for the study allows for several generalizations.
Experienced male administrators who are currently serving as a principal are more likely to use a
directive decision-making style. Females are more likely to select a participative decisionmaking style and consider student characteristics when making decisions. Beliefs in scientific
law and personal and cultural truth are held by people who select both types of decision-making
styles. Administrators with a strong belief in God as Creator are less likely to select intimidation
as a decision-making style.
Interactive effects. Interactive effects are considered in the path regressions. Four
variables are selected as relevant to the study and interest to the researcher. Test variables are
generated by multiplying the selected contextual variables against the other factors. These
resulting variables are then included in a second regression analysis. The resulting analysis
indicates that 43.68% of the regressions showed significant interactions with another variable. A
second analysis resulted in 32.63% of the regressions showing significant interactions with an
additional variable. While a third and fourth analysis showed only 19% of the variables showing
interactions between other variables (Appendix E). Since the data set is not large enough to split
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the file in multiple simultaneous ways, which is the ideal way to run interactions (Minium,
Clarke, & Coladarci, 1999), the file is split separately for each of the two factors that have a
substantial number of interactions.
Gender interactive effects. Female factor is examined first as it had the strongest
interactive effect. The population for splitting the file on female is 144 males and 107 females.
Regression tables for female split data are found in Appendix D (Tables 41-42).
The female regressions indicate few significant effects. The concept map is simplified to
indicate only those factors that influence the decision-making style and the dependent variables
(Figure 15).

Figure 15. Regressions with file split on gender – female results
Three challenges encountered with the data are the lack of variability in the answers from
the females, missing data, and the smaller number of females in the survey. This is especially
true for the dependent variables, which have no relationships at all.
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There is only one contextual variable that influences philosophy, and is if the participant
is currently teaching while being an administrator, on God as creator (β=.317 α=.05). It would
seem that female administrators who teach are more likely to have strong beliefs in God as the
creator of the universe. Reality and knowledge variables tend to have a stronger impact on the
decision-making style factors. Transference of knowledge, for example, influences the selection
of the authoritarian style (β=.406 α=.01). This means beliefs about teachers transferring
knowledge to students through direct instruction are more likely to direct and tell students what
they have done wrong. Whereas, the only direct influence by the contextual variables is LCMS
first Master Degree (β=-.263 α=.05) on intimidation indicating female administrators who
earned their first Master Degree at an LCMS institution were less likely to use intimidation and
threat in the process of determining a decision action. Spirituality has a strong influence on
beliefs in social conscious (β=.402 α=.01). It seems that strong beliefs in the spiritual energy of
the universe result in considering remorse of the student and listening to observers of an incident
when determining a decision action. God as Creator has a negative influence on intimidation at
β=-317 α=.05. Beliefs in God as the creator of the universe mean administrators are less likely to
use intimidation when making a decision about a discipline action. Construction of knowledge
beliefs has a significant impact on two decision-making style factors student choice and student
need both at β=.281 α=.05. Those administrators who believe that students construct their own
knowledge are likely to allow students to influence and make their own choices about actions as
well as consider the needs of the students and listen to them. There are no effects on the final
dependent variables.
Generally, for this particular group, females have four findings. Belief systems and
decision-making styles do not seem to connect to final decisions or the consideration of specific
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factors during decision-making. For women, the decisions may be too contextual for
generalizations about the process. However, belief systems do play a role in the selection of
decision-making styles. Beliefs in the transference of knowledge lead to directive styles while
constructive views of learning lead to participative styles. It supports the philosophy connections
that are expected. If women are currently teaching, it appears to strengthen their belief in God as
creator and reduces the use of the tendency to use intimidation as a decision-making style.
Additionally, if they received a first LCMS Master’s Degree, they are also less likely to
intimidate while making decisions. The significance and implications of these findings are
discussed in chapter five.
The path analysis of the males is quite complex (Figure 16). Contextual variables
influence all four levels of the path analysis showing twelve connections, as opposed to the two
for females. The strongest effect is by decision types and incidences on the dependent variable of
decision actions (β=.655 α=.000). More frequent and more severe incidents result in frequent
and severe actions. However, this correlation did not appear for females. Perhaps this is due to
women considering the context of the situation or perhaps having an orientation of care rather
than justice.
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Figure 16. Regressions with file split on gender – male results
Experience has highly significant negative effects on the knowledge variable personal
and cultural truth at β=-.281 α=.01 and on the axiology variable social values at β=-.242 α=.01
which is also influenced by current school type (β=-.238 α=.01). Experience has significant
effects on intimidation (β=.239 α=.05), a decision-making style factor and on beliefs in God as
Creator (β=-.241 α= .05). Therefore, the age and length of service as an administrator is a key
factor for males in not holding beliefs about historical authority or intuition as a source of truth
and socially constructed values or beliefs in God as the Creator of the universe. Yet, age and
length of service as an administrator is a good indicator of the use of intimidation and silence in
the decision-making process. It would seem as males gain experience, they move away from
personal and cultural sources of truth and socially constructed values to the directed-style of
intimidation. This combines with a shift away from beliefs in God as Creator toward natural law
and directive styles of decision-making. There appears to be a shift also from constructivist
viewpoints to beliefs in transmission of knowledge and therefore, authoritarian views of
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decision-making style. This raises questions about how society socializes males as leaders in
schools leading to these changes. However, this data seems to indicate more experienced male
administrators shift toward authoritarian views with younger administrators being less
authoritarian or indicating a philosophical change generally in the younger administrators.
The last highly significant influence of contextual variables is if the administrator held an
LCMS doctorate on personal and cultural truth at β=.258 α=.01. This means while experience
did not influence the selection of historical authority or intuition as forms of truth, having earned
an LCMS Doctorate did influence selection. Earning an LCMS Doctorate results in two effects.
The first is shifting to a participative decision-making style through the beliefs in knowledge
construction and the second to an authority style through spirituality, which tends to balance out
the effects.
Two intriguing effects are the holding of an LCMS second Master’s Degree on beliefs in
social values with a β=-.156 α=.05, yet having a positive effect on construction of knowledge
(β=.212 α=.05) and currently serving as a principal on beliefs in transference of knowledge
(β=.223 α=.05). It would seem having a second LCMS Master’s Degree provides a balanced
viewpoint in selecting beliefs about both transfer and construction of knowledge.
The reality and knowledge factors, unlike the females, have a number of strong effects on
the axiology variables. Of the ten factors that had influence on axiology, seven are the following
factors. Personal and cultural truth (β=.381 α= .000) and relative truth (β=.302 α=.000) have
the most significant influence on social values. These results are as expected in that historical
authority and intuition as sources of truth, as well as beliefs that truth is relative, are influences
for beliefs in the social construction of values. Beliefs in God as Creator (β=.355 α=.000) has
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the most significant effect on natural law. Beliefs God created the universe and remains in
control of the world are expected to be influences on beliefs that values are innate and universal
to the human condition. This explains the negative influence of the beliefs in non-creation
origins of the universe on natural law (β=-.214 α=.05).
Decision-making style also shows strong direct and indirect effects from reality and
knowledge factors, while contextual variables mainly have indirect effects. Construction of
knowledge has the strongest effect on student choice at β=.293 α=.01, which was the only one
for females at β=.281 α=.05. Male administrators with beliefs in construction of personal
knowledge are more likely to allow students some choice when deciding decision actions like
female administrators. Interesting results for males are the scores of scientific law (β=-.423
α=.05) and relative truth (β=.378 α=.05) on selection of decision-making style student-centered.
Thus, males who have beliefs in reality being what we can sense and test are less likely to allow
students to make decisions about discipline actions while those who had strong beliefs in truth
being contextual are more likely to allow this in the decision process regarding discipline
actions.
The axiology variables have three significant effects on decision-making style variables
for males unlike females who have none. Social values influence both student choice (β=.252
α=.05) and student need (β=.218 α=.05). Natural law influences only the style of law
application (β=.206 α=.05). Administrators who believe values are socially constructed tend to
allow students some choice in the decision process and consider the needs of the student while
talking with them about the discipline issue. Administrators who believe law is universal and
innate to humans are more likely to follow the procedures and laws of the school.
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Four dependent variables have significant results. Decision types and incidence are the
strongest effect on decision actions at β=.655 α=.000, which is the only variable besides the
decision-making styles variables to have influence on the dependent variables. This highly
significant effect is not surprising since the actions taken are more severe when the issues are
more severe and frequent. It is intriguing to see highly directed decision-making styles do not
influence consideration of factors when decision-making about discipline actions. Participative
styles of decision-making do influence the consideration of student characteristic factors chosen
when determining a discipline action. Student need influences the consideration of future, health
and appearance, (β=.372 α=.05) and trust influences the consideration of faith and family
characteristics (β=.377 α=.05) of the student. This means administrators who listen to the
student and consider the needs of the student also consider the health and appearance of the
student as well as the effect on future opportunities in the discipline decision action. However,
the strongest influence for selection of a student characteristic is social conscious on the
selection of considering student attitude (β=.506 α=.01) when determining a discipline action.
Administrators who acknowledge the remorse of the student and listen to the observers of the
incident usually consider the student’s admission of guilt and desire to make restitution before
deciding upon a discipline action.
Generally, in the split data for gender, the males’ path analysis shows many more
predictors than the females. Findings for males are experience moves them toward a decisionmaking style of intimidation, yet education shifts them towards a participative style. Ontology
impacts males, unlike women, with objectivist ontology relating to natural law and interpretivist
ontology relating to socially constructed values. Ontology and epistemology, like the female
results, also leads to predictable decision-making styles with objectivist ontology and
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epistemology leading to directive decision styles and interpretivist ontology and epistemology
leading to participative decision-making styles. Decision types influences decision actions and
participative styles lead to consideration of student factors, unlike females.
Total effects are generated for male and female data to determine the strongest influences
for each gender. Data tables for total effects of all split data regressions on gender are found in
Appendix D (Tables 42-47). There is only one indirect effect for females, which was currently
teaching on intimidation at -.101. This means if the female administrators are also currently
teaching, it is unlikely they would use silence and threats when dealing with students. There is no
duplication of any other variable on more than one factor. Males, on the other hand, have many
indirect effects, and they mirror the results of the regression map.
Training interactive effects. The data set is next split on how the candidates trained, in a
college or university of the LCMS system or other university, to serve the schools. Of the 251
participants, 129 are not trained in the LCMS system, and 122 participants are trained within the
LCMS system. This training refers to undergraduate participants who have earned either a
colloquy or a Lutheran Teacher Diploma and are labeled in the data set as LTE. The regressions
are found in Tables 48-52, Appendix D. To keep the concept map as clear as possible, only
connections to the decision-making style factors and the dependent variables are used to create a
concept map. The analysis of participants who are not trained is in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Regression with file split on Lutheran Trained – non-Lutheran trained results
Female has effects on un-scientific knowledge (β=.315 α=.01) and beliefs in God as
Creator (p=-.350 a=.01). This means females not trained in the LCMS system are more likely to
believe that we can only know the universe on a personal basis, physical laws may not be
universal, and God did not create the universe. Again, it is noted that non-LCMS trained males
are more likely to score high on intimidation than females with a negative score of β=-.447
α=.000, and those who scored high on social values are likely to score high on the decisionmaking style student choice (β=.510 α=.000). If an administrator believes values are community
constructed, then allowing a student to have a say in the discipline decision are likely. There are
no effects on the dependent variables.
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Experience tends to move non-trained administrators toward participative decisionmaking style as does currently work as a principal. While earning a LCMS Master’s Degree
moves administrators away from the directive style of intimidation.
Total effects for those not trained by the LCMS system show direct effects are dominant
with only intimidation having multiple indirect effects (Tables 49-51, Appendix D). These
results mirror the map analysis for those not trained as LCMS administrators.
Participants trained by the LCMS system are more likely to have contextual variables
cause an effect on reality and knowledge variables with less direct effects on decision-making
style (Figure 18). The strongest of the contextual effects is from experience on personal and
cultural truth (β=-.261 α=.01) and social values (β=-.200 α=.05). This means younger LCMS
trained administrators with fewer years of experience are more likely to see historical authority
and intuition as good sources of truth and values as contextual, while older more experienced
administrators are more likely to select a directive style. This differs from those principals not
trained by LCMS, who with more years of experience are more likely to employ a participative
style.
Reality and knowledge variables have the most effects by the epistemology factors.
Beliefs in the construction of knowledge influences four of the participative decision-making
styles. The strongest of these is on trust (β=.450 α=.000) and on student choice at β=.353
α=.000. Thus, LCMS trained administrators who believe in students constructing personal
knowledge will attempt to develop a relationship in the process of discipline action and help the
students to feel better about them when the process is complete while giving the student some
say in the discipline action. Higher education, an LCMS earned Doctorate, also influences
administrators to move to a more participative decision-making style.
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Figure 18. Regressions with file split on ‘Lutheran Trained’ – Lutheran Trained results
The strongest influence on the directed decision-making styles is transference of
knowledge on intimidation (β=.356 α=.01). LCMS trained male administrators currently serving
as a principal, with beliefs that teachers transfer knowledge to students through direct teaching,
also tend to use threat and silence in the process of discipline action decisions.
Axiology factors include influence only from social values on the two participative
decision-making styles, including student need (β=.231 α=.05) and being student centered
(β=.366 α=.05). LCMS trained administrators with beliefs of contextual values also consider the
needs of the student, listening to what the student has to say, and allowing the student some
choice of discipline action in the process.
Total effects are calculated for this split data (Appendix D, Tables 47-51). Indirect effects
are found on nearly all the factors of both axiology and decision-making style, especially
participative decision style. Epistemology factors seem to have the strongest effects on both
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axiology and decision-making style. Many factors have indirect effects on the participative
decision styles for the LCMS trained participants.
Generally, in the split data for training, there are three contrasts between LCMS trained
and not trained. More experience leads to a participative style for the administrators who are not
trained, while the opposite is true for the LCMS trained. The current work as a principal shifts
those who are not trained away from the direct decision style which is opposite of the LCMS
trained. Higher education mitigates the effect of experience and current work for both groups.
Chapter Summary.
The study yields some interesting results, and despite the limited response to the online
survey, it is within the expected response range. Most responses are from participants serving in
LCMS schools. The descriptive data demonstrates the participant survey group is better educated
than the total synodical population but was less ethnically diverse. Males are a larger group in
the study, and both commissioned and ordained ministers participated at a higher rate than the
normal synod population. Of the administrators who have commissioned status, most trained
within the LCMS university setting. Some data is not comparable due to collection differences in
the survey and LCMS population. Generally, the population of administrators is not highly
comparable to the synodical statistical population.
School survey data indicates participants are mainly from Preschool through eighth grade
schools, which are a mid-range size group in synod. However, decision types and incidences as
well as decision actions probably are normal, with the majority of the incidences and decision
actions within the lowest range of severity. Some gender differences are evident in the data.
Factor analysis of the variables of the study result in 42 factors for regression analysis
and five levels of the path analysis. Linear regressions show significant effects, yet few were on
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the final dependent variables. Interactive effects result in splitting the data separately on two
factors, these factors are gender and LCMS trained administrators. The regressions show specific
differences in the split survey groups. Gender differences indicate males have many more
predictors than females with philosophy influencing both decision-making style and decisionactions. The key differences in those not trained and LCMS trained are in experience, and
currently working as a principal while a commonality is in regards to higher education. The
significance of the regression findings and the impact of the findings on the proposed theoretical
framework is discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
Chapter 5 is organized into several sections based upon the summary of descriptive data,
guiding questions for the study and the hypothetical diagram. Recommendations and limitations
follow the discussion of questions and diagram.
Summary of Sample Characteristics
The study is somewhat comparable to the synodical population of administrators, yet it
yields valuable information regarding this segment of the population. The survey was taken by
mostly white LCMS commissioned ministers, many with Master Degrees and slightly more
males than females, unlike the synodical data. The Bachelor Degrees are earned most often from
an LCMS university while upper level degrees principally come from public universities. The
age of participants is generally 40 years and older serving in Kindergarten through eighth grade
level schools. The schools of the administrators deal mainly with lower level issues other than
intimidation and fighting which are frequently mentioned and reported at a higher rate for
females.
Administrators most often selected the frequency of an issue, the age of the student, and
the faith development as characteristics considered when making a decision about discipline and
least often considering appearance, education level of guardians, or surprisingly intellectual
ability. About half of the participants report praying about the decision though it was a much
larger percentage of males at 60% compared with only 32% females.
Males score higher than females in high directive statements while females score higher
than males in low directive statements and are more likely to use groups to determine
punishment. Both genders are generally satisfied in their positions and self-reported as being
effective.
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Analysis of regression data combines the guiding questions one and four. These questions
are closely related. Thus, we begin with guiding question two.
Guiding Question 2
The second question, “How do the philosophical orientations of LCMS principals
influence their decision-making style?” examines several levels of the path analysis including
ontology, epistemology, and axiology. The hypothesis diagram, originally shown in Figure 6, is
displayed again in Figure 19. The postulation from the diagram is those who work from an ethic
of justice, as played out in the philosophical objectivist viewpoint, have a high directive decision
style. Those who work from an ethic of care, as played out in the philosophical interpretivist
viewpoint, have a participative decision style. Visionary and spiritualists may have either style,
but distinct beliefs about the existence of God and the spiritual realm of the universe make them
unique from objectivist and interpretivist philosophies.

Figure 19. Hypothesis diagram
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A generalization about this population of administrators is that philosophy does have a
relationship with decision-making style. The concept map in Figure 20 shows that the hypothesis
relationships appear, at least in part, to have upheld in examining the data. The path analysis is
restructured to group by these theoretical concepts. Objectivist concepts are outlined in red,
interpretivist concepts in green, beliefs in God and the opposite beliefs of non-creation in blue,
and spirituality concepts in orange. Mostly, the red lines go to red boxes and green lines go to
green boxes. The blue and orange boxes are exploratory in the framework.

Red =objectivist concepts, Green =interpretivist concepts, Blue =deity & creation concepts, Orange =spiritualist concepts)

Figure 20. Philosophy influences on decision style using hypothesized conceptual framework
The map demonstrates concepts of objectivist philosophy relating to directive decisionmaking styles and interpretivist philosophy relating to participative decision-making. The
strongest relationship for decision-making styles from philosophy is the belief in constructivism.
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This is a student-centered belief about teaching and learning and shows a strong relationship to
many of the participative decision styles. It seems interpretivist administrators have a
relationship between decision-making styles and beliefs in interpretivist philosophy. Few of the
objectivist beliefs show a relationship between directed style of decision-making, an
unanticipated result. While the reality and knowledge beliefs of objectivism are strongly related
to beliefs in the axiology of natural law, natural law did not have any relationship to decisionmaking styles. However, the beliefs in transference of knowledge did have a strong relationship
to the selection of the authority decision-making style.
The concepts of the visionary and spiritualist are less clear. This spiritualist category
differs from the visionary in beliefs based upon a spiritual energy to the universe but not
attributing it to a divine being or deity (Center for Spiritual Atheism, 2008). Bivariate correlation
data indicate that factors of God as creator and spirituality are significantly different from each
other. It seems these items are not continuum variables, which are mutually exclusive but rather
independent dimensions of philosophy. It appears objectivists and interpretivist administrator
may have a mix of these two categories or none of them at all.
Split data for gender and LCMS trained also provides some compelling patterns. One
interesting result in the data is the negative relationship between beliefs in God as creator and in
the decision-making style of intimidation (β=-.197 α=.01). It seems to indicate administrators
who have a strong belief in God as creator are less likely to choose intimidation as a decisionmaking style. Belief systems do connect to the selection of decision-making styles for both
genders. Split gender data indicate this selection of intimidation was due to the response from
men (Figure 21). For the women of this study, beliefs in God do mean that they are less likely to
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use a decision-making style of intimidation while men with longer experience are more likely to
select intimidation as a decision-making style.
Those with objectivist beliefs generally are related to directive decision-making styles
while those with interpretivist beliefs are related to the participative decision-making style.
However, women’s ontology and epistemology beliefs do not seem to influence their axiological
beliefs unlike men where a direct relationship is evident between the objectivist beliefs and the
belief in natural law values and interpretivist beliefs related to social construction of values. This
may show women tend to be oriented toward care of the individual and less concerned about
following rules or regulations.

Red =objectivist concepts, Green =interpretivist concepts, Blue =deity concepts and non-creation origins, Orange =spiritualist concepts)

Figure 21. Philosophy influences on decision-making styles split by gender
Women administrators’ selection of decision-making styles do not have much influence
from their philosophical beliefs. The key beliefs influencing decision-making style are all
epistemological in nature while ontology and axiology do not seem to have influence at all.
However, when looking at the mean scores for philosophy question statements, females often
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have higher means indicating they have clear set philosophical opinions. Perhaps this indicates
women are more context dependent than males in their decision-making process. Generally, the
women’s data show little connection from philosophy to decision-making style, and when it
does, it is ambiguous regarding the original hypothesis. This lack of influence by personal beliefs
may be due to the nurturing and caring quality of women as explored by other researchers
(Belenky, et al., 1997; Gilligan, 1993; Noddings, 2003; Oberdeck, 1999) superseding personal
beliefs in everyday actions and allowing decisions to be contextual and equitable. Women may
be more open to other perceptions, needs, and perspectives when working with students
reflecting an ethic of care while avoiding the ethic of justice, resulting in equal treatment
regardless of the situation.
Men’s data show a direct influence from all types of philosophy and clear delineations
between the objectivist and interpretivist patterns. When objectivist ideas influence interpretivist
decision-making styles, it is with a negative number in all three cases. Both God as Creator and
spirituality are strong influences in the objectivist viewpoint and are not surprising since these
beliefs have mainly been associated with that philosophical view. Clearly, men’s beliefs do play
a role in decision-making styles and the decision processes and the diagram hypothesis plays out
most clearly in men’s decision-making style. This may account for the consistent decisions that
men bring to the disciplinary process and reflecting perhaps more the ethic of justice and
equality in the process of decision-making.
There were differences between the LCMS trained administrators and the non-LCMS
trained participants (Figure 22). LCMS trained principals who hold beliefs in personal and
cultural truth influence the selection of social values those who are not LCMS trained individuals
it results in a more balanced viewpoint. For both groups, beliefs in construction of knowledge
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influences the selection of participative decision-making style. LCMS trained principals who
hold beliefs in the transference of knowledge influence the selection of the decision-making style
of intimidation while non-LCMS trained show a relationship instead to authority.

Red =objectivist concepts, Green =interpretivist concepts, Blue =deity concepts, Orange =spiritualist concepts)

Figure 22. Philosophy influences on decision-making style split by LCMS trained
The LCMS trained objectivist belief in transference of knowledge is a strong indicator for
administrators who chose intimidation as a directive decision-making style. This is the only point
in the data where there is a positive indicator for intimidation. This is an intriguing finding since
intimidation styles are not gospel oriented. Beliefs in God as creator and spirituality are both
positive predictors of objectivist beliefs in natural law and decision-making styles of
authoritarian.
The interpretivist beliefs in philosophy are clearly strong predictors of participative
decision-making style. In both groups, far more green lines go to green boxes but it is clearest in
the LCMS trained group. Ten interpretivist arrows lead to nine interpretivist ideas while there are
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only two objectivist beliefs with one leading to an objectivist decision-making style. Perhaps the
objectivist can see the need for participative decision styles and disregard personal beliefs in
favor of the more student-oriented decision-making styles.
Generally, in all maps there are more interpretivist beliefs in philosophy that are
predictors for decision-making style than for objectivist beliefs. This indicates that interpretivist
administrators tend to let personal beliefs influence their decision-making style more than
objectivist administrators. This is especially true for those administrators who hold the
constructivist beliefs.
In summary, the gender differences seem to be the most compelling results from the
study. Objectivist and interpretivist viewpoints are found in both genders with epistemological
beliefs being the strongest influence on selection of decision-making style and decision process.
Females seem less likely to allow personal beliefs to influence the selection of decision-making
style and the decision-making process. Yet, females do consider student characteristics when
decision-making and have higher means in nine of the fifteen factors as compared to males.
Males seem to have a stronger influence from philosophical beliefs in selecting decision-making
styles and factors for the process. Males tend to choose the attitude and history of the student as
most salient factors to this process along with faith development. Females reject intimidation as a
decision-making style while males believing in transference of knowledge and having more
experience were more likely to choose this decision-making style.
Guiding Question 3
The third guiding question, “How do LCMS principals’ personal characteristics, such as
age and gender or contextual variables affect the decision-making style or process of the
discipline policy implementation?” examines the personal contextual factors in the study. There
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are no direct affects from personal characteristics on decision-making and style for this group of
administrators.
Contextual variables did show gender differences (Figure 23). Experience influences a
shift for males from personal and cultural truth as valid and away from participative style of
decision-making to a style of intimidation. This is not an indicator found for females. For those
administrators who are currently teaching, females show an influence in the increase in beliefs in
God as Creator and/or having earned a first LCMS Master’s Degree results in lowering of the use
of the directed style of intimidation.

Figure 23 Contextual variables influence split by gender
Males who are currently serving as a principal are more likely to have beliefs in the
transmission of knowledge and the increase of the use of the directed style of authority. Perhaps
most compelling for male results is the acquisition of an LCMS Doctorate. This causes a shift
toward the participatory style of decision-making through the positive impact of selecting
personal and cultural truth while also positively impacting spirituality which in turn influences
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the selection of natural law and the decision-making style of authority. It seems that earning a
Doctorate while having more experience, for males may bring a balance between beliefs.
Results for split data on those who are or are not LCMS trained administrators find
several intriguing contextual results (Figure 24). For those who are not LCMS trained
administrators, the longer experience results in the likely selection of a participatory decisionmaking style. However, if the administrator earns an LCMS Master’s Degree it results in
lowering the likelihood of selecting a participatory decision-making style.

Figure 24. Contextual variable influence split on LCMS trained
For the LCMS trained principals, the longer experience, like the male data, is likely to
result in the selection less often of the participatory decision-making style. However, like the
non-trained administrators earning an LCMS Master’s Degree also results less often in the
selection of the participatory decision-making style. This is offset for the LCMS trained
administrators by the earning of an LCMS doctorate with the result of likely selecting the
participatory style.
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Guiding Questions 1 & 4
The questions: “What factors and decision-making styles, influence decision making by
LCMS principals in discipline policy implementation?” and “What generalizations can be made
about decision-making in LCMS principals’ implementation of discipline policy and the
consideration of student characteristics?” uses the five considered personal characteristics of
students factors and the decision actions as dependent variables. Satisfaction, self-perception of
effectiveness, prayer, and parental contact have no influence from any of the independent
variables of the study. The general findings of the study are in four areas.
First, the interpretivist epistemology relates to a participative style of decision-making
whereas the objectivist ideology relates to a directive style of decision-making. This is an
expected outcome, as it is postulated that those who work from specific ideologies have
influence from those ideologies on the process of decision-making. A person who believes that
God created and remains in control of the universe, is more likely to believe that universal law
and universal justice and equality should be part of their process of decision-making. To an
administrator who believes that there is no way to determine how the universe came into being
and law is constructed socially and is not universal, the decision-making process then should be
contextual and focuses on the needs and characteristics of the individuals involved.
Secondly, currently teaching administrators tend toward a more participative style
through the reinforcement of beliefs in God as creator and thus the reduction of the intimidation
style. Teaching administrators are more likely to be hearing about the daily concerns and issues
that students face individually and recognize the need for contextual issues to be considered.
Additionally, this may result from the command of Christ, “This is my commandment that you
love one another as I have loved you.” (Englebrecht, 2009, ESV: John 15:12b) If one truly
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believes that God is the creator and sustainer of the universe then, out of respect for God in
Christ, one can perhaps see the need for equity in response to working with students rather than
the administrative need for equality. If one is teaching these concepts to children, one is more
likely to model these behaviors.
Third, Administrators working with younger students are associated with participative
style. This is likely due to the larger percentage of females working with the younger age
population. Females tend to choose the participative decision-making style. This result may also
be due to the need to develop an understanding in young children not just about right and wrong
knowledge, but the why of right and wrong to prevent future occurrences and develop Christ-like
attitudes of forgiveness and mercy.
Fourth, student-centered participative style relates to stronger decision actions. This
perhaps surprising result may be attributed to the need for children to show regret and
retribution. In the experience of this researcher, decision actions are often more punitive when
children or their peers make their own decisions about punishment regarding the discipline
process. A literature research regarding this postulation yielded no results.
Gender difference occurs in the study. The results of the study seem to indicate, for this
particular group of male administrators, experience tends to shift towards a style of intimidation
while education shifts toward a participative decision-making style, unlike females. Perhaps this
is due to the societal expectations regarding genders. Though several research studies (Mertz &
McNeely, 1997; Lane, 2002) seem to indicate while there are gender differences in the choice of
decision-making style, the role of the principal often influences decision-making as much as
gender.
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Male reality and knowledge factors affect axiology, unlike females. A clear connection
between objectivist ontology and the objectivist natural law is seen in the results as well as the
interpretivist epistemology with the interpretivist social values. Gilligan (1993) would argue the
objectivist connection is due to the difference in upbringing between the genders with
relationships being more valuable to females while independence being more relevant to males.
However, there were clearly male administrators that selected interpretivist epistemology as
well.
Both genders have relationships between reality and knowledge factors and the selection
of decision-making styles. For both groups, objectivist ideology relates to directive decisionmaking styles while interpretivist ideology relates to participative decision-making styles.
Males reported a higher use of level four actions and females reporting a higher use of
level one action. The strongest positive relationship for decision actions is the decision types and
number of incidences. As indicated earlier, this result is not surprising since decision actions or
outcomes of decisions are frequent and decisions more severe if the decision types and
incidences are more frequent or severe. However, this relationship is not evident in the female
data, which is a surprise. This may be due to the reporting of fighting and intimidation, level
three decision types as being common by females.
The factors relating to the selection of student characteristics in the process of deciding
upon an action are also different by gender. There is no association of directive decision-making
styles for either gender in the selection of student characteristics. This may indicate
administrators with directive decision styles tend to follow the law regardless of the condition of
the student or situation of the incidence. Participative decision style factors generally show more
affiliation on the decision-making process for males with none showing up for females. This may
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be due to the relationship of education on males in choosing participative decision-making styles.
As principals move away from law or policy based decision-making styles, the recognition of the
uniqueness of each child is considered in the process of deciding upon a decision action. Thus,
those principals who tend to choose the participative decision-making style will include the child
and all of his or her characteristics in the process.
Training for the administrators shows some intriguing differences in three results. Those
who are not trained LCMS administrators, who have more experience, tend to select the
participative style while that was opposite for LCMS trained individuals. Closely linked is the
second finding. Those who are not trained LCMS administrators, currently working as a
principal, are more likely to shift away from directive styles, again the opposite is true for LCMS
trained individuals. This may be due to reasons that link the Christian beliefs with objectivist
views. Most LCMS administrators will agree that there is a universal truth as indicated by this
data. This belief has been associated in the past with the objectivist viewpoint and appears to
relate to the selection of the directive styles of decision-making. This may indicate that beliefs in
universal truth lead to a directive style. For if truth is universal, then every person, regardless of
situation or condition, is expected to adhere to those universal truths.
The third finding for training seems to indicate higher education done in an LCMS
institution may have the opposite effect of experience and current work as a principal for both
groups. LCMS higher education for the LCMS trained individual, especially work at the
Doctoral level, tends to mitigate those factors. Thus, those who are not LCMS trained individuals
may shift away from participative decision –making style if trained in an LCMS higher degree.
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Limitations of the Study
There are a number of limitations to the study. Since the researcher generated many of
the survey question statements, some of the statements are weak in reliability and validity despite
field-testing. Rewriting some of the question statements to strengthen them or provide better
focus with additional field testing, or including questions from other studies, will make a future
study more reliable and valid. This may be the reason for question combinations in the factors of
scientific law and personal & cultural truth particularly.
The sample size and missing data is an issue for the number of variables in the study.
While the population is certainly large enough, the online method of collection did not yield a
large response sample weakening the validity of the results. The survey tool record indicates
there were about 221 people who began the survey, but did not complete the survey. Those
responses are not counted in the final data. Missing data also creates error in the results. The
missing data may have been the result of the desire not to answer the question, confusion over
what the response should be, skipping the question with intent to return, or simply missing the
question while putting in responses. The missing data results especially in a number of split data
errors for the dependent variables.
Lack of variability in the data is a problem. This is especially true of the gender data as
the females tend to respond to the questions with less variability resulting in less statistical power
to identify relationships in the data.
The survey population is not highly comparable to the LCMS population. The survey
group is better educated with a larger ordained minister population. Therefore, the
generalizations that come out of the study apply to the population that took the survey.
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Recommendations of the Study
Practitioner recommendations. Leadership programs may find this data interesting.
Since past studies found that philosophy influences beliefs and actions, philosophy has always
been a prominent area of study in developing administrators. This study indicates that should
continue. Administrators need to examine rigid styles of decision-making to consider how to
address the needs of the whole child. Teaching keeps an administrator connected with children
and perhaps more considerate when disciplining. Administrators who continue to teach are less
likely to use intimidation and tend to be more participative in decision-making style.
Women and men have different ways of choosing decision-making styles. This difference
in decision-making style between the genders is clearly shown in the results and leadership
programs should examine the strengths both genders bring to leadership. Many more factors
influence male decision-making styles as well as actions. For both men and women, ontology
and epistemology do relate to the choice of decision-making styles. Women may be more open
to other perspectives of people they work with, while men bring the strength of conviction and
constancy to leadership from all their philosophical beliefs. Likely, a balance of adhering to
philosophy and recognizing the uniqueness of the individual is best for administrative school
leadership. Helping both genders to see the strengths and weakness of their choice of decisionmaking style has implications upon the process of determining a decision action.
Training has implications for administrators. Experience and serving as a principal in the
LCMS tends to shift those administrators toward a directive style of leadership. Administrators
should reflect on and become aware of the objectivist belief of transference of knowledge that
relates to choosing the decision-making style of intimidation. While there may be times that this
style of decision-making in discipline is effective, it probably does not resonate with the LCMS
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interpretation of the gospel. Since this finding involves the LCMS trained population, this should
be a consideration for leadership training programs of the LCMS system. As the study indicates
for this group of administrators, seeking higher education can help to mitigate that influence
bringing a better balance in administrative style.
Future research recommendations. This study is not able to affirm the directional
relationship of factors. An examination of the data using structural equation modeling using
fewer factors may result in some directional relationships. This study is under consideration.
The study is narrow in focus. It examines only the administrators of the schools invited to
participate who were primarily LCMS administrators and chiefly commissioned ministers. It
would be intriguing to examine teacher’s beliefs and relationships with decision-making in the
classroom regarding disciplinary issues. Likely, teachers will deal with the lower-level issues
allowing the administrator of the school to handle most serious issues. However, an examination
of the decision-making style would be interesting to see if it mirrored these results.
Opening the study, with some revision, to other parochial or public school principals and
teachers will also be an option to see if belief and decision styles have the same influences as
found in this study. Driskell and Lyon (2011) note, “religious beliefs influence both secular and
spiritual behaviors.” (p. 386). Opening the survey to other groups allows the exploration of the
category concept of spiritualist since it is likely that a belief in God is not an accepted concept of
some spiritual people. Future study needs to address the difference between religious and
spiritual people.
Gender differences in any future research should be considered. This study, like others,
reveals distinct differences in behavior patterns.
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A number of compelling further questions to explore, perhaps using qualitative data
include:
1.

Why do objectivists have so few of their beliefs influence a chosen decision-

making style, unlike the interpretivists?
2.

Do current educational trends such as constructivism supersede internal belief

systems?
3.

Do visionary people tend more toward the objectivist or interpretivist viewpoint?

4.

How do commissioned ministers compare to ordained ministers regarding

discipline decision-making?
5.

Is the theoretical construct of visionary a viable concept?

6.

What made some administrators respond with a negative reaction to spiritual

energy while still reporting a positive score for a belief in God?
7.

What is the effect of student-centered decision-making on decision actions?

Theoretical implications. The conceptual framework alters considerably in the process
of analysis. While the overall concepts remain somewhat clear, the subcategories altered in the
factorial analysis into new categories and changed some of the conceptual ideas.
The myriad and complex views of decision-making as regarding the discipline policy
implementation can utilize the general reductionist concepts of justice and care as driven by the
theoretical philosophical constructs of objectivism and interpretivism. Yet, they are too
simplistic as indicated by the many subcategories that arose from factor analysis. Shapiro and
Stefkovich (2001) did not consider how differing philosophical viewpoints may play into the
justice and care categories they suggest. The visionary category must be part of the theory as
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shown in the data for this is clearly a different concept from the other two though related to both.
The spiritualist remains a conjectured concept as this study did not clearly give information
related to that construct. However, the relationship of objectivist philosophy to directive
decision-making style is clear and simply referring to them both as justice unites the concepts
into one theory. Likewise, the relationship of interpretivist philosophy to participative decisionmaking style is also clear and unites these theories into one theory with the term of care. This is
not to imply there is not complexity underlying these concepts but rather providing unification
and a core connecting thread. The factor analysis of the study yields some intriguing conceptual
ideas while upholding some of the original conceptual ideas. Axiology, for instance, is factored
as conjectured in the original concepts and demonstrates that thread. Decision-making styles are
more fragmented than originally conceived. The original concepts are seen within the groups that
factored out, but are less connected than expected. Nonetheless, the thread of objectivist and
interpretivist ideology ran through axiology and to decision-making styles. The clear connections
from philosophy to decision-making style for both objectivists and interpretivists are shown to be
significant, but there are also gender implications.
It appears that Gillian (1993) is correct in that women do make decisions differently than
men. However, Perry (1999) and Belenky et al. (1997) may have too narrow a viewpoint
regarding the developmental aspects of philosophical underpinnings of women and men. Perry
writes,
In any sphere of human development…’growth’ suggests that it is better to grow than to
arrest growth…Since our developmental scheme concerns precisely a person’s ‘moral’
development…values built into our scheme are those we assume to be commonly held in
significant areas of our culture (p. 9-10).
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Perry’s higher levels of the scheme require rejection of belief systems before being able to select
a belief system to settle upon for life. This is belief development and construction by the
individual. Belenkey et al. states, “To see that all knowledge is a construction and truth is a
matter of context in which it is embedded is to greatly expand the possibilities of how to think
about anything” (p. 138). Likewise, the juridical pinnacle held by Kohlberg (1971) and Fowler
(1981) for development may be equally biased. This study shows women and men do hold
beliefs that are constructivist in nature, but there are those that hold to beliefs in the objectivist
realm. To state that one set of beliefs is superior through developmental concept is a leap in
theory. Many of the participants of this study are mature people with clear beliefs demonstrated
in their responses. Some hold objectivist beliefs and others interpretivist beliefs. There is
evidence to support that these are simple dichotomy of viewpoints rather than a developmental
system of building beliefs toward one end or the other. The self-reported quality measures of
satisfaction and effectiveness indicate a high level of happiness and contentment entirely
unrelated to one viewpoint or the other. This researcher argues that this difference in viewpoint is
not developmental but rather simply the result of opposing belief systems. If development is
involved in it, as shown in this research, it is a trend to a more centered viewpoint between the
opposing belief systems.
Personal professional development. It is difficult to understand how much a researcher
changes in the process of working on a dissertation until one has actually done the process. This
researcher now has a better understanding of the challenge of writing good survey questions,
thinking through how to collect and organize data, and realizing the importance of extensive
field testing and re-testing. This is one area of the dissertation for improvement. The conceptual
ideas of this dissertation were complex. Defining terms and writing questions to match the
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concepts is difficult. There is certainly room for improvement in any future research. Regardless,
this researcher feels the skills, dispositions, and knowledge about research developed in the
process are more important to learn. Learning how to apply research skills to an actual study and
using analytical tools to organize and analyze data helps to solidify the basic understandings
developed in coursework. Specific knowledge about the theorists in these fields is developed and
refined in creating the theoretical framework of the study. Perhaps the most important learning in
this process is a change in view of the world from one of a personal reaction to the world seen
only through a personal lens to that of a more global view of being able to examine the world
from multiple lenses. This change enables the researcher to explore opposing viewpoints and
learn to recognize personal biases. In the process, she attempts to eliminate bias or try to keep it
to a minimum and acknowledging it when that was not possible. The process enables the
researcher to grow in many ways, and she is grateful for the opportunity to learn.
Study Conclusions
This is a complex study with many variables resulting in a great deal of data. Thus, a
summary of the key findings will be useful. Principal satisfaction and effectiveness are not
impacted in any generalizable way by decision-making styles, personal characteristics, or
philosophical orientations. Generally, a relationship is established between objectivist ideology
and directive decision-making styles. Interpretivist ideology relates to participative decisionmaking styles which has strong relationships to administrators who continue teaching,
administrators of younger populations, and leading to stronger decision actions.
A relationship is established between ontology and epistemology ideologies and the
axiology ideologies. This is especially true of beliefs in God as Creator and spiritual beliefs
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related to natural law beliefs; and personal and cultural truth and relative truth related to social
values.
Gender results show that for both men and women ideology beliefs show relationships to
decision-making styles. Women’s beliefs in God as Creator lead them away from intimidation
and spiritual beliefs influenced the choice of the social conscious factor. Men have stronger and
more frequent relationships. Experience shows a strong relationship to the selection of
intimidation while education mitigated that relationship and move men toward a participative
style of decision-making resulting in selecting more student characteristics when deciding upon a
decision action.
Training in an LCMS institution shows strong relationships as well. Experience is
demonstrated as having exactly opposite relationships between the LCMS trained and those
trained in other institutions as did serving as a current principal and advanced education. The
LCMS trained administrators are more likely to use intimidation as a form of decision-making
style.
There are a number of strong relationships showing from the study data. While the
hypothesis diagram is useful to show these relationships, the results show it is too simplistic to
explain these concepts. More study is required before the directional relationships are
established.
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Appendix A – Participant Letters
1. Email Sent to Lutheran Education Association Membership
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2. Emails sent to administrators of the Evangelical Lutheran Education Association
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Appendix B – Study Instrument
Coding for questions: DT=decision type, SC=student characteristics, PC=personal
characteristics, O=ontology, D=Deity, SP=Spirituality, NK=Nature of Knowledge, VK=Validity
of Knowledge, A=axiology, DS=discipline style, DA=decision action, S=Satisfaction,
E=Effectiveness
Likert Scale: ( ) Strongly Agree ( ) Agree ( ) Somewhat Agree ( ) Somewhat Disagree
( ) Disagree ( ) Strongly Disagree (Hereafter these will be denoted as Likert: SA-SD)
Survey Instrument
=======================================
School Decision Making Survey
=======================================
First Page
=============================================
1. This survey, studying decision-making regarding discipline, is part of a research project of a
doctoral candidate, Katherine J. Brandon, at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
The information you provide will be used in a research study to understand how K-12 school
personnel make decisions and published as part of a dissertation. If you are retired or not
currently working in a K-12 school, please respond with information from your last year of
service in a K-12 environment. Initial reactions to the questions are usually your best response.
Privacy Disclosure and Consent to Participate in the Survey: No information is collected through
this process other than the voluntary answers that are supplied by the participants. The answers
to this survey will be kept completely confidential. Only the researcher will see the survey
answers with identification information, should you choose to supply it. The shared data, through
the dissertation publication, conferences, and/or educational journals will be entered into a
collection tool that will identify respondents only by a number. You, as a participant, may be
assured of complete anonymity as well as your school, even if you choose to be selected for
follow up interviewing. You may stop the survey at any time if you choose or opt not to answer a
question, but you are encouraged to finish the complete survey if possible. Please take the survey
only once. There is no remuneration or foreseeable risk, for participation, connected with the
survey.
If you wish to contact the researcher with questions or comments you may do so by emailing to
her committee chair Dr. David Anderson at: david.anderson@emich.edu or
kathy.brandon@emich.edu. Katherine currently serves at Concordia University Chicago as
assessment director for the College of Education.
The survey averages about 20 minutes of time and merely requires you to check boxes or type
responses. You will be asked at the end what length of time it took for you to complete the
survey. Your yes response below indicates that you have read and understand the disclosure on
privacy and consent and you give your permission for the researcher to use the data you provide
in your responses.
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( ) Yes
PC 2. You are:
( ) Female
( ) Male
PC 3. How old were you on your last birthday?
____________________________________________
PC 4. Your race is:
___Am. Indian/ Alaska Native, ___Asian, ___Black or African American, ___Native Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander, ___Hispanic or Latino, ___White, ___Other
Select your best answer (or not more than two selections)
PC 5. What is your current religious affiliation? (use none if not affiliated with a church or faith)
____________________________________________
PC 6. For LCMS educators are you: (select all that apply)
( ) Lutheran Teacher Diploma
( ) Colloquy
( ) Rostered
( ) Ordained Minister
( ) Commissioned Minister
( ) Contract Teacher
( ) Volunteer Lay Person
PC 7. Your current position is... (you may check more than one)
( ) Principal
( ) Assistant Principal
( ) Associate Principal
( ) Superintendent
( ) Teacher
( ) Dean of Students
( ) Other
PC 8. Of these school positions, how long in completed years - over the course of your career have you served in each position?
Principal
_____
Assistant Principal
_____
Associate Principal
_____
Superintendent
_____
Assistant Superintendent
_____
Teacher
_____
Dean of Students
_____
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Other

_____

PC 9. Please indicate the type of school in which you are currently (or last year in a K-12 school)
working: (select the one that most closely matches your school)
( ) Pre-K or Child Care
( ) Pre-K-5
( ) Pre-K-8
( ) Middle School
( ) High School
( ) K-12
PC 10. What type of schools have you served in? Please check all that apply.
( ) LCMS - Lutheran
( ) Lutheran - Other
( ) Parochial - Catholic
( ) Parochial - Christian
( ) Parochial - Other faiths
( ) Private - military
( ) Private - preparatory
( ) Public - charter
( ) Public - district
PC 11. Please indicate which degree you have acquired by entering the name of the university
which granted the degree: (leave blank any not earned)
Bachelor Degree ________________
Master Degree ________________
Second Master Degree ________________
Specialist Degree ________________
Doctoral Degree ________________
PC 12. Do you hold...? Please check all that apply and indicate the state to which it applies.
( ) Current teaching certificate
( ) Current school administrator certificate
( ) Current district administrator certificate
S 13. I am very happy in my current position.
Likert: SA-SD
E 14. I feel that I am very effective in implementing discipline policy in my school.
Likert: SA-SD
S 15. Parents are happy with my disciplinary practices.
Likert: SA-SD
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E 16. I have never had a disciplinary decision reversed by someone above me.
Likert: SA-SD
E 17. Teachers see me as an effective disciplinarian.
Likert: SA-SD
S18. My school has a good, comprehensive disciplinary policy.
Likert: SA-SD
S19. I have a great deal of flexibility in implementing discipline policy.
Likert: SA-SD
20. Please feel free to add thoughts about the questions above or additional thoughts about
yourself.
(Space for unlimited comments.) ____________________________________________
You have completed about 23% of the survey. Think about your beliefs for the next questions.
D 21. There was a design for the universe before it came into being.
Likert: SA-SD
D 22. Faith and morality are closely related.
Likert: SA-SD
Sp 23. There is a spiritual energy as well as physical energy that is part of the universe.
Likert: SA-SD
A 24. There are some ethical standards that all should follow.
Likert: SA-SD
O 25. The universe is complex and only knowable on a personal basis by humans.
Likert: SA-SD
VK 26. Teachers who guide students enable the best learning.
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Likert: SA-SD
VK 27. Students can gain precise, common understandings.
Likert: SA-SD
A 28. Knowing right from wrong is natural to humans.
Likert: SA-SD
NK 29. Historical authority is a good basis for truth.
Likert: SA-SD
VK 30. Students use experience to construct unique understandings.
Likert: SA-SD
D 31. Truth comes from God through revelation.
Likert: SA-SD
VK 32. Teachers need to teach and explain hard concepts.
Likert: SA-SD
O 33. The universe came into being through a particular scientific process.
Likert: SA-SD
A 34. Moral values are dependent upon a viewpoint or situation.
Likert: SA-SD
NK 35. Truth is relative to time and space.
Likert: SA-SD
O 36. There is no way to determine how the universe came into being.
Likert: SA-SD
O 37. Confusion and randomness best account for the origin of the universe.
Likert: SA-SD
O 38. The reality of the universe is what we can sense and test.
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Likert: SA-SD
O 39. Humankind, like all beings, evolved from lower forms.
Likert: SA-SD
VK 40. Teachers who direct learning enable the best learning.
Likert: SA-SD
NK 41. There exists absolute truth independent of humans.
Likert: SA-SD
D 42. God created the universe.
Likert: SA-SD
O 43. Physical laws on our planet may not be true in another part of the universe.
Likert: SA-SD
VK 44. Teachers who allow students to explore enable the best learning.
Likert: SA-SD
A 45. At times, the end justifies the means.
Likert: SA-SD
O 46. The universe runs according to fixed laws that can be discovered.
Likert: SA-SD
NK 47. Intuition is a good source of truth.
Likert: SA-SD
D 48. God is control of the natural world.
Likert: SA-SD
49. Please feel free to add comments about beliefs.
(Space for unlimited comments.)
____________________________________________
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You are now about 58% complete with the survey. Think now about discipline decisions for the
next questions.
DT 50. Please select all issues you have made decisions about in the past year; indicate
approximately how many times in the year you dealt with the issue.
( ) Attendance
( ) Tardiness
( ) Hate Crime
( ) Intimidation
( ) Fighting
( ) Drugs
( ) Weapons
( ) Sexual Crime
( ) Robbery
( ) Theft
( ) Extortion
( ) Plagiarism/Cheating
( ) Disobedience
( ) Disrespect
( ) Technology Issues
( ) Other (please indicate major issues not noted above and approximate times you have
dealt with the issues)_____________
SC 51. Please indicate how important these characteristics are to making a disciplinary decision.
(This is a matrix table of radio buttons to select one option.)
Response Options: Extremely Important, Important, Somewhat Important, Somewhat Not
Important, Not Important, Not Considered
Age of student _____
Effect on faith development _____
Family _____
Guardian response _____
Admission of guilt _____
Effect on student's peer group _____
Regret by the student _____
Desire to make restitution by the student _____
Effect on student future opportunities _____
Health of student
____
Prior decisions _____
Appearance of student _____
Educational level of guardians _____
Intellectual ability of student _____
Frequency of issue _____
52. Please add any additional thoughts about decision making or students characteristics.
(Space for unlimited comments.)
____________________________________________
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You have now completed 61% of the survey. Think about your decision style for the next set of
questions.
DS 53. Telling the student what has been done wrong is critical to a child making behavior
changes.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 54. Listening to the observers of the infraction is most important to discipline decisions.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 55. Trust and personal relationships are critical to good discipline decision making.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 56. Students should be allowed to determine the discipline decision action.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 57. Students, who are directed to an understanding of wrong, are more likely to change
behavior.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 58. Following procedure for infractions is the best way to discipline all students.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 59. Students, who reason out the wrong on their own, are more likely to change behaviors.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 60. The principal or teacher should always determine the discipline decision action for the
student.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 61. The student's needs are most important in decision making and rules/laws are secondary.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 62. It is important that a principal or teacher is an authority figure.
Likert: SA-SD
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DS 63. Discipline decisions must be seen as equal regardless of the student or infraction.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 64. My best decisions, regarding discipline implementation, are when the student feels better
at the end and so do I.
Likert: SA-SD

DS 65. Some rules/laws must be applied with consideration of the student involved.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 66. Students should be allowed to arrive at their own understanding of what was done wrong.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 67. Sometimes the implicit/explicit threat of punishment is necessary to get a student to
admit guilt.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 68. Students must be told what they have done wrong.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 69. Listening to the student is the most important part of discipline decision making.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 70. All rules must be followed to the letter.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 71. Silence is the best way to get a student to admit guilt.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 72. I like to give a child a choice between several actions regarding a disciplinary decision.
Likert: SA-SD
DS 73. Good decision making often depends upon the remorse of the student.
Likert: SA-SD
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DS 74. A student should not be afraid of the principal.
Likert: SA-SD
75. Comments or thoughts from the section just completed:
(Space for unlimited comments.)
____________________________________________
You have completed 88% of the survey. Turn your thoughts to the type of actions that you have
taken in the past year.
DA& DS 76. Select actions you have taken in the last year and estimate how often you have used
this decision action.
( ) Expulsion from school
( ) Out-of-school suspension
( ) Forgiveness - no punishment
( ) Retribution to offended person/s
( ) Spoken Apology
( ) Service to other people
( ) In-office suspension
( ) Service to school, church, or community
( ) Writing assignment
( ) Used a school group to determine punishment DS
( ) Spanking or other physical punishment
( ) Loss of recess
( ) Required extra homework
( ) Student decided own punishment DS
( ) Loss of grade
( ) Timeout
( ) Failure of course
( ) Detention
( ) Prayer
( ) Scolding
( ) Contract with student
( ) Parental conference
( ) Written Apology
( ) Other (not listed above)space for comments
77. How long, in minutes, did it take you to respond and arrive at this point in the survey?
____________________________________________
This next section is, as the survey is, completely optional...however, if you wish to know when
the dissertation is published, you need to supply an email address and nothing more.
78. I would like to know when the dissertation is published.
( ) Yes
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( ) No
The researcher may choose to select a few respondents for personal interviews, for more depth of
information. If you are willing to be considered for this group of possible interviewees - please
fill out the following information. All information will be kept strictly confidential, as noted in
the beginning of the survey. A stratified random sample will be selected for interviewing. If
selected, you should hear from the researcher within a month of the closing of the online survey.
79. I am willing to be a possible interviewee.
( ) Yes
( ) No
=============================================
80. First Name
____________________________________________
81. Last Name
82. State

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

83. Email Address

____________________________________________

84. Phone Number

____________________________________________

85. Mobile Phone

____________________________________________

86. Preferred way to contact?
( ) Email
( ) Phone listed above
( ) Mobile phone
87. When is the best time to contact you to set up for an interview?
( ) Morning
( ) Afternoon
( ) Evening
88. What is your time Zone? __________________________________
Your response is very important to this research study. If you know of an administrator who has
not received an invitation to take the survey and would like to encourage him/her to participate in
the survey, please do so. Use the email link that was sent to you, it should work for anyone else
wishing to participate in the survey. Please do not take the survey more than once. It is fine if
teachers, with administrative duties, wish to participate in the survey as well.
=============================================
Thank You!
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When you press the submit button it may take a few minutes to process the survey. Please do not
turn off the system until it is done. Again, thank you for taking the time to finish the survey.
This research protocol and informed consent document has been reviewed and approved by the
Eastern Michigan University Human Subjects Review Committee for use from ___9/20/2010___
to __9/20/2011__. If you have questions about the approval process, please contact Dr. Deb de
Laski-Smith (734.487.0042, Interim Dean of the Graduate School and Administrative Co-chair
of UHSRC, human.subjects@emich.edu). You may contact Dr. David Anderson, doctoral
committee chair, at danderson@emich.edu or Katherine Brandon at kbrandon@emich.edu
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Appendix C - Histograms
Histograms of factors for regression analysis.
Contextual factors

Figure 25. Experience factor

Figure 26. Current type of school factor
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Figure 27. Decision types and incidences factor

Histograms of Reality & Knowledge Variables

Figure 28. Non-creation factor
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Figure 29. Un-scientific knowledge factor

Figure 30. Scientific law factor
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Figure 31. God as creator factor.

Figure 32. Spirituality factor.

Figure 33. Personal and cultural truth factor
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Figure 34. Relative truth factor.

Figure 35. Construction of knowledge factor.

Figure 36. Transference of knowledge factor.
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Histograms of Axiology Factors

Figure 37. Social values factor

Figure 38. Natural law factor.
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Histograms of Decision-Making Style Factors

Figure 39. Law application factor

Figure 40. Authoritarian factor.

Figure 41. Intimidation factor.
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Figure 42. Student choice factor.

Figure 43. Student need factor.

Figure 44. Trust factor.
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Figure 45. Social conscious factor.

Figure 46. Student centered factor.
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Histograms of Outcomes Factors

Figure 47. Prayer factor.

Figure 48. Satisfaction factor.
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Figure 49. Self-perceived effectiveness factor.

Figure 50. Selected student characteristics – student history factor.
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Figure 51. Selected student characteristics – age and ability factor.

Figure 52. Selected student characteristics – personal characteristics factor.
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Figure 53. Selected student characteristics – faith and family factor.

Figure 54. Selected student characteristics – student attitude factor.
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Figure 55. Decision actions factor.

Figure 56. Parental contact or conference factor.
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Appendix D – Total Effects
Regression Analysis – Independent Variables Direct and Total Effects
Table 36
Regression Analysis of Independent Variables Direct Effects
Path Level
Ontology

Deity

Factor
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Scientific Law
God Creator

Epistemology

Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth

Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge

Axiology

Transference of Knowledge
Social Values

Natural Law

Decision Style
Directed

Law Application
Authoritarian
Intimidation

Participative

Student Choice

Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Student Centered

Dependent Level

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Gender

.210

.007

Gender
Currently Teaching

-.309
.220

.000
.004

Experience
Principal
LCMS Dr. Degree
Decision Types/Actions
Gender
Current School Type
Decision Types/Actions
Principal
Experience
Current School Type
LCMS MA2 Degree
Scientific Law
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Decision Types/Actions
Non-Creation
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Personal & Cultural Truth
Spirituality
Transference of Knowledge
Gender
LCMS MA1 Degree
God Creator
Currently Teaching
Scientific Law
Construction of Knowledge
Social Values
Currently Teaching
Construction of Knowledge
Gender
Construction of Knowledge
Spirituality
LCMS MA2 Degree
Construction of Knowledge

-.281
-.161
.175
-.171
.191
-.288
.152
.238
-.166
-.166
-.167
.158
.283
.388
.177
-.183
.156
.243
.201
.164
.197
.191
.264
-.323
-.209
-.197
.166
-.173
.306
.176
.155
.329
.172
.312
.159
-.418
.341

.000
.038
.020
.032
.015
.000
.045
.002
.008
.008
.007
.011
.000
.000
.013
.034
.037
.003
.005
.025
.012
.012
.001
.000
.007
.009
.024
.022
.000
.021
.039
.000
.023
.000
.044
.004
.017

Prayer
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Path Level

Factor
Satisfaction
Effectiveness
Student History
Student Age/Ability
Student Personal
Student Other
Student Attitude
Decision Actions

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Authoritarian
Student Centered
Current School Type
Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Decision Types/Incidences
Student Centered

.405
.335
-.305
.339
.373
.370
.450
.296

.010
.032
.041
.023
.012
.012
.001
.026

Parental Contact or Conference

Table 37
Regressions Effect on Axiology Factors Total Effects
Factor
Social Values

Natural Law

Effecting Variable
Current School Type
Scientific Law
Where Earned MA2
Personal & Cultural Truth
Experience
Earned Doctorate
Currently Principal
Relative Truth
Decision Types & Incidences
Gender
Non-Creation
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Decision Types & Incidences
Experience
Currently Principal
Earned Doctorate
Gender
Currently Teaching

Score
-.166
.158
-.167
.283
.-.246
.042
-.038
.388
-.048
.074
-.183
.156
.243
.201
.164
.149
-.046
-.026
.029
-.042
-.054

Sig
.008
.011
.007
.000

.000

.034
.037
.003
.005
.025
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Table 38
Regressions on Directed Decision-Making Style Factors Total Effects
Factor
Law Application

Authoritarian

Intimidation

Effecting Variable
Personal & Cultural Truth
Decision Types & Incidences
Experience
LCMS Doctorate
Currently Principal
Current Principal
Spirituality
Transference of Knowledge
Gender
God Creator
LCMS MA1
Currently Teaching

Score
.197
-.034
-.055
.035
-.032
.063
.191
.264
-.062
-.197
-.209
-.043

Sig
.012

.012
.001
.009
.007

Table 39
Regressions on Participative Decision-Making Style Factors Total Effects
Factor
Student Choice

Student Need

Trust

Social conscious
Student Centered

Effecting Variable
Social Values
Experience
Scientific Law
Currently Teaching
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
LCMS MA2
Currently Principal
LCMS Doctorate
Personal & Cultural Truth
Gender
Decision Types & Incidences
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Current Teaching
Decision Types & Incidences
Gender
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Decision Types & Incidences
Spirituality
LCMS MA2
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Decision Types & Incidences

Score
.176
-.043
-.145
.166
.038
.306
-.059
-.029
-.008
.009
.050
.013
.038
.329
-.095
.155
.050
.172
.312
-.090
.047
.159
-.418
.341
-.098
.052

Sig
.021

.024
.000

.000
.039
.023
.000

.044
.004
.017
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Table 40
Regressions on Final Dependent Factors Total Effects
Factor
Student History

Student Age/Ability
Student Personal
Future, Health & Appearance

Student Other
Faith & Family

Student Attitude
Decision Actions & Incidences

Effecting Variable
Authoritarian
Student Centered style
Currently Principal
Spirituality
Transference of Knowledge
LCMS MA2
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Decision Types & Incidences
Current School Type
Student Need
Current School Type
Currently Teaching
Construction of Knowledge
Decision Types & Incidences
Trust
Gender
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Decision Types & Incidences
Social conscious
Spirituality
Student Centered
LCMS MA2
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Decision Types & Incidences

Score
.405
.335
.026
.077
.107
-.140
.114
-.033
.017
-.305
.339
-.032
.053
.112
.017
.373
.064
.116
-.034
.018
.370
.059
.296
-.124
.101
-.029
.465

Sig
.010
.032

.041
.023

.012

.012
.026

.001
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Regression Analysis - Split Variable – Gender
Table 41
Regressions Split on Gender- Females all Factors Direct Effects
Path Level
Ontology

Deity
Epistemology

Axiology

Decision Style
Directed

Participative

Dependent Level

Factor
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Transference of Knowledge
Social Values
Natural Law
Law Application
Authoritarian
Intimidation
Student Choice
Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Student Centered
Prayer
Satisfaction
Effectiveness
Student History
Student Age/Ability
Student Personal
Student Other
Student Attitude
Decision Actions
Parental Contact/Conference

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Currently Teaching

.317

.022

Scientific Law
Relative Truth
Spirituality

.325
.480
.281

.006
.000
.044

Transference of Knowledge
LCMS MA1 Degree
God Creator
Construction of Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge

.408
-.263
-.317
.281
.281

.003
.049
.019
.043
.043

Spirituality

.403

.003
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Table 42
Regressions Split on Gender- Males all Factors Direct Effects
Path Level
Ontology

Epistemology

Factor
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth

Axiology

Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Transference of Knowledge
Social Values

Deity

Natural Law

Decision Style
Directed

Law Application
Authoritarian

Participative

Intimidation
Student Choice

Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Student Centered
Dependent Level

Prayer
Satisfaction
Effectiveness
Student History
Student Age/Ability
Student Personal
Student Other
Student Attitude
Decision Actions
Parental Contact/Conference

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Experience
LCMS Doctorate
Experience
LCMS Doctorate

-.241
.206
-.281
.258

.012
.032
.002
.005

LCMS MA2
Principal
Experience
Current School Type
LCMS MA2 Degree
Non-Creation
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Non-Creation
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Natural Law
Spirituality
Transference of Knowledge
Decision Types/Actions
Experience
Spirituality
Scientific Law
Construction of Knowledge
Relative Truth
Social Values
Social Values
Construction of Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge
Scientific Law
Relative Truth

.212
.223
-.242
-.236
-.156
.173
.381
.302
-.214
.177
.355
.204
.206
.284
.185
.203
.239
-.227
-.250
.293
-.205
.252
.218
.293
.376
.217
-.423
.378

.027
.020
.001
.001
.025
.018
.000
.000
.026
.041
.000
.015
.032
.002
.042
.026
.012
.011
.005
.001
.038
.012
.018
.002
.000
.023
.012
.023

Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Decision Types/Incidences

.372
.377
.506
.655

.039
.037
.004
.000
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Table 43
Regression Split on Gender– Axiology Total Effects
Male Data
Factor
Social Values

Natural Law

Effecting Variable
Current School Type
Non-Creation
Where Earned MA2
Personal & Cultural
Truth
Experience
Relative Truth
LCMS Doctorate

Score
-.236
.173
-.156
.381

Sig.
.001
.018
.025
.000

.-.381
.302
.098

.000

Non-Creation
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Experience
LCMS Doctorate

-.214
.177
.355
.204
-.086
.042

.026
.041
.000
.015

Female Data
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

Relative Truth

.480

.000

Scientific Law

.325

.006

Spirituality

.281

.044

Table 44
Regression Split on Gender– Directed Decision-Making Style Total Effects
Male Data
Factor
Law Application

Authoritarian

Intimidation

Effecting Variable
Natural Law
Science Origins
Science Law
God as Creator
Experience
LCMS Doctorate
Spirituality
Current Principal
Spirituality
Transference of Knowledge
Decision Types & Incidences
LCMS MA1
Experience

Score
.206
.050
.037
.073
-.018
.009
.042
.041
.284
.185
.203
-.209
.239

Sig
.032

.002
.042
.026
.012

Female Data
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

Trans. of Know.

.408

.003

God as Creator
Current Teaching
LCMS MA1

-.317
-.101
-.263

.019
.049
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Table 45
Regression Split on Gender– Participative Style Total Effects
Male Data
Factor
Student
Choice

Student Need

Trust
Social
conscious

Student
Centered

Effecting Variable
Social Values
Science Origins
Spirituality
LCMS Doctorate
Experience
Scientific Law
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
LCMS MA2
Personal & Cultural Truth
Social Values
Non-Creation
Experience
LCMS MA2
Personal & Cultural Truth
LCMS Doctorate
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Construction of Knowledge
LCMS MA2
LCMS MA2

Score
.252
-.044
-.227
-.022
-.088
-.250
-.129
.293
-.060
.023
.096
.218
-.038
-.071
.012
.083
.021
.066
.293
-.052
.376
.080
.046

Sig
.012

Construction of Knowledge

.217

.023

Scientific Law
Relative Truth

-.423
.378

.012
.023

Female Data
Effecting Variable

Score

Const. of Know.

.281

Spirituality

.403

.011

.005
.001

.043

.018

.002
.000

Table 46
Regression Total Effects Split by Gender– Dependent Variables
Male Data
Factor
Student Personal
Future, Health &
Appearance

Student Other
Faith & Family

Effecting Variable
Student Need
Social Values
Current School Type
Non-Creation
Experience
LCMS MA2
Personal & Cultural Truth
LCMS Doctorate
Construction of Knowledge
Relative Truth
Trust
Construction of Knowledge
LCMS MA2

Score
.372
.081
-.019
-.014
-.027
.011
.06
.007
.109
.025
.377
.142
.030

Sig
.039

Female Data
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

.037
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Student Attitude

Social conscious
Construction of Knowledge
LCMS MA2
Decision Actions/Incidences

.506
.110
.023
.655

.004

.000

Regressions on split variables – LCMS Trained
Table 47
Regression on Split Variables – LCMS Trained – Not Trained
Path Level
Ontology

Deity

Epistemology

Axiology

Factor
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Scientific Law
God Creator

Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge
Transference of Knowledge
Social Values

Natural Law

Decision Style
Directed

Law Application
Authoritarian
Intimidation

Participative

Student Choice

Student Need
Trust
Social conscious
Student Centered

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Gender

.315

.008

Gender
Experience
Currently Teaching

-.350
-.254
.227

.003
.029
.048

Principal

-.240

.045

Current School Type

-.347

.003

Current School Type
LCMS MA2 Degree
Scientific Law
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Transference of Knowledge
Gender
God Creator
Experience
Scientific Law
Construction of Knowledge
Relative Truth
Social Values
Experience
Construction of Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge

-.197
-.235
.280
.279
.348
-.327
.236
.301
.393
.341
-.447
-.276
.219
-.309
.292
-.300
.510
.250
.320
.344

.035
.011
.003
.005
.001
.003
.028
.007
.001
.004
.000
.017
.047
.011
.009
.025
.000
.030
.006
.004
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Table 48
Regression on Split Variables – LCMS Trained – LCMS Trained
Path Level
Ontology

Deity
Epistemology

Factor
Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Scientific Law
God Creator
Spirituality
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Construction of Knowledge

Transference of Knowledge
Axiology

Social Values

Natural Law

Decision Style
Directed

Law Application
Authoritarian

Participative

Intimidation
Student Choice
Student Need
Trust

Social conscious
Student Centered

Effecting Variable

Score

Sig.

Experience
LCMS Doctorate
Gender
Current School Type
LCMS MA1
Decision Types/Incidences
Principal
Gender
Experience
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
God Creator
Personal & Cultural Truth
Decision Types/Incidences

-.261
.234
.234
-.225
-.218
.241
.229
-.234
-.200
.329
.369
.289
.244
.205

.010
.021
.026
.029
.040
.023
.025
.023
.023
.000
.000
.005
.017
.043

Spirituality
God Creator
Transference of Knowledge
Currently Teaching
Construction of Knowledge
Social Values
Construction of Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge
Currently Teaching
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Construction of Knowledge
Scientific Law
Social Values

.226
.290
.356
.266
.353
.231
.301
.450
.195
-.231
.222
-.411
.366

.026
.005
.001
.007
.000
.022
.003
.000
.039
.027
.034
.028
.048
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Table 49
Regression Split by LCMS Trained - Axiology Total Effects
Not LCMS Trained
Factor
Effecting Variable
Social
Current School Type
Values
Scientific Law
LCMS MA2
Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth
Principal

Natural Law

Non-Creation
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Gender
Spirituality

Score
-.197
.280
-.235
.279
.302
-.067

-.327
.236
.074
.301

Sig
.035
.003
.011
.005
.001

LCMS Trained
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

Personal & Cultural Truth
Relative Truth

.329
.369

.000
.000

Gender
Experience
LCMS Doctorate

.086
-.086
.077

God as Creator
Personal & Cultural Truth
Experience
LCMS Doctorate
Decision Types & Incidences

.289
.244
-.064
.057
.054

.003
.028
.007
.005
.017

.043

Table 50
Regression Split Variable LCMS Trained – Directed Decision-Making Style Total Effects
Not LCMS Trained
Factor
Effecting Variable
Law
Personal & Cultural Truth
Application
Principal
Authoritarian
Transference of
Knowledge

Intimidation

Experience
Gender
God as Creator
Currently Teaching

Score
.393
-.094
.341

.070
-.350
-.276
-.063

Sig
.001

LCMS Trained
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

God as Creator
Spirituality

.290
.226

.005
.026

Gender

-.083

Transference of Knowledge
Principal

.356
.082

.004

.017
.001
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Table 51
Regression Split on LCMS Trained – Participative Decision-Making Style Total Effects
Not LCMS Trained
Factor
Effecting Variable
Student
Social Values
Choice
Construction of Knowledge
LCMS MA2
Current School Type
Scientific Law
Personal & Cultural Truth
Principal
Relative Truth
Experience

Student
Need

Trust

Social
conscious

Student
Centered

Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Experience

Construction of Knowledge

Score
.510
.292
-.120
-.202
-.166
.142
-.034
-.123
.219

.320
-.111
.250

.344

Sig
.000
.009

LCMS Trained
Effecting Variable

Score

Sig

Construction of Knowledge

.353

.000

Current School Type

-.079

Currently Teaching
LCMS MA1
Decision Types/Incidences
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
Experience
LCMS MA1
Personal & Cultural Truth
LCMS Doctorate
Decision Type & Incidences
Relative Truth
Social Values
Gender
Experience
Un-Scientific Knowledge
Currently Teaching
LCMS Doctorate
Construction of Knowledge
Current School Type
LCMS MA1
Decision Types & Incidences
Construction of Knowledge

.266
-.079
.085
.301
-.066
-.066
-.066
.076
.018
.073
.085
.231
.020
-.051
-.213
.195
.046
.450
-.101
-.098
.109
.222

Current School Type
LCMS MA1
Decision Types & Incidences
Social Values
Experience
Personal & Cultural Truth
LCMS Doctorate
Relative Truth
Gender
Scientific Law

-.050
-.048
.054
.366
-.105
.120
.028
.135
.032
-.411

.047

.006
.030

.004

.007

.003

.022

.027
.039
.000

.034

.048

.028

There were no effects on dependent variables due to lack of variability in the response data.
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Appendix E – Interactive Effects
The data tables for interactive effect use a code for the variables listed here in bold below each
variable title. The codes were used to keep the table size manageable.

Figure 57. Coding for interactive & other data tables
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Using the standardized coefficient Beta scores and indicating significance:
Table 52
Significant Interactions for Gender
Test Variable gender x
Ont1
Epis2
Ont2
Ont2
Ont3
AX1
Ont3
Deity1
Ont1
DSD3
Deity2
Deit2
Epis1
Epix2
Epis2
Ont1
Epis2
Epis3
DSSC2
Epis4
Ont1
Ax1
DSSC2
Ont1
Ax2
Deit1
DSD1
DSD1
DSD2
Deit1
DSD3
Deit1
DSN1
Ax1
DSN2
DSN2
Deit1
DSN3
DSD3
DSN4
DSN4
DSSC2
Ax1

.217**
.558***
.184**
.634***
-.398***
-.220**
.652***
.209**
.273***
.677***
.392**
-.173*
.316*
.294***
.185*
.632***
.159*
-.242**
.123*
.545***
.161*
-.156*
.671***
.187**

Ax2
Deit2
Epis3
Ont1
Deit1

Variables with Coefficient & Significance
.265*
Deit1
-.350***
.173*
Expis1
.227**
.176*
Epis2
.203**
.311***
.799***
Epis2
-.163*

DSN4
Epis1
Ont3

.264**
.640***
.204**

Espis2
Ont2
Deit1

Epis3
Ont2
Ax1

.620***
.161*
.466***

Deit2
Epis4
Epis4
DSD3
DSD1
DSN1
DSN1
Deit2
DSD2

Ont3
Epis3
Epis1

.257**
.187*
.195**

Ont1
Epix4
Deit1

.770***
.223**
-.162*

Epis4

.219**

AX2

-.358**

-.249**
.178*
-.203**

Epis4

.241**

Deit2

-.243**

Epis1

.205**

Ont3
Deit1
Epis2

.209**
.242**
.378***

Ont2
Deit2
Epis1

.174*
.251**
.253**

Epis4
Ont3

.708***
.308***

.182*
.168*
.283***
.739***
-.213**
.257***

Epis1
Epis1
DSD2
DSN2
DSN2
DSD3

.202**
.161*
.654***
-.206**
.210**
-.271***

Ax2

.534***

DSN3
DSSC2

.160*
.304*

DSSC2

-.576***

DSD2

-.154*

Epis3

.170*

.194**
.258**
-.292***

DSN3

.614***

83/190 regressions for gender test variables 43.68% of the regressions show some interaction.
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Table 53
Significant Interactions for Lutheran Trained
Test Variable LTDx
Ont1
Ont2
Ont3
Deity1
Deity2
Epis1
Epis2
Epis3
Epis4
Ax1
Ax2
DSD1
DSD2
DSD3
DSN1
DSN2
DSN3
DSN4
DSSC2

Ont1
DSN3
Ont2
Epis2
Deit2
Epis2
Epis1
Epsi3
Epis3
Ax1
Ax2
DSD1
DSD2
DSD3
DSD1
AX1
DSN1
Epis3
DSD1

Variables with Coefficient & Significance
.641***
-.148*
.203**
-.155*
.757***
.204**
.182*
.654***
.157*
.546***
.617***
.721***
.724***
.634***
-.156*
.128*
.256**
.159*
-.409**

Ax2
Ont3
DSD2
Epis2
DSD1
Deit2

-.256*
.717***
.160*
-.223**
-.292**
-.236**

Epis1
Epis1
Deit1
Ax2
Epis1
Epis2

.221**
.177*
.420***
-.259*
.715***
.747***

Ont3
Ax1

.186*
-.185*

Ont2

.252**

Epis4
Epis2

.637***
.353***

DSD3
DSN2

.199**
.167*

Epis1

.300***

DSN4

.155*

DSN2
DSN1
Epis3
DSN2

-.153*
.627***
.219**
.209**

DSD2

.541***

DSN4
DSN4
DSN2
DSN2
DSN3
DSD3
DSN1

.159*
.181*
.218**
.695***
.645***
.185**
.195*

Epis4
Epis4
DSN3
DSN3
Epis3
DSN4
Ont3

.173*
.231**
.221**
.178*
.289***
.695***
-.312*

Ont2

.748***

DSN4

.169*

Epis3

.214**

62/190 regressions for Lutheran Trained test variables = 32.63% of the regressions show interaction.
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Table 54
Significant Interactions for LCMS Membership
Test Variable LCMS x
Ont1
DSD1
Ont2
Ont2
Ont3
DSD2
Deity1
Deit1
Deity2
Deit2
Epis1
DSD2
Epis2
DSN3
Epis3
Epis3
Epis4
Epis3
Ax1
Ax1
Ax2
DSD1
DSD1
DSD2
DSD1
DSD3
DSD3
DSN1
DSN1
DSN2
DSN3
DSD3
DSN4
DSD1
DSSC2

-.188*
.194*
.159*
.191**
.272***
-.158*
.150*
.231**
.190*
.129*
.262**
.206**
.212**
.174*
-.143*
.212**

DSD2

Variables with Coefficient & Significance
-.181**
Ont1
.223**

Ont3
Epis3

.205**
.170*

DSN3
Epis2

.146*
.228**

Epis4

.214**

DSD1
DSD2
DSD2
DSN3

.198*
.188*
.337***
-.174*

DSN4
DSN3
DSD2

.155*
.246**
.193**

Epsi3

.159*

Epis1

.197**

DSN4

.215**

Ont1

-.161*

Epis3

.163*

DSN4

.266***

36/190 regressions for LCMS membership at 18.95% of the regressions show interaction.
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Table 55
Significant Interactions for Experience.
Test Variable x
Ont1
Ont1
Ont2
DSD3
Ont3
DSN3
Deity1 Ont1
Deity2 Deit2
Epis1
Epis2
Epis3
Epis4
DSN1
Ax1
Ont1
Ax2
DSD1
DSD2
DSD3
DSN1
DSN2
DSN3
DSN4
DSSC2

.354
-.193*
.154*
-.248**
.179*

-.161*
.304***

DSD2
Deit1

-.357***
-.195*

Epis4

-.157*

Deit1

-.252**

Diet1
Epis1

.371***
.209**

DSN2
Ont2

-.191**
.209**

Deit1

.302***

DSD2

Ont1

.348*

.168*

Deit1

-.316*

Ax1

-.183**

DEIT2

.268**

Epis2

-.193*

DSD1

.195*

Ont3

.240**

Deit1

-.175*

Epis3

-.185*

DSN1

.184*

DSN2

.-.180*

Ax2

-.322*

DSD1
DSD2

Variables with Coefficient & Significance
.185*

Ax1

DSN2

-.163

Epis4

-.172*

DSN3

-.182*

.243**

-.365**

DSN1

-.713***

36/190 regressions for experience at 18.95% of the regressions showed significant interactions.
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Appendix F – Pilot Study Survey
The pilot survey study for the dissertation was conducted in 2007. Discussion with the six
participants resulted in major changes to this survey.
1. This survey, studying decision-making regarding discipline, is part of a research project of a

doctoral candidate, Katherine J. Brandon, at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Michigan.
The information you provide will be used in a research study to understand how K-12 school
personnel make decisions and published as part of a dissertation. If you are retired or not
currently working in a K-12 school, please respond with information from your last year of
service in a K-12 environment. Initial reactions to the questions are usually your best response.
Privacy Disclosure and Consent to Participate in the Survey: No information is collected through
this process other than the voluntary answers that are supplied by the participants. The answers
to this survey will be kept completely confidential. Only the researcher will see the survey
answers with identification information, should you choose to supply it. The shared data, through
the dissertation publication, conferences, and/or educational journals will be entered into a
collection tool that will identify respondents only by a number. You, as a participant, may be
assured of complete anonymity as well as your school, even if you choose to be selected for
follow up interviewing. You may stop the survey at any time if you choose or opt not to answer a
question, but you are encouraged to finish the complete survey if possible. Please take the survey
only once. There is no remuneration or foreseeable risk, for participation, connected with the
survey.
If you wish to contact the researcher with questions or comments you may do so by emailing to
her committee chair Dr. David Anderson at: david.anderson@emich.edu or
kathy.brandon@emich.edu. Katherine currently serves at Concordia University Chicago as
assessment director for the College of Education.

2. You are: (check boxes)  ﬦFemale

 ﬦMale

3. How old are you? (fill in box)
4. Select best answer:  ﬦWhite  ﬦBlack or African American  ﬦHispanic or Latino  ﬦAsian
 ﬦHawaiian or Pacific Islander  ﬦNative American  ﬦMulti-racial

5. Your ethnicity is: (country/cultural group ie: German/Swabian) This is defined as the
particular group country: (fill in the blank)
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6. Your cultural group: (fill in the blank)
7. Other: (fill in the blank option)
8. What is your current religious affiliation? (use none if not affiliated with a religious group):
(fill in the blank)
9. How often do you practice your faith? 1= rarely, 2= occasionally – once or twice a year, 3=
monthly, 4= weekly, 5= daily.
10. For Lutheran educators are you: (check boxes)  ﬦLutheran Teacher diploma,  ﬦColloquy,
 ﬦneither.

11. Your current position is… (fill in the box)
12. How long have you been in this level? (fill in the box)
13. How long have you served in the following positions? (fill in the blank after each item)
Principal, Assistant Principal, Associate Principal, Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent,
Teacher, Dean of Students.
14. What type of schools have served in? : (check box):  ﬦLCMS Lutheran  ﬦLutheran-other
 ﬦCatholic parochial  ﬦParochial-Christian

ﬦParochial-other faiths  ﬦPrivate-military

 ﬦPrivate-preparatory  ﬦPublic-charter  ﬦPublic-district.

15. Do you hold…? (check boxes) ﬦCurrent teaching certificate ﬦCurrent administrator
certificate.
16. How happy are you in your current position? 1=not very happy – 5=very happy (select a
number)
17. When you think about reality do you believe or view the natural would as: (check box)
ﬦChangeable ﬦUn-changeable ﬦBoth
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18. The natural laws as: (check box) ﬦUniversal ﬦRelative ﬦBoth
19. The natural world as: ﬦPredictable ﬦUn-predictable ﬦBoth
20. Humankinds as: ﬦCreated ﬦEvolved ﬦBoth
21. Reality is: ﬦUniversally created ﬦSocially constructed ﬦMay be both
22. There is: ﬦOne God ﬦMany gods ﬦNo gods ﬦOne God with many names
23. When you think about knowledge?...is it? ﬦContextual ﬦUniversal ﬦBoth
24. Truth is… ﬦAbsolute ﬦRelative ﬦBoth
25. The world … ﬦis too complex to be simplified ﬦcan be simplified to basic concepts
ﬦBoth.

26. Teachers… ﬦGuide people to build knowledge ﬦTransfer knowledge through teaching
ﬦBoth.

27. Are you a person who most often when making a decision about discipline in school:
ﬦListens, evaluated, looks at context but also looks to a higher power through prayer or other

sources for guidance while weighing alternatives for own decision making taking into
consideration the options most important to the individuals involved?
ﬦListen, evaluates, looks at context but makes own decision after weighing options most

important to the individuals involved?
ﬦMakes decision, without consulting anyone or listening to those involved, based upon the rules

and regulations of your school.
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 ﬦlistens to others, voices concerns to others after taking and thinking about issues and seeking

guidance from a higher power through prayer or other source than follows an outlined procedure
to make a decision?
28. As regards the school you work in…is it? ﬦPre-K ﬦPre-8 ﬦK-12 ﬦ6-8 ﬦ9-12 ﬦOther (fill
in blank)
29. located in…. ﬦUrban area ﬦSub-urban area ﬦInner City ﬦRural ﬦSmall town
30. Approximate number of student in the school? (fill in the blank)
31. Is the school… ﬦLCMS Lutheran  ﬦLutheran-other
Christian

 ﬦCatholic parochial  ﬦParochial-

ﬦParochial-other faiths  ﬦPrivate-military

 ﬦPrivate-preparatory  ﬦPublic-

charter  ﬦPublic-district.
Approximate percentage: (fill in the blank) Native American Asian Black or African
American Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander White Multi-race.
32. Approximately how old is the school? (fill in the blank)
33. What was the ethnic group (country/ cultural group) to establish the school? (fill in the blank)
34. Did the school begin as … ﬦPublic school – district or city ﬦParish school ﬦPrivate school
35. If this is a parochial school are the school populations and church populations identical
racially? Y/N
36. If this is a parochial school are the school populations and church populations identical
ethnicity? Y/N
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37. When you think about your perceptions of the cultural environment of your school how does
it influence your decision making factors and process? (open blank)
38: For the next questions indicate how important these item are for decision-making.
0=not considered & 10=most important
Questioning bystanders: (fill in number)
Asking bystanders for a decision
Praying about the decision
Asking supervisor for decision
Checking school policy
Asking peer for decision
Questioning involved people
Weighing individual factors
Following a procedure
Asking involved people for a decision
Questioning one to be disciplined
Examining physical evidence
Checking the laws involved
Asking the one to be disciplined for a decision
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Examining professional policy
Other process not listed (fill in blank)
Please note any issues you encountered in the ranking of these items. (fill in the blank)
39. Please check all items you consider when making a decision: ﬦgender ﬦfaith development
ﬦethnicity ﬦfamily faith background ﬦrace ﬦfamily economic status ﬦstudent admission of

guilt ﬦhealth of student ﬦappearance of student ﬦintellectual ability ﬦfrequency of discipline
issues ﬦeducational level of parents ﬦeffect on faith development ﬦstudent regret ﬦeffect on
student home life ﬦeffect on student peer group ﬦeffect on student future opportunities.
40. Which three factors do you consider most important to making a disciplinary decision? List
from most important to least important from above list. (fill in blank)
41.Are there other factors about the one disciplined that you would consider that are not listed?
(fill in blank)
42. Please respond to this scenario and describe that decision. Include the process you would
follow the factors you would consider and how school policy would or would not affected the
decision as you work through the process. Be as specific as you like. (Scenario presented of a
discipline issue.) (fill in blank response) – all said too complex a question – must be interview
format.
43. Think about yourself as you make decision a disciplinary issue and check all you would
consider: ﬦschool policy ﬦeconomic effect on school ﬦfairness ﬦhow supervisor may view
decision ﬦpersonal frustration ﬦethics of the decision ﬦcare for the student/family involved
ﬦprudence ﬦcoworker involved ﬦmorality of the decision ﬦrationality ﬦexpectations of parent
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organization ﬦpersonal opinion ﬦstate/federal requirements ﬦjustice ﬦmicro-management by
supervisor/board ﬦeffect on school community ﬦeffect on other students ﬦeffect on faculty
ﬦeffect on staff.

44. Which three factors from the above list do you consider most important to making a
decision? List from most important to least. (fill in blank)
45. Are there other factors not listed here about yourself that you would also consider? (fill in
blank)
46. For the next set of questions please select the two terms that have the closest relationship.
There were six terms that were listed in groups of three terms mixed everyway possible. They
checked the two in each triad believed to be the closest in relationship. The terms were: justice,
fairness, self-control, charity, courage, faithfulness.
47. Please respond to this scenario with the process you would employ the factors you would
consider and how the current school policy would affect or not affect your decision if this
occurred in your school.

A teacher calls you to a fifth grade classroom… the test group said

this was again too complex a question.
Optional portion for follow up interviews
48. First name (fill in blank)
49. Last name (fill in blank)
50. Title (fill in blank)
51. School Name (fill in blank)
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52. Street Address (fill in blank)
53. Apt/Suite/Office (fill in blank)
54. City (fill in blank)
55. State (fill in blank)
56. Postal Code (fill in blank)
57. County (fill in blank)
58. Email address (fill in blank)
59. Phone number (fill in blank)
60. Mobile Phone (fill in blank)
Your response is very important to this research study. If you know of an administrator who has
not received an invitation to take the survey and would like to encourage him/her to participate in
the survey, please do so. Use the email link that was sent to you, it should work for anyone else
wishing to participate in the survey. Please do not take the survey more than once. It is fine if
teachers, with administrative duties, wish to participate in the survey as well.
=============================================
Thank You!
When you press the submit button it may take a few minutes to process the survey. Please do not
turn off the system until it is done. Again, thank you for taking the time to finish the survey.
You may contact Dr. David Anderson, doctoral committee chair, at danderson@emich.edu or
Katherine Brandon at kbrandon@emich.edu if you have further questions about this pilot study.
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Appendix G – Bivariate Correlation Tables
Coding is in Appendix E.
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Appendix H – Approval Forms
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